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Abstract 

Patients with leukaemic indolent B-NHL who could not be assigned to a specific 

disease category were identified and 108 cases underwent extensive molecular 

characterisation using a capture-NGS sequencing approach designed by the 

EuroClonality NGS consortium.  

Without a clear diagnosis such patients have no evidence-based, standardised 

treatment pathways and have no or limited access to clinical trials and novel 

therapies as eligibility and approval are based on distinct histological categories or 

WHO-defined disease entities.  

Well-characterised translocations were found in 10 cases supporting a diagnosis of 

Mantle cell lymphoma in six patients, follicular lymphoma in two patients and atypical 

CLL in a further 2 cases. In a further case a rare, TRA-CDK6 fusion was detected 

which was recently confirmed as a recurrent, diagnostic finding in SMZL. 

Combination of variants in KLF2, deletion of 7q together with IGHV1-2*04 gene 

usage confirmed the suspected diagnosis of SMZL in one case.  

The most frequently mutated genes were TP53 in 16/101 (15%) and the hotspot 

MYD88 p.(Leu265Pro) variant in 13/101 (13%) followed by variants in genes 

associated with NF-B signalling. Integration of the molecular findings together with 

other (histo)pathological and clinical findings may enable the distinction between 

LPL and MZL-related disease categories in these patients.  

NGS was capable of identifying clonal IG-rearrangements in all cases. Further 

stereotyping analysis using the VLeader protocol and Sanger sequencing showed 

most cases carried IGHV3 (52%) and IGHV4 (27%) genes with IGHV4-34 the most 

common (17%). Evidence of Somatic hypermutations were found in 90% of cases 

with 77% showing <98% homology to the germline sequence. None of the IGHV 

rearrangements showed a CLL-stereotype.  

Preliminary analysis of copy-number variants showed a high frequency of trisomy 

12 (17 cases), 17p deletion events in combination with TP53 variants as well as 

deletions of 7q, a recurrent feature of MZL. 

This prospective study clearly demonstrates the benefit of using NGS-panel 

approaches for the characterization of patient cohorts which based on routine 
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diagnostics evaluation cannot be assigned to a defined disease category. An 

additional 12 patients were given a formal diagnosis based on the molecular findings 

and further clinical review prompted by the results of this study will likely lead to an 

increase in this number. The detailed information obtained about the clonal 

structure, including the specific V(D)J-rearrangements and combinations of 

molecular aberrations in each case, will enable further research into the aetiology 

of these diseases. From a diagnostic laboratory perspective in particular, the NGS 

panel utilised here is capable of reducing the time and cost of the evaluations 

required by combining the analysis of clonality, single-nucleotide variants, copy-

number variants and structural variants in a single assay. Given the breadth of 

results, this NGS panel is also a useful tool for the characterisation of cohorts in a 

research setting and the design can be extended in future as novel markers and 

areas of interest are described in the literature.   

Statement 

The work presented here forms part of the ENABLE – NGS: Enhancing diagnosis in chronic 

B-cell lymphoproliferative disorders using Next-Generation Sequencing study funded by the 

Biomedical Research Centre at The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust and The 

Institute of Cancer Research, London. Principle Investigator is Dr Sunil Iyengar Consultant 

Haematologist, RMH.  

The data included here has in-part been published as an oral abstract at ASH 2020 in 

collaboration with Matt Cross, Clinical Research Fellow (see page 160 or 

https://ash.confex.com/ash/2020/webprogram/Paper141542.html).   

The laboratory work was undertaken by staff of the Clinical Genomics laboratory, RMH. The 

panel used was a collaboration with the EuroClonality NGS consortium who also provided 

bioinformatic support and assistance. 

I am a member of the EuroClonality Consortium and have been involved in the proof-of 

principle study for the EuroClonality NGS capture panel as well as the validation study.  

For this thesis and the abstract published, I have performed the analysis of the NGS 

data (including the interpretation of SNVs), IG-rearrangement analysis (both from 

NGS and Sanger sequencing), translocation detection and the preliminary CNV 

analysis for all samples and the results and interpretation presented in this thesis 

are my own, original work.  

  

https://ash.confex.com/ash/2020/webprogram/Paper141542.html
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1. Introduction  

 

1.1 Classification of Lymphoproliferative disorders (LPDs) 

The international World Health Organisation (WHO) Classification of Tumours of 

Haematopoietic and Lymphoid tissue (4th revised edition (Swerdlow et al., 2016a)) 

recognises more than 50 distinct lymphoproliferative-disorders entities which are 

determined by morphological, immunophenotypic, genetic and clinical 

characteristics. The aim is to categorise diseases into distinct entities to develop 

and apply standardised treatment pathways to ensure optimal, evidence-based 

patient care. In the last decades advances in the understanding of the cellular 

processes giving rise to the different lymphomas have been made, leading to the 

identification of disease-defining chromosomal aberrations and DNA-variants (table 

1.1). Our more detailed understanding of the pathology has also enabled huge shifts 

in treatment protocols and drug designs with options now including molecularly-

targeted drugs like BRAF-, BTK- and BCL2-inhibitors as well as cellular therapy with 

Chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T)-cells for certain diseases. 

Patients with suspected or confirmed lymphoproliferative disease (LPD) are 

assessed and cared for in specialist units within the NHS to ensure highest 

expertise, access to dedicated testing and integrated reporting as set out in the 

National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guideline ‘Haematological 

cancers: improving outcomes’ (NG47, published 25th of May 2016 

https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng47, accessed 08/05/2021)). 

Despite these advances, cases remain which do not fit into any of the defined 

categories or where conflicting features mean several differential diagnoses cannot 

be further delineated.  

https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng47
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Table 1.1: Examples of haematological neoplasms where the molecular aberration is a defining feature. Additional morphological and immunophenotype 

characteristics used for diagnosing these diseases are briefly summarised.  

 

World health organisation 
(WHO) classification 
(Swerdlow et al. 2008 and 
2016) 

Genetic diagnostic markers and their 
frequency in a given disease category 
(from Swerdlow et al. 2008 and 2016) 

Diagnostic markers:  
Morphology (from Swerdlow et al. 2008 and 2016) 

Diagnostic markers: 
Immunophenotype  
(from Swerdlow et al. 2008 and 2016) 

Burkitt lymphoma (BL) t(8;14) translocation involving MYC in 
>95% of cases;  
Additional recurrent variants (~70% of cases) in TCF3 
and in ID3 

Medium-sized cells, cytoplasm is deeply 
basophilic with lipid vacuoles 
Very high proliferation rate and mitotic 
figures “starry sky pattern”  

Positive for B-cell antigens (CD19, 
CD20, CD22, CD79a and PAX5); 
positive for CD10 negative for CD5 
Strong expression of MYC and Ki-67 

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) t(11;14) translocation involving CCND1 
seen in 65-95% (also seen in myeloma, 
diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL)) 
Deletions of regions including CDKN2A, TNFAIP3, 
ATM and TP53 as well as gains of BCL2 and CCND1; 
Mutations in CCND1, NOTCH1/2 and TP53 
 

Monomorphic small- medium sized cells with 
a number of morphological variants: 
blastoid, pleomorphic, small-cell and 
marginal zone-like (refer to Swerdlow et al. 
2008 and 2016 for further details) 

Strongly positive for surface Ig;  
Positive for CD5, FMC7 and CD43 
Negative for CD10, CD23 and BCL6 
In particular, positive for SOX11 and 
CCND1 expression 
 

Follicular lymphoma (FL) t(14;18) translocation involving BCL2 seen 
in 70-95% (also seen in DLBCL) 
Mutations and /or copy number aberrations in BCL2, 
KMT2D, EZH2, CREBBP, BCL5, MEF2B and TNFAIP3 

Characterised by follicular pattern which 
effaces the nodal architecture with poor 
definition; neoplastic cells are a mix of 
centrocytes and centroblasts 

Positive for surface Ig and B-cell 
antigens 
Positive for CD10, BCL2 and BCL6 
Negative for CD5 and CD43 
Overexpression of BCL2 is the 
hallmark 

Mucosa-associated lymphoid 
tissue (MALT) lymphoma 

t(11;18) translocation involving API2-MLT 
seen in 20-50% 

Marginal zone B cells, small-medium in size, 
irregular nuclei, pale cytoplasm; may show 
plasmacytic differentiation 

Positive for CD20, CD79a and 
CD43+/- 
Negative for CD5, CD10 and CD23 

Hairy cell leukaemia (HCL) BRAF V600E seen in >98% of cases Small-medium sized cells often with kidney-
shaped nucleus and pale blue cytoplasm 
(abundant) which shows characteristic 
projections 

Bright positivity for surface Ig, CD20, 
CD22 and CD11c;  
Positive for CD103, CD25, CD123, 
CD200 and CCND1 
Negative for CD5 and CD10 
Positivity for Annexin A1 is a 
hallmark 

Lymphoplasmacytic 
lymphoma 
(LPL)/Waldenstroem’s 
macroglobulinaemia (WM) 

MYD88 L265P  seen in >90% 
Mutations in CXCR4 in 30% and ARID1A in 
17% 

Small lymphocytes with plasma cell 
component 

Positive for B-cell antigens (CD19, 
CD20, CD22, CD79a) and surface 
Ig 
Negative for CD5, CD10, CD103 
and CD23 
Plasma cell component CD138+, 
CD19+ and CD45+ 
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In 2016, a review was performed by a clinical fellow of the Specialist Integrated 

Haematological Malignancy Diagnostic Service (SIHMDS) at the Royal Marsden 

Hospital (RMH) which showed that a considerable number of indolent B –LPDs were 

unclassifiable and were referred to as either CD5+ve B-LPD, B-LPD not-otherwise 

specified (NOS) and Lymphoplasmacytic Lymphoma/Marginal Zone Lymphoma 

(LPL/MZL)-type LPD (figure 1.1) when evaluated according to best-practice 

guidelines. It was acknowledged that additional off-pathway testing including further 

cytogenetic and immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis could lead to a defined 

diagnosis but it was estimated that at least half of the cases would not receive a 

diagnosis based on the WHO-classification and thus would have no clear, evidence-

based treatment pathways and no option to enter a clinical trial.  

Figure 1.1: Diagnoses assigned to 513 cases of indolent lymphoma assessed according to 
NICE-guidelines at SIHMDS RMH. The three groups of uncertain classification are highlighted by 
the red line and represent 42% of cases.  

 

The latest edition of the WHO-classification has, for the first time, recognised and 

incorporated further precursor scenarios for indolent B-LPD similar to the well-

known monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) and 

monoclonal B-lymphocytosis (MBL) which can give rise to plasma cell myeloma and 

chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL), respectively (table 1.3). Some of the 
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undiagnosed cases within the RMH cohort may fall into these novel categories as 

discussed further in chapter 3 and 4.  

The “Enhancing diagnosis in chronic B-cell lymphoproliferative disorders using 

Next-Generation Sequencing” (ENABLE) study, NCT03344809, prospectively 

collected samples on patients presenting to the SIHMDS who could not be assigned 

to an established WHO-disease category and instead fitted one of the three groups 

highlighted in figure 1.1. The study aim is to apply next-generation sequencing to 

further characterise this group of patients.  

The next chapters will briefly explore the differential diagnoses the cases in the three 

groups identified could fall into, focusing on the relevance of CD5-expression and 

plasmacytoid features, together with an outline of the cellular pathways that are 

expected to be affected by molecular aberrations in these disease entities.  

 

1.2 Differential diagnoses for cases with uncertain classifications 

B-NHLs arise at different stages during B-cell development (figure 1.2) usually once 

they have moved to secondary lymphoid tissues. Upon antigen stimulation, germinal 

centres (GC) are formed within lymph nodes. Here, B-cells undergo somatic 

hypermutation (SHM) and class-switch recombination (CSR) together with affinity 

selection and proliferation cycles which generate B-cells producing highly-specific 

antibodies with autoreactive B-cells being eliminated in the process. Based on 

phenotype, molecular markers and expression profiling findings it is thought that 

Follicular Lymphoma (FL) and some Diffuse-large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) are 

derived from B-cells undergoing the GC-reaction whereas classic Hodgkin 

lymphoma (cHL), activated-B-cell-type DLBCL and mediastinal lymphomas develop 

from B-cells that have completed the GC-reaction with memory B-cells being the 

cell of origin for plasma cell myeloma B-cells. For Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia 

(CLL), one group of patients carry SHM in their CLL-resembling GC-B-cell whereas 

other CLL clones resemble naïve B-cells without evidence of SHM. B-cells that 

reside in the mantle zone or marginal zone of a lymph node can give rise to mantle 

cell lymphomas (MCL) or marginal zone lymphomas (MZL), respectively.  

As shown in table 1.1 a number of B-NHLs are defined by their specific 

chromosomal rearrangements like for example IGH-BCL2 in FL and CCND1-IGH in 
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MCL. In most cases, the translocation moves a strong enhancer of the IG-locus into 

proximity of a proto-oncogene resulting in upregulation of the expression of the 

proto-oncogene and driving proliferative and anti-apoptotic signalling processes in 

the neoplastic cells. In rare cases, mutation of one gene is the hallmark and primary 

driver of a disease (e.g. BRAF in Hairy Cell Leukaemia) whereas most disease 

subtypes are heterogeneous with regards to their molecular variants and overlap 

between disease entities is common.  

 

Figure 1.2: Cell of origin for different B-NHLs (from (Efremov et al., 2020) figure 2 page 4). 
Schematic representation of the steps of B-cell development and maturation in the different 
environments (bone marrow, peripheral blood and lymph nodes) and the postulated normal 
counterpart of the neoplastic cells of different B-NHLs.  
U-CLL= unmutated CLL, M-CLL= mutated CLL, DLBCL= Diffuse-large B-cell Lymphoma 

 

 

1.2.1 CD5+ve B-lymphoproliferative disease 

Aberrant CD5+ positivity is most characteristic for the B-cell clone of CLL and MCL 

and these diagnoses are established based on morphology and a panel of 

immunophenotyping markers including those to establish the CLL score (table 1.2 

(Köhnke et al., 2017)). If cells show CD5-positivity but a CLL-score of 3 or less, 

fluorescence-in situ hybridisation (FISH) for t(11;14) is undertaken to rule out MCL.  
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Table 1.2: CLL score based on Immunophenotyping marker panel. A score of 4 and 5 is 

expected for CLL; CLL-score of 3 could indicate atypical CLL or MCL and further evaluation is 

required. In addition, CD200 is positive in CLL but not in MCL. sIg = surface immunoglobulin 

Marker Result Score 

CD5 Positive 1 

CD23 Positive 1 

FMC7 Negative  1 

sIg Weak  1 

CD22/CD79B Weak  1 

 

Even though it is not a WHO-recognised disease entity, atypical CLL is an accepted 

concept; it is characterised by a CLL score of 3, a higher degree of abnormal 

lymphocytes in addition to the CLL-clone (but remaining below 55% 

prolymphocytes), strong CD20 and FMC7 expression and presence of trisomy 12 in 

up to 20% of cases (Abruzzo et al., 2018). Clinically, some studies have shown 

association with thrombocytopenia and a higher incidence of Richter’s 

transformation, especially in cases with IGHV4-39 gene usage. (Autore et al., 2018, 

Fazi et al., 2011). In 2019, Fang et al. published a review of 1684 patients with CLL 

seen by the Mayo Clinic (Fang et al., 2019). One group of patients with atypical 

morphology including plasmacytoid appearance, negativity for CD23, strong CD20 

and/or surface immunoglobulin expression (and thus a CLL score of no more than 

3) was found to have a high incidence of translocations involving BCL3 transcription 

coactivator (BCL3) (Fang et al., 2019). The group recommended that FISH 

assessment for BCL3-rearrangements should be included in routine testing as well 

as investigations to rule out MCL and marginal-zone lymphoma (MZL) in these 

cases due to the overlap in morphological features, however, this is has not yet been 

incorporated into testing guidelines. 

Although uncommon, CD5-positivity is observed in rare cases across other small 

cell/ low-grade B-Non-Hodgkin Lymphomas (B-NHLs) making diagnosing harder 

and some may be assigned to B-NHL, not otherwise specified (NOS). In CLL and 

MCL the majority of cases are CD5+ve whereas <5% of case of Lymphoplasmacytic 

Lymphoma (LPL) and Marginal zone lymphoma (MZL) usually are (Lim et al., 2019). 

 

1.2.2 Low-grade B-LPDs with plasmacytic features  

Plasmacytic differentiation within the neoplastic B-cells can be seen across a 

number of B-cell lymphomas ranging from Lymphoplasmacytic Lymphoma (LPL), 

where the majority of the clone are plasma cells, to Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL), 
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where plasmacytic features are infrequent (Swerdlow et al., 2016b). Given the 

overlapping morphological features, differentiating between Splenic Marginal Zone 

Lymphoma (SMZL), Lymphoplasmacytic Lymphoma (LPL), nodal Marginal zone 

lymphoma (NMZL) and other small-cell B-LPDs with plasmacytic features can be 

difficult (Hamadeh et al., 2015). One example is the rare splenic B-cell lymphoma, 

unclassifiable (SLLU) which has overlapping features with and requires the 

exclusion of CLL, Hairy-Cell Leukaemia (HCL), B-cell Prolymphocytic Lymphoma 

(B-PLL), Splenic Marginal Zone Lymphoma (SMZL) and Lymphoplasmacytic 

Lymphoma (LPL). Similarly, rare entities like HCL-variant (HCL-v), and Splenic 

Diffuse Red Pulp small B-cell lymphoma (SDRPL) are difficult to distinguish (Curiel-

Olmo et al., 2017). With the exception of CLL they are generally CD5-negative but 

rare cases with CD5-positivity have been seen across all these categories. 

For most of the marginal zone lymphomas – in particular SMZL and SDRPL- a 

definite diagnosis still requires splenic histology; however, this is rarely performed 

in routine practice and the diagnosis relies on clinical features and morphological 

features although there are none that are disease defining (Jaramillo Oquendo et 

al., 2019). The 2017 workshop of the Society for Hematopathology/European 

Association for Haematopathology reviewed the role of molecular genetics in the 

diagnosis of lymphoid neoplasms (Lim et al., 2019). Clinical cases submitted to the 

panel for discussion highlighted the need for integration of morphology, 

immunophenotyping and molecular findings to derive the most likely diagnosis but 

overlapping features and molecular aberrations affecting the same cellular 

pathways were common. The distinction between SDRPL and Hairy Cell 

Leukaemia-Variant (HCL-v) was stated to be particularly challenging with CCND3-

variants favouring the former and presence of MAP2K1-variants the latter. The 

presentation also included cases that were found to be MYD88-variant positive but 

matching a diagnosis of NMZL and Ocular adnexal marginal zone lymphoma rather 

than LPL. In 2011, Ngo et al. described a pathogenic missense variant in the myeloid 

differentiation primary response 88 (MYD88) gene in a cohort of Diffuse Large B-

cell Lymphoma – activated B-cell type (DLBCL-ABC) cases (Ngo et al., 2011). The 

nucleotide change from thymine to cytosine causes an amino acid change of leucine 

to proline at position 265 (NM_002468.4, also referred to as position 273 in 

NM_001172567.1) causing increased activity and signalling along the Toll-like 

receptor (TLR) and Nuclear Factor-κB-(NF-B) pathways leading to proliferation and 
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pro-survival signalling (figure 1.3). Several studies published shortly after showed 

that the highest incidence of this variant was in fact in LPL, where it is the main 

oncogenic driver (Ruben et al., 2019). Despite the high frequency of > 90% in LPL 

it is not a diagnostic marker as it does occur at low frequency in CLL, MCL, plasma 

cell myeloma and across SMLZ and other MZL as well as DLBCL (Ruben et al., 

2019). The European Association for Haematopathology /Society for 

Hematopathology slide workshop held in 2014 and reported by Swerdlow et al. in 

2016, demonstrated the importance of identifying MYD88 variants to support a 

diagnosis of LPL (Swerdlow et al., 2016a). In particular, LPL could be diagnosed 

even if there was extensive nodal effacement, follicular colonisation and the cells 

expressed CD5 or CD10, all atypical findings for LPL. Such cases often only showed 

subtle plasmacytic differentiation but presence of a MYD88 variant was shown in all 

cases. It was absent on the other hand in cases that were eventually classified as 

CLL/SLL, Follicular Lymphoma (FL), SOX11-negative MCL and MZL all of which 

showed plasmacytic differentiation (Swerdlow et al., 2016b). Presence of variants 

in MYD88 is strongly associated with presence of IgM-paraprotein and is almost 

always seen in IgM-MGUS but never in plasma cell myeloma or IgG/IgA-MGUS 

(Swerdlow et al., 2016a).  

Table 1.3: Brief overview of the different disease categories that are included in the differential 
diagnosis of the cases being explored in this study including the MBL-entities. Examples of 
usual features- see WHO Classification for details.  

WHO 
disease 
category 

Usual 
phenotype 

Morphology Molecular 
variants 

Other 

CLL CD5+ve Small, homogeneous Tris12, del11q, 13 CLL score >3, 
CD23+ve 

MCL CD5+ve Small, Clefted 
nucleus 

t(11;14) CLL score </=3, 
CD23-ve 

FL CD5-ve Small, folded/cleaved 
nucleus 

t(14;18) Plasmacytic 
differentiation is rare 

SMZL CD5-ve Villous lymphocytes KLF2, NOTCH2, 
IGHV1-2*04 

 

LPL CD5-ve Plasmacytoid 
features 

MYD88 Paraprotein  

HCL-v CD5-ve Villous lymphocytes MAP2K1, IGHV4-
34 

 

HCL CD5-ve Villous lymphocytes BRAF V600E Annexin A 1 positive 

SDPRL CD5-ve Villous lymphocytes CCND3 Provisional entity 

NMZL CD5-ve Plasmacytoid 
features  

  

Non-CLL-
type MBL 

CD5-ve Heterogeneous Various Includes CBL-MZ 

Atypical CLL-
type MBL 

CD5+ve Heterogeneous Various Usually CLL score 
=3 
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Figure 1.3: Signalling pathways and their interaction relevant to mature B-cell neoplasms. B-
cell receptor (BCR), interleukin receptors and Toll-like receptors (TLR) are shown on the cell surface 
together with the components of the intracellular signalling cascades they activate. The NF-kB 
complex is a central part which can be controlled through most of the pathways with uncontrolled 
activation leading to increase in cell proliferation and pro-survival signalling. Figure reproduced from 
(Ruben et al., 2019) page 2338 Figure 1)) 

 

1.3 B-cell characteristics: signalling cascades and V(D)J-rearrangements 

Cellular pathways like, for example, those controlling the cell-cycle are deregulated 

across most cancer entities (e.g. loss of or variants in TP53) but some are unique 

to a particular cancer type due to the cell of origin. Most B-NHLs are derived from 

mature, fully differentiated B-cells requiring pro-survival signalling through their B-

cell receptor (BCR) (figure 1.2 and 1.3). The clone is sustained by BCR-triggering 

due to specific antigens – including autoantigens – and/or by aberrant activation 

through molecular changes in one of the several signalling cascades (figure 1.3). 

Figures 1.3 and 1.5 shows examples of genes which are recurrently mutated in the 

context of B-NHLs and which have been shown to play a pathogenic role in the 

development and persistence of the clonal B-cell population. These have all been 

included as targets on the NGS panel used to analyse samples in the ENABLE study 

(see table A1 in the appendix for the full scope).  

Changes and overactivity of these pathways provides pro-survival and pro-

proliferative signals which sustain the clone but it has also become evident that the 
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clones are dependent on these signals (they are ‘addicted’) and as such blocking of 

these signalling pathways has been identified as an ideal target for treatment. Figure 

1.4 provides a summary of some of the drugs in routine use or in clinical trials for B-

NHLs.  

 

Figure 1.4: Signalling pathways and their interaction relevant to mature B-cell neoplasms. 
Highlighted in red are drugs in use/in clinical trials for the treatment of B-NHLs pointing at the part of 
the signalling cascades they act upon. Figure reproduced and modified from (Ruben et al., 2019) 
page 2343, figure 2)) 

 

What follows is a brief summary of the key players of the various B-cell specific 

signalling pathways with a focus on those deregulated by variants found in B-NHLs 

which could be detected by molecular testing, including next-generation sequencing 

approaches employed in this study. Good reviews have recently been published on 

these topics including future treatment options (e.g. (Ruben et al., 2019, Chung, 

2020, Casola et al., 2019, Grondona et al., 2018, Sorrentino et al., 2019, Visco et 

al., 2020)) and the reader is referred to these for more detail with relevant points 

being picked up in the discussion chapter for cases identified here as part of the 

ENABLE study.  

 

1.3.1 B-cell receptor (BCR) signalling and NF-B activation 

BCRs are activated through binding of their specific antigen matching their variable 

regions. The signal is transmitted via CD79A/B with their immunoreceptor tyrosine-

Bcl2 inhibitors 
(e.g. Venetoclax) 
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based activation motif (ITAM) domains to spleen tyrosine kinase (SYK) and 

Lck/Yes-related novel protein tyrosine kinase (LYN) which in turn activate Bruton 

tyrosine kinase (BTK). BTK triggers phosphoinositide3-kinase 

(PI3K)/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin(mTOR) activation as well as signalling 

to PLC2 leading to the recruitment of the caspase recruitment domain family 

member 11 (CARD11), BCL10, and mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma 

translocation protein 1 (MALT1) and resulting in NF-B activation (figure 1.3).  

When the transcription factors which are part of the NF-B family are activated, they 

migrate from the cytoplasm to the nucleus to bind to DNA and initiate transcription 

of target genes that are involved in B-cell survival and proliferation. Activation of NF-

B signalling can be triggered by several cascades including the canonical pathway 

through activation of Tumour Necrosis Factor (TNF)-cytokine receptors, via the BCR 

to Bruton-Tyrosine Kinase (BTK) route as well as the non-canonical pathway via 

Toll-like receptors (TLR) and the MYD88-containing ‘myddosome’ complex as 

shown in figures 1.3 and 1.4 (Diop et al., 2020).  

Activity is tightly controlled in healthy B-cells but various aberrations in components 

of the NF-B pathway upstream of the transcription factors have been identified as 

oncogenic drivers leading to constitutive activation of NF-B signalling without 

external activation signals through the relevant BCR, TNFR or TLR (figure 1.3). In 

addition to the pro-survival and pro-proliferative signalling, constitutive activation of 

NF-B confers resistance to chemotherapy (Nagel et al., 2014). 

 

Variants in genes coding for several components of the BCR-signalling cascade are 

found across mature B-cell malignancies including variants in CD79A/B, CARD11, 

TCF3 and ID3 in aggressive lymphomas like DLBCL and Burkitt Lymphoma (BL) 

and BRAF in HCL (figures 1.3 and 1.4). They all lead to constitutive, uncontrolled 

activation of the respective pathways including NF-B (Grondona et al., 2018).  

In addition to the gain-of function variants, negative regulators of NF-B activity can 

be lost through mutations. Examples are TNF alpha-induced protein 3 (TNFAIP3) 

(figure 1.5) and Krüppel-like Factor 2 (KLF2, (Clipson et al., 2015)). 
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Inhibitors that block this aberrant signalling are being developed and some have 

already entered routine use: The BTK-inhibitor Ibrutinib and the Phosphoinositide 3′ 

kinase delta (PI3Kδ) inhibitor Idelalisib are licensed for use in CLL, MCL, relapsed 

MZL and WM for example (Ruben et al., 2019). In addition, proteasome inhibitors 

like for example Bortezomib and the immune-modulatory drug lenalidomide are able 

to block overactive NF-B (Chung, 2020). 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Components and interaction of pathways leading to NF-B signalling. Pathogenic 
variants are found recurrently in various genes (highlighted in yellow). Frequency of variants shown 
here (red arrows) are for SMZL (Figure reproduced from (Luca and Davide, 2012) page 639 figure 
1) 

 

1.3.2 Notch Receptor signalling 

Another pathway implicated in B-NHL and best understood in the context of CLL is 

the NOTCH signalling cascade. Upon activation, the intracellular domain of the 

NOTCH receptor (which includes the transactivation and proline, glutamate, serine 

and threonine (PEST) domain) transfers to the nucleus where it initiates gene 

transcription. In B-cells, both NOTCH1 and NOTCH2 play a role in various 

developmental and differentiation processes whilst also supporting B-cell survival 

and proliferation in parallel to the BCR-mechanisms (Arruga et al., 2018).  
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Variants in NOTCH1 and NOTCH2 in B-NHL lead to truncation of the PEST domain 

and are most-commonly encountered in CLL, FL and MCL (NOTCH1) and SMZL, 

(NOTCH2). The loss of the PEST domain removes areas required for 

phosphorylation by CDK8 and FBXW7 to initiate protein degradation and results in 

retention of the protein and a longer half-life of activated NOTCH. In contrast to the 

aberrations discussed for BCR and NF-KB signalling leading to activation 

independent of ligand-binding, mutant NOTCH still requires activation by its ligand 

(Arruga et al., 2018). NOTCH1 PEST-domain variants are associated with poor 

prognosis in CLL and MCL and negate the benefit of adding rituximab to fludarabine-

chlorambucil therapy as demonstrated in the German CLL8 trial (Stilgenbauer et al., 

2014).   

1.3.3 V(D)J-rearrangements 

A unique hallmark of B- and T-lymphocytes is the modification of genomic DNA 

during the process of V(D)J-recombination (figure 1.6). Variable (V) genes, diversity 

(D) genes and joining (J) genes are selected at random to form a V(D)J-

rearrangement with the interspersing DNA being removed leading to an altered 

‘germline’ DNA sequence. This sequence encodes the variable region of an 

antibody which defines the specificity of an antibody towards its antigen. As a result 

of this process each B-cell produces a unique B-cell receptor (BCR)/antibody and 

no two B-cells carry the identical V(D)J rearrangement, unless they are clonally 

related. Analysis of these V(D)J-rearrangements at the genomic level can help to 

distinguish between reactive (polyclonal) and clonal (potentially neoplastic) B-cell or 

T-cell populations, supporting diagnostic evaluations for possible lymphomas in 

routine diagnostic practice (Au - Agathangelidis et al., 2018, Langerak et al., 2012).  
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Figure 1.6: Diagram showing the processes of V-D-J-gene joining and generation of a unique 
V(D)J rearrangement during B-cell maturation. Deletion and insertion events take place at the 
joints and once a B-cell undergoes the germinal centre reaction in the lymph node following antigen 
exposure, somatic hypermutations are introduced to further increase the specificity of the antibody. 
Antibodies are made up of two heavy and two light chains and the variable region (shown in pink 
bottom left) is encoded by the V(D)Jrearranged genes. The constant region determines the type of 
immunoglobulin (IgM, IgA etc).  

 

The development of lymphomas is linked to B-cell activation via antigens and shares 

common features with autoimmune diseases (Singh et al., 2020). In contrast to the 

huge variety achieved by V(D)J-rearrangements in a healthy immune repertoire, 

some lymphomas show a skewed usage of certain IGHV-genes: IGHV1-69, IGHV3-

30 and IGHV 4-34 are for example highly prevalent in CLL (Sutton et al., 2009), 

whereas IGHV1-2 is closely linked to SMZL (Bikos et al., 2012). It is therefore likely 

that a common antigen triggers the selection of these clones, promotes their survival 

and provides the basis for cancer development. Furthermore, in addition to the same 

IGHV-gene, these V(D)J-rearrangements show homology (so called stereotypes) in 

their complementary-determining regions (CDRs), the very area that is finetuned by 

deletion and insertion events and addition of somatic hypermutations to be as 

unique and specific towards an antigen as possible. Comparison of the homology 

between B-cell clones of patients with B-NHL, most extensively studied in CLL, has 

led to the identification of different stereoytpes of V(D)J-rearrangements, which vary 

in frequency between different B-NHL subtypes (Zibellini et al., 2010, Rossi and 

Gaidano, 2010). Importantly, different stereotypes are associated with different 

prognosis in CLL: for example an IGHV3-21 rearrangement assigned to stereotype 
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subset #2 carries a particular poor prognosis regardless of somatic hypermutation 

status compared to a very indolent disease course in patients with IGHV4-34 

stereotype subset #4 (see https://station4.arrest.tools/subsets/ for subsets identified 

in CLL (Sutton et al., 2016, Rossi and Gaidano, 2010)). 

Detailed analysis of the V(D)J-rearrangement the B-cell clone of a patient carries 

can therefore provide evidence of clonality, may support a particular diagnosis, 

defines prognosis in some cases and sheds light onto the aetiology of the disease, 

enabling future research into the development of lymphomas.  

 

 

1.4 Evaluation of lymphoid neoplasms by Next-generation sequencing  

Over the last few years, the interest in utilising NGS for the evaluation of lymphoid 

neoplasms has increased and several studies have been published evaluating the 

benefit of running NGS-panels in the context of B-NHL with most of them focusing 

on the detection of single nucleotide variants with known clinical relevance. Sujobert 

et al. on behalf of the French LYSA Lymphoma study association) and GBMHM 

(Groupe de Biologistes Moléculaires des Hémopathies Malignes) published a 

proposal for a consensus NGS-panel to evaluate B-and T-cell malignancies by NGS 

(Sujobert et al., 2018) and the European Research Initiative in CLL (ERIC) 

consortium compared the performance of different NGS-panels available (Lesley-

Ann et al., 2020). Like Guillermin et al., they all saw a clear benefit through the 

increase in the number of genes that could be analysed for each patient whilst also 

highlighting the optimisation required and the difficulty that could arise in the 

interpretation of the findings: firstly, in the interpretation of the individual variants and 

secondly, in the integration of the molecular variants with other pathology and 

clinical findings (Sujobert et al., 2018, Guillermin et al., 2018). 

Using a 31-gene panel on 147 cases with B- and T-LPD seen in their routine clinic, 

Jajosky et al. identified clinically-relevant variants in more than 60% of cases 

(Jajosky et al., 2021). The greatest benefit lay in identifying variants helpful in the 

diagnosis of 16 cases, which were difficult to assign based on current standard of 

care testing. Nine cases were CD5+positive B-NHL, which based on the presence 

of the hotspot MYD88 variant were assigned a diagnosis of LPL or if NF-B-related 

variants were found, a diagnosis of MZL was given. Similarly, this mutation pattern 

https://station4.arrest.tools/subsets/
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helped to distinguish between MZL and LPL in cases with plasmacytic features. In 

a similar approach with a 46-gene NGS panel, Bommier et al. further characterised 

229 cases including 89 small-cell B-LPDs (Bommier et al., 2021). There was high 

concordance (89.5%) with the histological diagnosis derived by a regional expert 

panel but in 24 cases the diagnosis changed which had a therapeutic impact in 11 

cases. Amongst these were low-grade B-NHL where the diagnosis changed from 

MZL to LPL and MZL to FL or vice versa.  

 

The use of capture-based NGS approaches for the simultaneous detection of SNVs, 

CNVs, translocations and IG/TR rearrangements in the context of haematological 

malignancies formed the topic of my Higher Specialist Scientific Training (HSST) C1 

innovation project (Wren, 2017). A copy of the write-up is provided in appendix A9. 

The work included a detailed literature search to establish the current applications 

and performance characteristics of capture NGS panels (Part A) as well as the 

review of explorative studies to understand their potential for clinical use in future 

(Part B). Advantages and disadvantages of the capture-NGS approach for each of 

the targets of interests (SNVs (HSST C1 chapter 5), CNVs (chapter 4), IG/TR 

rearrangements and translocations (chapters 6 and 3, respectively)) are presented 

in Part A Part B discusses the benefits of this approach for the laboratory looking at 

the advantages in extending the scope of analysis, reduction in costs, streamlining 

of workflows and promoting automation.  

The evidence found through the C1 work clearly indicated that capture-based NGS 

is an efficient tool to enable the analysis of all aberrations. The main advantages 

identified were the consolidation of different testing strategies into one assay 

reducing time and costs and the ability to identify unusual and novel fusion partners 

and rearrangements not covered by current routine methods. The validation study 

undertaken by the EuroClonality NGS consortium (Stewart et al., 2021) as well as 

other studies published recently by Yasuda et al. (pan-haematological 

malignancies), McConnell et al. (sarcoma) and Cuenca et al. (plasma cell myeloma) 

for example demonstrate that the technology fulfils the quality and performance 

criteria required for routine diagnostic use with high concordance rates compared to 

current standard-of care (SOC) tests and high specificity, sensitivity and 

reproducibility (table 4.1) (Yasuda et al., 2020, Cuenca et al., 2020, McConnell et 

al., 2020, Stewart et al., 2019, Stewart et al., 2021). 
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1.4.1 Principle of capture-based NGS 

The capture-based NGS process is shown in figure 1.7 and further detailed in 

chapter 2.5. The main difference to amplicon or primer-extension approaches for 

library preparation is that the tiled bait design ensures high and even coverage whilst 

reducing the number of PCR cycles needed thus reducing artefacts and errors that 

can be introduced in the process. The EC-NDC panel is designed for the 

simultaneous detection of IG/TR-rearrangements to assess clonality, SNVs, CNVs 

and translocations (full scope is detailed in appendix table A1). For the analysis of 

lymphomas in particular, the ability of translocation detection and rearrangement 

detection is vital and is explained in figure 1.8 and in more detail within the examples 

identified in the results section (chapter 3.6). In contrast to standard-of care (SOC) 

Fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) testing, one assay can identify 

translocations and rearrangements arising from any of the IG-loci whilst also 

identifying all fusion partners including unusual and novel ones.  
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Figure 1.7: Depiction of the capture-NGS workflow using liquid bead capture Genomic DNA is 

fragmented and NGS platform adaptors, barcodes for patient identification and PCR/Sequencing 

primer binding sites added (Library preparation). Biotinylated baits (also referred to as probes) 

designed to be complementary to the regions of interest are added and allowed to hybridise to the 

libraries. Following hybridisation, streptavidin-coated, magnetic beads allow the selection of DNA-

Bait dimers which should represent the regions of interest and undergo NGS sequencing (figure and 

text reproduced from C1 HSST project page 3).
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Figure 1.8: The Euroclonality Capture-based NGS panel is capable of detecting all translocations arising from IG- and TR-loci regardless of partner. In this 
example, baits would have been designed against the IGH-locus on chromosome 14 (in grey) and only DNA fragments containing ‘grey’ DNA sequence will hybridise 
to the baits and be sequenced. If a translocation is present, some of the DNA fragments generated in the first step will contain DNA sequences from the IGH-locus as 
well as the partner chromosomes, in this case chromosome 4 (yellow). The ‘yellow’ part of the fragment will be subjected to sequencing even though no baits were 
designed for its detection (figure reproduced and text modified from C1 HSST project page 3). 
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1.5 Aim of the ENABLE study  

The overall aim of the ENABLE study is to enhance the diagnosis of unclassifiable, 

non-CLL B-LPDs using next-generation sequencing technology. By using a 

comprehensive NGS-panel designed for the detection of clonality, single-nucleotide 

variants, copy-number variants and chromosomal rearrangements events this 

subgroup of patients without a definite diagnosis can be characterised in greater 

detail. In addition, the study will evaluate the potential benefit of using this novel 

technology in routine practice to enable comprehensive evaluation of the molecular 

changes in a cost-effective and timely way. Given the known complexity of 

molecular aberrations in B-cell lymphoproliferative disease there is a need to be 

able to analyse patterns and combinations rather than single variants for which the 

EuroClonality capture-NGS panel is an ideal tool.   

The study aims to identify molecular changes that may assign a disease category 

to patients, may open-up access to clinical trials for patients or identify possible 

treatment targets to initiate further research and clinical studies.  

The long-term follow-up data will help us understand the rate of progression and 

need for treatment in this cohort of patients expected to show heterogeneous clinical 

behaviour. Results from this large, prospective study will aid advance our insight 

into defining new subgroups and precursor lesions and enable the incorporation of 

molecular findings into diagnosis and prognostic evaluation of patients with 

unclassifiable, non-CLL B-LPDs.  

This thesis presents the findings of the NGS-panel analysis from 108 out of the 120 

patients recruited into the ENABLE study between 2017 and 2021. It includes a 

discussion on the potential clinical utility of the findings but due to the lack of clinical 

information, the discussion of specific patient cases is limited and the power of the 

study to assign a definite diagnosis or disease subgroup may thus be 

underestimated.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Study design and cohort 

The study was based at The Royal Marsden Hospital (RMH) NHS Foundation Trust 

and led by Chief Investigator Dr Sunil Iyengar (Consultant Haematologist, RMH). 

Ethics approval was granted by the London-Camberwell St Giles Research Ethics 

Committee (REC), reference number 16/LO/0375. Informed consent was obtained 

from all patients participating as stipulated in the Human Tissue Act 2004 and the 

Code of Practice for consent (Human Tissue Authority). Samples were assigned 

and labelled with trial ID based on their trial centre e.g. RMH, followed by the CCR 

study number 4383 and a case specific number (example RMH-4383-0001). 

Patients could be enrolled and consented into the study from any of the authorized 

sites which were already part of the routine RMH Specialist Integrated 

Haematological Malignancy Diagnostic Service (SIHMDS). 

2.1.1 Inclusion criteria 

Patients with a morphologically low-grade, CD19+ve/CD20+ve clonal B-cell 

neoplasm with a CLL score of three or below and a Hairy-Cell leukaemia (HCL) 

score below 4 were eligible for study entry. This includes patients with low-grade 

CD5+ve B-NHL, B-NHL not otherwise specified (NOS) and low-grade B-NHL with 

plasmacytic differentiation, all of which are categories that do not fit into any of the 

defined WHO categories based on current standard-of care testing results. In the 

most recent WHO classification update, three different types of monoclonal B-cell 

lymphocytosis (MBL) have been included: CLL-type, atypical CLL-type and non-

CLL-type. They are differentiated based on their different phenotypes (see chapter 

1.2) and atypical CLL-type and non-CLL-type MBL would be eligible for this study. 

Up-front investigations were performed as routine patient assessments as part of 

their evaluation of lymphocytosis according to the SIHMDS pathways in place at the 

time.  

In order to be included in the study, samples should have had a minimum of 20% 

infiltration with clonal B-cells, however, this was not reviewed upon receipt at the 

RMH SIHMDS and results show that a small number of samples with lower 

infiltration may have been received (refer to 3.1 for further details).  
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2.1.2. Patient cohort and samples 

A total of 108 patients were enrolled in the trial. Peripheral blood (4-10 mL) or bone 

marrow samples (2 mL), anti-coagulated with EDTA (with at least 20% neoplastic 

infiltration) were collected. A germline control sample was obtained by CD15+ve cell 

selection from the blood sample. A repeat sample had to be requested in case the 

sample was >48 hours old upon receipt to ensure optimal cell selection or if the 

extraction failed to obtain the required amount of DNA.  

Out of the 108 samples included here, only three samples were bone marrow, the 

rest were peripheral blood samples.  

As the study had not completed recruitment at the time of writing, no access to the 

clinical data and follow-up data for the patients was yet available. At study entry, 

samples were anonymised and given a trial number before being received in the 

laboratory. Only the study’s principal investigator and clinical fellow working on the 

study were allowed to review the clinical data and provided me with the information 

used in this thesis, including the case studies (e.g. chapter 4.4.3, 4.4.6, table 3.6 

and the limitations in this write-up arising due to this are discussed in chapter 4.6).  

 

2.2 Cell separation  

Magnetic cell separation for CD15+ve cells was performed using the StemCell 

EasySep™ Whole blood positive selection kit (Catalogue #17751, StemCell™ 

Technologies, Vancouver, Canada). 

To 4 mL of peripheral blood or 2 mL bone marrow, the equal amount of 1X 

EasySep™ RBC Lysis Buffer was added, followed by 200 µL of EasySep™ Release 

Human CD15 Positive Selection Cocktail. The tube was inverted 6 times to mix and 

incubated at room temperature for 3 minutes. Next, 200 µL of EasySep™ 

Releasable RapidSpheres™ 50201 were added and tube contents mixed by 

inversion. Following a 3-minute incubation at room temperature, the tube was 

transferred into the EasySep™ Magnet and left to stand for 5 minutes. The 

supernatant was transferred into an appropriately labelled 15 mL Falcon tube and 

500 µL aliquotted into a 1.5 mL screw cap tube for downstream DNA extraction 

(CD15+ve depleted blood was used as the tumour sample). To the tube in the 
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magnet, 5 mL EasySep™ Separation Buffer was added, the tube was removed from 

the magnet and the contents mixed by pipetting up and down five times and the tube 

returned to the magnet. Following a 5-minutes incubation the supernatant was 

discarded and 5 mL of Separation Buffer added, and the process repeated twice 

more. Following the third supernatant disposal the tube was removed from the 

magnet and the cells were resuspended in 400 µL of Separation buffer and 

transferred into an appropriately labelled 1.5 mL screw cap tube (CD15+ve positive 

cells to be used as germline control).  

The purity of the CD15+ve positive cell fraction was checked by Biomedical 

scientists of the immunophenotyping laboratory RMH and also assessed for the 

presence of CD19+ve and CD20+ve cells by flow cytometry. Purity had to be >90% 

with less than 5% of CD19+ve or CD20+ve cells to minimise the risk of 

contamination of tumour in the germline sample.  

 

2.3 Extraction of DNA 

Cell counts were performed using the HemoCue® WBC system (ID 123001, 

HemoCue AB) to avoid overloading the extraction system. The HemoCure cell 

counter stains the white cells, which are counted by image analysis. A volume of 

10µL of neat sample is required.  

DNA was extracted from the cell fractions using the QIAsymphony DNA Midi kit 

(#937255, Qiagen) on the automated QIAsymphony SP instrument (ID 9001297, 

Qiagen) running the QIAsymphony DNA-Blood_400_V6_DSP protocol (version 

December 2017). The system uses magnetic-particle technology for nucleic acid 

extraction and purification. In brief, cells in the sample are lysed to release nucleic 

acids that bind to the surface of magnetic particles. These are washed to remove 

contaminants and eluted. Input volume was 400 µL containing a maximum of 13x 

109cells/ L. Elution volumes was 100 µL.  

Samples were quantified using the Qubit fluorometer (ID Q33216, Invitrogen™ 

Qubit™ 3 Fluorometer, Thermo Fisher Scientific) using the dsDNA broad range kit 

(#Q33265, Invitrogen™ Qubit™, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

Samples were stored at -20°C for short term and -80°C for long-term storage.  
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2.4 IGHV mutational status analysis 

Analysis of the IGHV rearrangement including somatic hypermutation status was 

performed according to the diagnostic service standard-operating procedure (SOP) 

used routinely at the clinical Genomics laboratory at RMH, following the guidance 

published by European Research Initiative in CLL (ERIC, (Ghia et al., 2007, Au - 

Agathangelidis et al., 2018)). For each sample a PCR product is generated using 

the multiplex PCR primer combination and parameters as shown in table 2.1.Each 

VLeader primer enables the amplification for the respective V-gene family and input 

is 100ng of DNA. In cases where the first set-up showed two overlapping sequences 

indicating the presence of two V(D)J rearrangements on the two alleles both utilizing 

the same V-gene, RNA was extracted from stored mononuclear cells suspensions 

using the RNAeasy kit (#74104, Qiagen) and cDNA made using the Super Script™ 

II protocol (#18064022, ThermoFisher). 4 µL of neat cDNA was then subjected to 

the same PCR as outlined for genomic DNA. Agencourt AMPure XP bead clean-up 

of the PCR product was performed following the manufacturer’s instructions 

(#A63881, Beckham Coulter).  

Table 2.1: Primer sequences for VLeader multiplex PCR mix (top), PCR master mix (bottom 
left) and PCR cycling conditions (bottom right) 

 

 
 

 

 

Primer Mix Primer Stock Primer sequence (5’ to 3’) 

IGH Leader 

JH CONS CTTACCTGAGGAGACGGTGACC 

IGHL1/7 CTCACCATGGACTGSAYYTGGAG 

IGHL2  ATGGACAYACTTTGYTMCACRCTCC 

IGHL3a  ATGGARTTKGGGCTKWGCTGGGTTT 

IGHL3b  GGCTGAGCTGGGTTTTCCTTGTTGC 

IGHL4  CTGTGGTTCTTYCTBCTSCTGGTGG 

IGHL5  CCTCCTCCTRGCTRTTCTCCAAG 

IGHL6  CTGTCTCCTTCCTCATCTTCCTGCC 

IGH FR1 

JH CONS CTTACCTGAGGAGACGGTGACC 

V1/7 FR1 GGCCTCAGTGAAGGTCTCCTGCAAG 

V2 FR1 GTCTGGTCCTACGCTGGTGAAACCC 

V3 FR1 CTGGGGGGTCCCTGAGACTCTCCTG 

V4 FR1 CTTCGGAGACCCTGTCCCTCACCTG 

V5 FR1 CGGGGAGTCTCTGAAGATCTCCTGT 

 V6 FR1 TCGCAGACCCTCTCACTCACCTGTG 

Table 3 Primer sequences used to determine IGHV mutational status. Wobble bases follows the IUB code: S=C/G, 

Y=C/T, M=A/C,  R=A/G,  K=G/T,  W=A/T,  B=C/G/T. 

Cycles Temp Time 

Hold 95°C 5min 

 
35 

95°C 45sec 

60°C 45sec 

72°C 60sec 

Hold 75°C 10min 

Hold 4°C ∞ 

 

Reagent Final concentration    1 x 

(µl)  

 

 

Sterile dH2O -   10.88  

10x Buffer 1 x   2  

MgCl2 25mM 1.5 mM   1.2 

dNTP 10mM 0.2 mM   0.4  

IGHL Primer mix (12.5 µM) 0.2 µM   0.32  

AmpliTaq Gold® (5U/µl) 1.25 U   0.2  

DNA (20ng/µl) 100 ng   5  

Total    20  
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2.4.1 Sanger sequencing 

Two rounds of sequencing reactions were performed. First, the sequencing reaction 

was run using the JHcons primer which allows the identification of the V-gene used 

in each clonal rearrangement. The sequencing reaction is then repeated utilizing the 

specific family V-gene primer to ensure bi-directional sequencing of the whole 

stretch of the IGHV construct is completed and the V-primer sequencing read should 

be used for assessing somatic hypermutation status and stereotyping as outlined 

below.  

The sequencing reaction reagents and cycling conditions are provided in table 2.2. 

Following ethanol clean-up the product was denatured 95°C for 10 min, mixed with 

10 µl of formamide and run on the Applied Biosystems® Sanger Sequencing 3500 

genetic analyser (Thermo Fisher).  

Table 2.2: Reagent mix for Sanger sequencing reaction and cycling conditions 

Sequencing reaction 

mix  

Volume (µL) Sequencing cycling conditions 

Buffer  

Big Dye 

SeqPrimer (1 µM stock) 

Sterile dH2O 

3.75 

0.25 

2.0 

3.0 

 

 

2.4.2 Analysis of IGHV Sanger sequencing data  

Analysis was performed through IMGT V-Quest 

(http://www.imgt.org/IMGT_vquest/input, (Brochet et al., 2008)) and 

ARResT/AssignSubset (http://tools.bat.infspire.org/arrest/assignsubsets/, (Bystry et 

al., 2016)) according to the recommended guidelines (Au - Agathangelidis et al., 

2018). SeqScanner software (ThermoFisher) was used to visualize the sanger 

sequencing traces and to assess quality of each run. The IGHV-, D and J- gene was 

recorded for each clonal rearrangement detected, together with identity to germline 

and the result of the stereotype comparison. The amino acid sequence for the CDR3 

was compared to the NGS panel data to ensure the identical clonal rearrangement 

was detected for each case. Details of the data obtained from each software are 

• The sequencing reaction program is a fixed standard program that should not change.  

96C for 2mins 

96C for 10sec 

55C for 20sec          30 cycles 

60C for 4min 

Hold at 15C 

http://www.imgt.org/IMGT_vquest/input
http://tools.bat.infspire.org/arrest/assignsubsets/
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shown in more detail in case study 1 and the results for the cohort are provided in 

table A7 in the appendix.  

 

2.5 EuroClonality-next-generation sequencing DNA capture (ECNDC) 

assay 

The design of the NGS capture panel was part of the NGS capture workpackage of 

the EuroClonality (EC) consortium (see https://euroclonalityngs.org/usr/pub/pub.php) 

and the proof-of-principle study was published on behalf of the EuroClonality 

consortium in 2014 (Wren et al., 2014, Wren et al., 2017). The ENABLE study 

discussed here was run in parallel to a large multi-centre validation study by the 

EuroClonality consortium, of which the scientists who performed the ENABLE study 

were part of. The results of the EC validation study have since been published 

(Stewart et al., 2019).  

The work was performed following the validated standard-operating procedure 

(SOP) in use for diagnostic analysis in the Clinical Genomics Department, RMH. 

This protocol consists of the following parts as outlined in figure 2.1: 

• Preparation of library  

• Enrichment using the EuroClonality custom probe panel 

• Massive parallel sequencing using Illumina NextSeq 500 

https://euroclonalityngs.org/usr/pub/pub.php
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Fig. 2.1: Overview of the NGS capture laboratory workflow 

 

2.5.1 Part 1: Preparation of targeted capture DNA library using KAPA™ HyperPlus 

Preparation Kit (#07962428001, Roche Sequencing Solutions) incorporating KAPA 

Unique Dual-Indexed Adapters (08861919702, Roche Sequencing Solutions) 

In brief, 100 ng of high-molecular weight DNA obtained through the extraction 

process underwent enzymatic fragmentation to produce double-stranded (ds) DNA 

fragments of around 250-300 bp to enable short-read sequencing on the Illumina 

NextSeq platform. The fragmentation reaction was held at 37°C for exactly 20 min 

to ensure optimal fragmentation. These fragments were end-repaired followed by 

an A-tailing reaction to create an A-nucleotide overhang to allow adaptors designed 

with thymine overhangs to attach during the ligation of adaptors step. Adaptors 

containing the required sequences to allow the library fragments to attach to the 

sequencing flow cell as well as indexes for unique sample identification to permit 

multiplexing were attached to both ends of the DNA fragments during the adaptor 

ligation step. To each sample a unique adaptor (UDI) was assigned and 

documented on the worksheet and the sample incubated at 20°C for 15 min to allow 
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for adaptor ligation. Double-sided size selection followed using AmpureXP beads to 

only retain DNA fragments >250 bp and <450 bp.  

The sample library was then amplified using Ligation-mediated (LM) PCR (see table 

2.3) followed by another purification with AmpureXP beads.   

Table 2.3: Ligation-mediated PCR cycling parameters. Reaction volume was 50 µL and the 
heated lid was set to 99°C 

Step Temperature Duration Cycles 

Initial denaturation 98°C 45sec 1 

Denaturation 98°C 15sec  

6 Annealing 60°C 30sec 

Extension 72°C 30sec 

Final extension 72°C 60sec 1 

Hold 4°C ∞ 1 

 

The purified, amplified libraries were quantified using the Qubit dsDNA High 

Sensitivity (HS) reagents (#Q3285, Invitrogen™ Qubit™, Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

In order to continue, the libraries had to have a fragment size distribution centring 

around 320 bp and a yield of at least 1µg.  

 

2.5.2 Part 2: Capture-based enrichment of libraries using SeqCap EZ Choice 

Library capture probes (NimbleGen, Roche Sequencing solutions) and HyperCap 

enrichment kit  

The target regions were identified based on expert review by the EuroClonality 

consortium (table A1 in the appendix). The design was submitted to 

NimbleGen/Roche for probe design against the GRCh38/hg38 genome assembly 

(SeqCap EZ choice Library, Roche Sequencing solutions).  

Equal amounts of each library were mixed to obtain a sample pool of 1 µg. Number 

of samples pooled ranged from 12 to 22 paired (tumour + germline) samples per 

run. 

To prevent annealing of target-specific probes to the adaptors, samples were first 

treated with Universal blocking oligos and COT Human DNA and the samples 

dehydrated using the SpeedVac Concentrator Plus (ID 5305000363, Eppendorf) set 

to 60°C. Following resuspension with 10.5 µL of hybridization mix, this was added 
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to 4.5 µL of the SeqCap EZ capture probe pool and left for hybridization at 47°C for 

16-20 hours with the lid of the thermocycler set at 57°C to reduce evaporation. 

The capture beads contained in the Kapa HyperPlus kit were prepared according to 

the kit instructions and 50 µL added to the hybridization sample pool and the mixture 

left at 47°C for 15 min. SeqCap EZ capture probes are biotinylated and can thus be 

retrieved using streptavidin-coated magnetic particles as outlined in the steps below. 

Following the incubation of the pools with the magnetic beads, several wash steps 

were performed following the HyperPlus protocol, to remove unbound libraries thus 

selecting for the libraries that contain sequences of the defined target regions 

(enrichment for target regions). The magnetic-bead bound libraries were eluted in 

40 µ L of PCR-grade water and 20 µL of this was taken forward into the amplification 

by LM-PCR using the parameters provided in tables 2.4 and 2.5. A final bead clean-

up was performed post PCR using 90 µL of SeqCap EZ purification beads and 

eluted in 25 µL.  

Yield and size distribution of the capture library pool was assessed on the 4200 

TapeStation system (ID G2991AA, Agilent) using HighSensitivity D1000 reagents 

(#5067-5584 and #5067-5585, Agilent) and the pool quantified using HS Qubit 

reagents (as above).  

For downstream processes the library pools were diluted to 4 nM. 

Table 2.4: Post-capture LM-PCR master mix 

Reagent Volume per library pool (µL) 

KAPA HiFi HotStart Ready Mix (2x) 25  

Post-LM-PCR Oligos (5 µM) 5 

 

Table 2.5: Post-capture Ligation-mediated PCR cycling parameters. Reaction volume was 50 µL 

and the heated lid was set to 99°C 

Step Temperature Duration Cycles 

Initial denaturation 98°C 45sec 1 

Denaturation 98°C 15sec  

14 Annealing 60°C 30sec 

Extension 72°C 30sec 

Final extension 72°C 60sec 1 

Hold 4°C ∞ 1 

 

Yield and size distribution of the capture library pool was assessed on the 4200 

TapeStation system (ID G2991AA, Agilent) using HighSensitivity D1000 reagents 
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(#5067-5584 and #5067-5585, Agilent) and the pool quantified using HS Qubit 

reagents (as above).  

For downstream processes the library pools were diluted to 4 nM. 

 

2.5.3 Part 3: Sequencing and bioinformatic analysis 

Sequencing was performed using 75 bp paired-end sequencing on a Mid Output 

NextSeq kit, 300 cycles and pools run on the NextSeq 500 (Illlumina). FASTQ files 

generated with FASTQ Generation Version: 1.0.0 (Illumina) were used for 

downstream analysis pipelines.  

For the detection of IG-rearrangements and translocations from the NGS data, the 

ARResT/Interrogate, ARREsT/AssignSubsets and complementary pipelines 

developed by the Bioinformatics analysis team (BAT) led by Nikos Darzentas in 

collaboration with EuroClonality-NGS Working Group were accessed and analysis 

results generation was done by the BAT team (special thanks to Nikos Darzentas 

and Karol Pál). For further details about the pipelines please refer to the 

EuroClonality publication and the relevant bioinformatics papers (Bystry et al., 2016, 

Bystry et al., 2015, Stewart et al., 2019). Calls were compared to the Sanger 

sequencing data for the IGHV-rearrangements; light-chain restriction based on 

immunophenotyping results or immunohistochemistry (IHC) results and 

translocation calls reviewed manually using the Binary Alignment Map (BAM) files 

visualised through the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV, 

https://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/) from the Broad Institute (Robinson 

et al., 2017).  

For each V(D)J-rearrangement, the pipeline provides detailed information on what 

is termed the ‘clonotype’: junction class (rearrangement type), 5’ gene, junctional 

segmentation and N-(D)-N region statistics (5’ gene deletions, N-(D)-N length, 3’ 

gene deletions), 3’ gene, junction amino acid sequence, and rearrangement 

productivity (see chapter 3, case study one and table 3.1 for an example). 

For the single nucleotide variant analysis, the Illumina App Enrichment Version: 

3.1.0 was run via Basespace (Illumina). It uses Isaac to align the reads against the 

reference genomes (a custom target manifest had to be included as the design of 
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the panel was against GRCh38). Somatic variants are called using Pisces and 

germline variants using Starling. The Illumina Annotation Engines provides the 

annotation of the variants with the Pluggable Universal Metrics Analyzer (PUMA) 

calculating alignment and variant metrics. Further details and citations for the 

components of the pipeline can be found here: https://emea.illumina.com/products/by-

type/informatics-products/basespace-sequence-hub/apps/enrichment.html 

Filter settings were as follows: Variant Read Frequency > 0.049 (for tumour 

samples) and Variant Read Frequency > 0.19 (for germline samples) including all 

consequences as follows: 

a.    Initiator codon (ATG) loss 
b.    Missense 
c.    Deleterious 
d.    Deleterious - Low Confidence 
e.    Probably Damaging 
f.     Possibly Damaging 
g.    Incomplete terminal codon 
h.    Stop gained 
i.      Stop loss 
j.      Splice donor 
k.    Splice acceptor 
l.      Splice region 
m.  Frameshift Indels 
n.    Inframe deletion 
o.    Inframe insertion 

 

Variants called by the Illumina App were exported into Excel for tumour and germline 

samples and the calls of the germline sample compared to the tumour samples and 

subtracted. The remaining variant calls were subjected to variant analysis and 

interpretation according to the SOP in place for the diagnostic service at Clinical 

Genomics (RMH) for somatic variant analysis in accordance with the relevant 

published guidelines (Li et al., 2017, Froyen et al., 2019). Variant analysis was 

performed by a qualified, state-registered Clinical Scientist. Variants classed as 

pathogenic/likely pathogenic or with potential clinical actionability were included in 

this thesis.  

For the copy number variant analysis FASTQ files were submitted to the 

EuroClonality pipeline (hosted by Precision Medicine Centre of Excellence, Centre 

for Cancer Research & Cell Biology, Queens University Belfast, special thanks to 

Shambhavi Srivastava for running these samples). In addition, coverage data 

obtained for the tumour and germline sample was compared and the ratio plotted 

https://emea.illumina.com/products/by-type/informatics-products/basespace-sequence-hub/apps/enrichment.html
https://emea.illumina.com/products/by-type/informatics-products/basespace-sequence-hub/apps/enrichment.html
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via excel to visualise any changes. This analysis is ongoing and only preliminary 

examples are included here (see results chapter for further details). 
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3. Results 

 

3.1 Sample cohort 

In total 108 samples underwent NGS testing. Results were included in this review 

for 100 samples: Two samples (REF-4383-0001 and RA2-4383-0003) were 

excluded from the study due to lack of neoplastic cell content confirmed by flow 

cytometry. NGS set up failed due to a technical error for RAX-4383-0001 (VLeader 

data available) and REF-4383-0004. In three additional samples, tumour infiltration 

is assumed to be low: For R1K-4383-0003 no flow cytometry is available, and the 

white cell count was 7x109/L with a lymphocyte count of 1.4x109/L. No clonal 

markers were found for this sample by either the NGS panel or Sanger sequencing 

for Immunoglobulin (IG) rearrangements. Similarly, no evidence of clonality was 

seen for RVR-4383-0003. For all three samples the mean coverage depth was 

>500x indicating that the NGS analysis performance was within acceptable limits.  

For RMH-4383-0003, NGS analysis showed SNVs but all with VAFs below 10% 

(one classed as likely pathogenic, two variants of unknown significance (VUS)), and 

VLeader failed to amplify a clonal rearrangement. NGS analysis for IG-

rearrangements is pending. The results were only included on the SNV cohort 

(n=101). 

Uncertain results were obtained for RVR-4383-0024 due to the low number of 

supporting reads in the NGS and no amplification of a clonal product by VLeader 

PCR. For this case, a pathogenic MYD88 variant was detected on a different sample 

and no evidence of this variant was found in this sample. See tables 3.3 and A2 for 

an overview of results per sample.  

 

3.2 Panel performance 

The full validation of the panel has been published (Stewart et al., 2021) and is thus 

not discussed here in detail. Figure 4.1 shows a summary of the analytical 

performance of the EC-NDC assay as published by Stewart et al. (Stewart et al., 

2019, Stewart et al., 2021). The panel achieved excellent sensitivity and specificity 

for the detection of single-nucleotide changes (SNVs) down to a variant-allele 
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frequency (VAF) of 5% (98% and 100%, respectively). With the same cut-off of 5% 

VAF, sensitivity and specificity were 97% for the detection of clonal Ig/TR 

rearrangements and 95% and 99% for the detection of translocations. The panel 

detected 145 out of 152 known translocation and was able to identify two cases with 

translocations that were not detectable by standard-of care testing. The 

translocations detected by other methods and not found by NGS were likely below 

the level of detection in the sample analysed or may have breakpoints in a location 

not included in the panel design. For IGH-rearrangements results were compared 

against the current gold-standard PCR methodology (EuroClonality/Biomed2) and 

a low false negative rate of 8 out of 162 cases was seen. For 41 cases without clonal 

IGH rearrangement by PCR, NGS showed clonal rearrangements in 11 and ddPCR 

confirmed the NGS results in 63% of these, pointing to a higher sensitivity of NGS 

compared to PCR-based clonality assessment.  

A high specificity was achieved for copy-number changes when a cut-off of 20% 

was used (100% specificity) but the sensitivity was only 88% due to an error in the 

design of the baits resulting in a high number of false negatives for 13q deletions 

(24 out of 43 cases with 13q deletions, see table 4 in (Stewart et al., 2021)for details) 

A mean target coverage of >500x was used as a cut off for acceptable performance 

(validation study ‘Pass’) in the EuroClonality (EC) validation study and a level of 

detection of 4% for SNVs was confirmed with tumour infiltration ≥20%. The mean 

coverage across all runs was 1193x for the tumour samples. A higher coverage 

mean was deemed appropriate as the tumour infiltration was not assessed for each 

sample in the ENABLE study.  

Suboptimally-performing target regions are summarised in the supplementary 

information of the EC validation paper and were identical in the performance of the 

runs in the ENABLE study (table A5 in the appendix). The only coding regions were 

exon 2 and 9 for TCF3 and variants in these regions could have been missed. For 

the validation study regions were classed as underperforming if the coverage for the 

region was greater than 2 standard deviations below the mean in half of the 

samples. These targets were excluded in the evaluation of CNVs.  
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3.3 Detection of clonal IG-rearrangements 

The design of the EuroClonality capture panel includes the IGH-locus as well as the 

IGK- and IGL-light-chain loci to allow for the detection of clonality and to be able to 

characterize the specific IG-rearrangement (table A7 in the appendix provides the 

regions of interest (ROI)). The NGS data was run through the ARResT/Interrogate 

pipeline to identify clonal rearrangements and to delineate the complementarity-

determining region 3 (CDR3) (Bystry et al., 2016). Given the short read lengths of 

75 bp paired-end reads, assessment of somatic hypermutation status in accordance 

with the published guidelines (Ghia et al., 2007) was not possible and additional 

analysis using the recommended Sanger sequencing approach using VLeader 

primers was performed in parallel. This also served as a control for the identification 

of the clonal IGHV-rearrangement and gene usage using this novel capture-NGS 

approach and the ARResT/Interrogate pipeline as the validation study by the 

EuroClonality NGS consortium was still in progress (now in press).  

The ARResT/Interrogate pipeline performs two alignment steps to improve the 

detection of and differentiation between V(D)J-rearrangements. First reads are 

aligned to the germline sequence using the IMGT database reference genomes and 

then reads are aligned against each other to identify clonotypes. Clonotypes are 

defined as V(D)J-rearrangement which use the same V-gene and have identical 

CDR3-regions based on their amino-acid sequence. An example of the result output 

is provided in table 3.1. A minimum of 5 supporting reads had to be called for a 

rearrangement to be included in the output and >10% in locus and in class were 

expected for the dominant rearrangement. Similar rearrangement listed separately 

due to small changes in the CDR3 sequence as exemplified in table 3.1 were 

considered to represent the same rearrangement if the V- and J-gene was identical 

to the main call and the latter was the productive rearrangement. The dominant 

rearrangements were concordant with the VLeader analysis in all cases as 

discussed in more detail below.  
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Table 3.1: ARResT/Interrogate pipeline output: For each sample the number of reads in which a 
junction has been identified is provided (usable reads, column A). From the FASTQ data, reads have 
already been deduplicated and filtered based on standard quality criteria at this point. The class of 
rearrangement (e.g. V-J, D-J) and its locus is listed together with the specific rearrangement details: 
Gene usage, CDR3 amino acid sequence (column K ‘junction’) as well as the insertions/deletions 
that have occurred at the junctions (column J ‘event1’); for example -1/26/-5 means that 1 nucleotide 
was deleted from the V-gene, the junction N-D-gene-N contained 26 nucleotides and 5 nucleotides 
were deleted from the J-gene. The number of reads containing the specific rearrangement are listed 
(column G ‘fragments’) together with the % this rearrangement represent of the total number of reads 
with a rearrangement from the same locus (e.g. IGH, column H) as well as the % in class, which is 
the proportion of e.g. D-J rearrangement this one represents (column I ‘%class’). The main clonal 
rearrangement for each locus is highlighted in green. Rearrangements with minor changes compared 
to the dominant rearrangement are listed separately and some examples are included in the table 
above. Highly similar calls were merged to increase the number of supporting reads for the 
rearrangement for the analysis.  Column M (‘event comments’) states whether the rearrangement is 
deemed productive or unproductive with additional information if anchors (Cys104 and Trp118) are 
missing or a stop codon occurs. 
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Table 3.1 (continued): ARResT/Interrogate pipeline output (continued) 
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NGS analysis was available in 97 samples and in all cases at least one clonal 

rearrangement at an IG-locus was identified. Clonal light-chain rearrangements 

involving the IGK-locus and the IGL-locus, if lambda-expressing, were identified in 

all 97 samples. In three samples, IGK and/or IGL were the only clonal IG -

rearrangements detected with NGS and VLeader analysis unable to identify a clonal 

IGHV-rearrangement suggesting that the cases had a high SHM status preventing 

annealing of the PCR primers as well as making reliable alignment of the NGS reads 

impossible.  

For 70 cases the NGS and VLeader results were concordant in identifying the same 

productive IGHV-rearrangement including an identical CDR3 region. In an additional 

16 cases, the CDR3 amino acid and J-gene usage was concordant, but NGS 

analysis was unable to unequivocally assign a V-gene. As one of the possible 

options always included the V-gene identified by VLeader testing, these cases were 

also considered concordant. Nine of the 16 cases had a high SHM load above 5% 

which may have contributed to the different V-gene assignment by NGS; in addition 

ongoing clonal diversification could be present which is well-documented in various 

B-cell NHL entities (Sutton et al., 2009, Granai et al., 2020). This was not further 

investigated in this study. It is also important to note that shorter read lengths of 75 

bp were employed instead of the recommended 150 bp reads and that the bait 

design did not include V-genes. It is therefore possible that fewer reads cover the 

full V-gene sequence were present in this group of cases making assignment to a 

V-gene less reliable. The EuroClonality NGS group has worked through a 

comparison of 150 bp and 75 bp reads as part of their validation and has shown that 

all rearrangements and translocations were detected successfully but the design 

was aimed at the detection of clonality and not at the characterisation of SHM/IGHV 

gene-usage and for this the 150 bp reads maybe more appropriate (personal 

communication Prof. D. Gonzalez). 

For 5 samples the analysis by the ARResT/Interrogate pipeline had not yet been 

performed. VLeader analysis was successful in 4/5 samples with one sample 

showing no amplification. This could be a technical error although the only flow 

cytometry data available was 12 months old but showed 35% clonal B-cells at the 

time and the patient had not received any treatment in the meantime to the best of 

our knowledge. Analysis of SNVs showed several variants but all were <10% VAF 
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supporting the notion of low tumour burden in this sample although subclonality 

cannot be excluded.  

In the remaining 8 cases where NGS was able to detect a clonal IGHV-

rearrangement, no amplification was seen by Sanger in 3 cases: In two, the most 

likely explanation is a mutation located under the primer binding site as the analysis 

for each samples was repeated and failed to amplify a clonal product. In one case, 

the repeat analysis has not yet been performed and technical error cannot be 

excluded. In 5 cases the VLeader set up amplified more than one rearrangement 

and the analysis will need to be repeated on RNA to confirm the productive 

rearrangement.  

 

3.4 Light chain restriction 

Presence of a productive kappa- or a productive lambda-rearrangement together 

with unproductive kappa rearrangements was used to predict the light chain 

restriction of the clone from the NGS data. When compared to the light chain 

restriction as demonstrated by flow cytometry or IHC, which was available in 66 

cases, concordance was seen in 65 of the 66 cases (table A7 in the appendix). One 

case, BEL-4383-0003 was predicted to have kappa light-chain restriction based on 

NGS finding of a single, productive kappa-rearrangement which was in agreement 

with the flow cytometry results; however, IHC reported lambda light-chain restriction. 

Review of the case showed that it had a CLL score of 4 (and thus should not have 

been enrolled in the study) but that there was also a possible small clonal plasma 

cell population present alongside which could explain the different findings. NGS 

however did not show evidence of a second clone and no further clonal markers 

were detected.   

Overall, 61 cases showed kappa light-chain restriction: 45 cases with 

immunophenotyping/IHC analysis and an additional 15 cases based on NGS alone. 

Lambda light-chain restriction was seen in the remaining 36 cases, including 29 with 

concordant immunophenotyping/IHC analysis and 5 by NGS only. In healthy B-cells 

the ratio of kappa: lambda is roughly 2:1 and although the ratio is slightly lower, the 

increase in lambda-expressing clones is unlikely be significant.  
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3.5 Somatic hypermutation (SHM) status and stereotyping analysis  

Combining the NGS and Sanger data, for the 100 samples where a clonal IGHV-

rearrangement was identified, the V-gene family usage is shown in figure 3.1. The 

majority of V-genes were from the V3 family (n=52, 52%), followed by V4 (n=27, 

27%) and V1 (n=15, 15%), which is in-line with the expected distribution in healthy 

subjects as well as in cases with neoplastic disease, e.g. CLL. For the V3-gene 

family, V3-23 and V3-7/3-30 were the most common and for the V4-gene family it 

was mainly V4-34 and V1-2 and V1-69 for the V1-gene family. In particular IGHV4-

34 is known to have a high prevalence in neoplastic disease, particularly CLL and 

MCL and it is associated with recognition of auto-antigens (Sutton et al., 2009, 

Defrancesco et al., 2020).  

SHM status assessment was possible in 90/100 cases and was assessed using 

IMGT-VQuest (Brochet et al., 2008) together with ARResT/Interrogate for the 

assignment of stereotypes (Bystry et al., 2015). Analysis was performed according 

to the SOP in place for assessment of IGHV mutational status in CLL in routine 

clinical practice at RMH which follows the guidelines published by the ERIC 

consortium (Ghia et al., 2007, Rosenquist et al., 2017) and uses the cut-offs 

described in figure 3.1. The majority of cases had mutated IGHV, with 12 of the 

mutated cases showing very high-hypermutation >10%. Of the 21 unmutated case, 

nine showed complete homology to the germline (SHM 0%). Importantly, none of 

the cases were assigned to the 18 main stereotypes associated with CLL (Rossi 

and Gaidano, 2010, ten Hacken et al., 2019) which points towards a different 

etiology – perhaps a different antigen- in these cases compared to CLL, even in 

those cases potentially falling into the atypical CLL category (see below). In the 6 

MCL cases, none carried a stereotyped IGHV3-21 or IGHV4-34 which have been 

reported in around 10% of MCL cases (Hadzidimitriou et al., 2011).  
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Fig. 3.1: IGHV gene usage and SHM status. A shows the distribution of IGHV-gene usage across 
the cohort of 100 cases for which a IGHV could be identified by NGS and/or VLeader analysis. The 
largest group are V3- and V4-family genes and the breakdown into individual IGHV-genes is provided 
in B. Table and figure under C shows the number of unmutated, mutated and borderline SHM cases. 
Unmutated >98% homology to germline, borderline <98>97.1% and mutated ≤97. 

 

Gene family IGHV gene Cases

V1 14

V1-2 6

V1-69 5

other 3

V2 4

V2-5 2

V2-70 2

V3 52

V3-23 9

V3-7 7

V3-30 7

V3-15 7

V3-72 4

other 18

V4 27

V4-34 17

V4-59 4

other 6

V5 V5-51 2

V6 V6-1 1

SHM % (90 cases)

Unmutated 21 23

Borderline 9 10

Mutated 60 67

23%

10%

67%

SHM (90 cases)

Unmutated Borderline Mutated

A 

B 

C 
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As these clonal neoplasms exhibit features of mature germinal-centre-derived B-

cells, they are in general expected to have undergone clonal selection within the 

germinal centre including somatic hypermutation additions (see figure 1.2, chapter 

1.2). Accordingly, some level of SHM was detected in 81 of the 90 cases as only 

nine cases showed no evidence of SHM. Nevertheless, it is well known that in CLL, 

around half of cases show unmutated IGHV. If the cut-offs in use for prognostication 

in CLL are applied here, then 77% of cases in this cohort were mutated (including 

borderline mutated) but other studies outside CLL have considered any level of SHM 

as mutated which increases the percentage of mutated cases to 90%. Unmutated 

cases could either be derived from early-GC where no or only minimal SHM has 

occurred or have undergone differentiation to memory B-cells outside the germinal 

centre, a process that has been demonstrated for CLL (Gemenetzi et al., 2020). 

 

3.6 Detection of translocations 

Chromosomal translocations arising from the IG-loci are a hall mark of B-cell 

lymphomas and are often associated with a specific subtype (table 1.1). Their 

presence is routinely investigated in a variety of B- and T-cell neoplasms and in 

addition to diagnostic information these can carry prognostic information. For the 

ENABLE cohort given the lack of B-symptoms and with a diagnosis of an indolent 

small-cell B-NHL, no or limited FISH analysis for the detection of particular 

translocations was included in their diagnostic workup as they did not fulfill the 

relevant criteria for further testing according to the SIHMDS pathways. 

The design of the capture panel included the D- and J-genes as well as the switch 

regions for all the IG-constant regions. In addition, the well-known breakpoints of 

common fusion partners e.g. BCL2 and CCND1 were covered by target-enrichment 

baits to increase the sensitivity of the assay (table A4 in the appendix). The 

EuroClonality NGS capture approach thus allows for the detection of IG-fusions 

arising from the IGH/IGK and IGL loci regardless of location of breakpoint and fusion 

partner (Wren et al., 2014, Wren et al., 2017, Stewart et al., 2019).   

Output from the ARResT/Interrogate pipeline was used for the detection of 

translocations and in addition, a manual review of the traces on IGV focusing on the 

J-genes, all switch regions as well as BCL2, CCND1 and BCL6 breakpoint locations 
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was performed for all cases by visualising the BAM files in IGV. This mimicked the 

approach taking in the EC-validation study which was progressing in parallel. All 

translocations were identified by the pipeline and no additional findings were made 

by manual analysis.  

In the 100 cases included, a translocation between IGH and chromosome 11 

(CCND1) was detected in 6 cases, two showed t(14;18) IGH-BCL2 and two cases 

carried a t(14;19) IGH-BCL3 translocation. In an additional four cases, chromosomal 

rearrangements were detected between unusual partners, one arising from the 

TRA/D locus and involving CDK6 which has now been published as a recurring 

rearrangement in B-cell-lymphomas (Gailllard et al., 2021), two involving 

chromosome 7 and one arising from a non-Ig locus on chromosome 14 and breaking 

into chromosome 11. The latter three have not yet been further investigated and will 

not be discussed in this thesis. A summary of fusion breakpoints and partners are 

provided in table 3.2. The case with TRA/D-CDK6 will be discussed as a case study 

2 below. 
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Table 3.2: Summary of samples in which a well-established translocation was detected by the capture NGS approach. Usable reads= number of unique 
sequencing reads containing a rearrangement (either V(D)J or translocations) as defined by the ARResT/Interrogate pipeline (requires presence of a RSS 
recombination signal sequence and presence of a full CDR3 junction or cross-chromosomal junctions). Breakpoints and translocation partners are shown together 
with the combination on each derivative chromosome. Supporting reads are reads going across the junction, not split reads which explains the lower number of reads 
called by the pipeline compared to the additional split reads visible on IGV. MBR= major breakpoint region in BCL2, MTC= major translocation cluster in CCND1; NA= 
not available as translocation appears unbalanced. FISH results are provided with 4 fusions confirmed, 4 results pending and two undetected by FISH (see text for 
details). 
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3.6.1 Chromosomal rearrangements involving IGH and BCL2  

In two cases, a t(14;18) translocation arising from the IGH-locus was detected. The 

translocation is most-commonly detected in Follicular Lymphoma but can also be 

seen in DLBCL and in rare cases of CLL (Swerdlow et al., 2016a). They usually 

arise during D-J-recombination involving recombination-activation genes (RAG)-

mediated processes and several breakpoint clusters have been described for BCL2 

(Espinet et al., 2008). 

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the construction of the rearrangement in the two samples 

in this cohort.  

For case REF-4383-0007, the translocation occurred during the D-J recombination 

and involved the D2-2 gene and IGHJ5. The double-strand break on chromosome 

18 occurred in the 3’ major breakpoint region (3’MBR) around 4kb downstream of 

the MBR located in the middle of the untranslated part of the last exon of BCL2 

which is the most commonly reported site for the translocation. Insertion of 5 

nucleotides occurred at the fusion site creating derivate chromosome 11. A larger 

number of nucleotides appears to have been inserted on derivative chromosome 

14, but the exact sequence could not be determined due to the lack of overlapping 

reads. As a result of this translocation the super enhancer E located in the intronic 

region between the J-genes and the constant regions on the IG-locus drives the 

uncontrolled expression of proto-oncogene BCL2 as part of the neoplastic process 

(Magnoli et al., 2019). 

The low number of supporting reads (26 in total, 10 for D2-2- break and 16 for the 

BCL2 site called by the pipeline) could indicate low tumour infiltration in the sample 

which could also explain the failure of Sanger sequencing to identify an IGHV 

rearrangement for this case (table A7). Usable reads containing a rearrangement 

as identified by the ARResT/Interrogate pipeline for V(D)J-rearrangements or 

translocations also had the lowest number of any sample with translocation with a 

total of 206. NGS mean coverage overall was 511x which was at the lower end but 

still acceptable. FISH analysis using the Abbott Molecular IGH-BCL2 dual-colour, 

dual fusion probe failed to demonstrated the presence of a t(14;18). The 

examination included 150 nuclei and was performed at the genomics laboratory in 

Bristol. The probe is designed and has been validated to detect breaks occurring in 
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the 3’MBR and D-J and the fusion seen here is thus in scope for the assay. In the 

rare cases of atypical CLL with an IGH-BCL2 fusion, these have been shown to be 

secondary events and it may therefore be possible that the translocation is present 

in a subclone below the level of detection for FISH analysis (Swerdlow et al., 2016a, 

Fang et al., 2019). No further information was available to review the morphology or 

B-clone phenotype for this case at this point.  

The second sample carrying a t(14;18) IGH-BCL2 fusion was RMH-4383-0011. The 

break on chromosome 14 occurred during D-J rearrangement involving D3-10 and 

IGHJ5: the break on chromosome 18 was outside and further centromeric to the 

MBR and mcr regions of BCL2 around 45 kb away from the end of exon 3 of BCL2. 

Detail of the breakpoints and balanced translocation products are shown in figure 

3.3. There was good read support for this event with 40 read for derivative chr18 

(derchr18) and 59 for derchr14. The result was confirmed by FISH using the Vysis 

dual fusion probe (cytogenetics department RMH). Of 169 cell scored, 54% had an 

IGH-BCL2 fusion signal pattern consistent with the presence of a t(14;18)(q32;q21) 

translocation. The diagnosis for this patient was amended from B-NHL, NOS to 

Follicular lymphoma WHO ICD-O 9690/3 upon review of all findings and the patient 

is being treated accordingly. 
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Fig. 3.2: Example of a t(14;18) IGH-BCL2 translocation detected in the study. Schematic 
representation (not to scale) of the translocation breakpoints and partners (A) and the resulting 
derivative chromosomes (B). The double-strand DNA break on chromosome 14 occurred during D-
J recombination involving J5 and D2-2. The break on chromosome 18 is located in the 3’MBR region 

centromeric of BCL2. As a result of the fusion the IGH super enhancer E influences the expression 
of BCL2 now located downstream of the enhancer on the derivative chromosome 14, leading to 

BCL2 overexpression. The super enhancer E is depicted in red, the J genes are shown as orange 
and the D-genes as yellow boxes. BCL2 is shown in dark green. Black lines depict the DNA sequence 
and blue jagged lines the double strand breaks. Cen- = centromeric; tel = telomeric; der = derivative 

 

 

 

 

 

Next page: 

Fig. 3.3: Example of precise mapping of the breakpoints for a t(14;18) IGH-BCL2 translocation 

detected in the study. The top section shows the read alignments for chromosome 18 visualised 

on IGV. All reads are coloured by chromosome of mate and orange reads highlight that the paired 

read is located in chromosome 14 (visualisation and colour-coding from IGV). To the right 

screenshots of the breakpoint region around IGHD3-11 on chromosome 14 showing split-reads and 

fusion-spanning reads; Pale green colouring means that the partner read is located in chromosome 

18 and unmatching bases are shown within reads. On the left the same is shown for the second 

break on chromosome 14 located between IGHJ5 and IGHJ4. Boxes show where the sequences 

reads match the germline sequence on the partner chromosome; sequences can be read across the 

breakpoints specifically showing that on chromosome 18, 7 bases were deleted and on derivative 

chr18, 5 bases were inserted (ATGG) and for derivative chr14 three based (GAA) were inserted. The 

banding pattern of the chromosome is shown at the top with the DNA germline sequence according 

to GRCh38 below. The track underneath shows the coverage data for the sample analysed.  

A

C 

B

C 
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3.6.2 Chromosomal rearrangements involving IGH and BCL3  

In two cases, a t(14;19) translocation arising from the IGH locus was detected. The 

translocation is described as a recurrent albeit rarer finding in B-LPDs and is most-

commonly assigned a diagnosis CLL or atypical CLL (M et al., 2016). Like BCL2, 

BCL3 is a proto-oncogene which under the influence of the E enhancer becomes 

overexpressed in B-cells carrying the translocation.  

In contrast to the IGH-BCL2 translocations discussed above, the two IGH-BCL3 

fusions likely arose during the process of class-switch recombination (CSR) rather 

than D-J rearrangements. The breakpoints lie within the switch region of the 

constant genes IgM/IgA/IgG although the exact location is difficult to identify due to 

the homology of the areas. In both cases the break on chromosome 19 has occurred 

in well-defined regions: one directly adjacent to the start of the open reading frame 

of BCL3 (case RVR-4383-0016) and the other 15 kb centromeric to BCL3 (REF-

4383-0003, not shown). 

For case RVR-4383-0016, the pipeline identified 37 supporting reads but on IGV the 

number is higher (figure 3.4). The two breaks for the balanced translocation 

occurred in IGHMswitch and IGHA1switch regions. This finding suggests that the 

translocation arose during class switch recombination and that the intervening DNA 

sequence has been deleted during the process (for further details on translocation 

mechanisms see for example (Küppers and Dalla-Favera, 2001, Walker et al., 

2013)). The 3’ enhancer centromeric to the IGH-locus is responsible for the 

overexpression of BCL3 with the other IGH-enhancer now being located on derivate 

chromosome 19. A scenario whereby the oncogenic activation of genes on both 

derivative chromosomes is required has been described for t(4;14) in myeloma 

((Walker et al., 2013)), however no target gene has yet been identified for 

chromosome 19.  

The breakpoint for case REF-4383-0003 lies 15kb centromeric to BCL3 an area that 

was not included in the design of the panel and no baits capture this region during 

library preparation and enrichment. The reads that can be seen aligning to 

chromosome 19 (figure 3.5) are therefore only present due to the partner of the 

paired-end read being aligned to chromosome 14 and the fragment spanning the 

translocation breakpoint. In contrast to the RVR-4383-0016 case (figure 3.4) no grey 

reads indicating complete matching of both paired reads to the same chromosome 
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are therefore present and no reads are seen for this region in any other sample. 

Nevertheless, the read depth for this sample is high (>240 reads, with 38 reads 

across the fusion) indicating that there was a high infiltration with tumour cells in this 

sample.  

 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 3.4: Example of a t(14;19) translocation detected in the study. A Schematic depiction (not 
to scale) of the location of breakpoints and the derivative chromosomes 19 and 14 resulting from the 
balanced translocation occurring during CSR events. Case RVR-4383-0016 is shown. B Screenshot 
from IGV genome viewer showing reads aligning to chromosome 19 in the 5’UTR region of BCL3. 
On the left, reads are grouped by chromosome of mate, on the right the reads are not grouped. The 
region was included in the design of the studies and baits were included for this region hence there 
are grey reads present which are not involved in the fusion. 
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Fig. 3.5: Example of a t(14;19) translocation detected in the study. Case REF-4383-0003 is 
shown. Screenshots from IGV genome viewer showing reads aligning to chromosome 19 (top) and 
the two switch regions on chromosome 14 (IGHA to the bottom left and IGHM to the bottom right). 
The breakpoint region for BCL3 in this case was not included in the bait design in contrast to the 
previous example. All reads aligning to this region on chromosome 19 are therefore paired-end reads 
from sequencing fragments spanning the fusion points. Black arrows show the direction of fusion 
leading to the IGHA reads going across into chromosome 19 creating the derchr14 where the 3’ IGH 
enhancer controls the expression of the BCL3 gene. As was shown in more detail for the BCL2 
fusions, the exact breakpoints can be identified and any deletions and insertions of nucleotides at 
the junctions recorded (details not shown).  
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Back in 2007, Martin-Subero et al. published their characterisation of 58 patients 

with a IGH-BCL3-translocation positive B-NHL (Martín-Subero et al., 2007). 

Although most of these cases tend to be diagnosed with CLL, their cohort showed 

a great deal of heterogeneity with only 3 out of 25 cases showing typical CLL 

morphology and 6 cases having features of MZL. CLL with BCL3-translocations can 

be CD5-positive or negative but tend to be CD23-negative with a high frequency of 

trisomy 12 as seen in RVR-4383-0016, which is absent in all other B-NHL with 

BCL3-translocations (Huh et al., 2007). In addition, cases more closely resembling 

CLL carried unmutated IGHV rearrangements (0% SHM) and a simply karyotype 

with all MZL-related cases showing some degree of SHM and a higher degree of 

additional abnormalities (Martín-Subero et al., 2007). Both cases found in this cohort 

have IGHV-rearrangements with complete homology to the germline (unmutated) 

and only one additional SNV change was found in RVR-4383-0016. Based on these 

details the diagnosis is likely that of (atypical) CLL with t(14;19), however further 

review of the morphology and immunophenotyping data is required. 

A retrospective review published by the Mayo Clinic identified 19 cases of CLL with 

t(14;19) over 14 years. These patients had a higher 5-year probability of requiring 

treatment and a reduced 5-year survival compared to patients without the 

translocation (Fang et al., 2019). The authors therefore suggest that testing for the 

presence of BCL3-translocations should be incorporated into routine testing for 

patients with CLL.  

 

3.6.3 Chromosomal rearrangements involving IGH and CCND1 

Translocation involving the IGH-locus and CCND1 on chromosome 11 are 

characteristic of Mantle Cell lymphoma (MCL) and are also observed with high 

frequency in myeloma but occur very rarely in other mature B-cell malignancies 

(Swerdlow et al., 2016a). In our cohort, 6 samples showed evidence of a 

rearrangement between chromosome 14 and chromosome 11 (table 3.2). Three 

cases had breakpoints at D- and J-gene segments suggesting that the translocation 

happened during D-J recombination processes. Two of these cases show balanced 

translocations where the fusion on both derivative chromosomes could be found. In 

one case the fusion appears to be unbalanced with only derivative chromosome 14 

being identified. The fusion constructs for the above three cases are shown as 
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graphics in figure 3.6. Only in one case out of the 6 cases was the breakpoint on 

chromosome 11 located in the major translocation cluster (MTC). FISH confirmed 

the presence of a t(11;14) translocation in the case with unbalanced translocation 

and two of the balanced ones with two yet to be analysed. For these patients the 

diagnosis will likely change to Mantle Cell Lymphoma ICD-O 9673/3 upon review. 

Only one case, RAX-4383-0003 had unmutated IGHV, which is associated with 

nodal MCL and more aggressive disease (Silkenstedt et al., 2021). All other cases 

had either borderline (2 cases) or mutated IGHV (3 cases). Presence of missense 

variants in TP53 is associated with poor prognosis in MCL (cases RHU-4383-0006 

and REF-4383-0013) (Silkenstedt et al., 2021) even in cases with the more indolent 

non-nodal, leukaemia variant (Sakhdari et al., 2019). 

Case RHU-4383-0006 showed an unusual translocation construct. The breaks on 

chromosome 11 occurred centromeric and telomeric of CCND1 and the fragment 

containing CCND1 was inserted into the chromosome 14 between the J5- and J4- 

gene (figure 3.7). The second functional V(D)J-rearrangement on the second allele 

is also shown in the figure for this sample. The mechanism underlying this event 

has not been further investigated but similar constructs were recently reported in the 

context of MCL with t(11;14) (Fuster et al., 2020, Miao et al., 2016, Martín-Garcia et 

al., 2019, Peterson et al., 2019). FISH analysis was requested but no result was 

received so far.  
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Fig. 3.6: Schematic representation of three of the t(11:14) IGH-CCND1 translocations detected 
in the study. Schematic representation (not to scale) of the translocation breakpoints and partners 
(and the resulting derivative chromosomes). Cases shown in A + B show a balanced translocation 
whereas in case shown in panel C only the derivative chromosome 14 was detected. The double-
strand DNA break on chromosome 14 occurred during D-J recombination involving different J- and 
D-genes. The break on chromosome 11 was located in the well-characterised MTC locus in case B. 

As a result of the fusion the IGH super enhancer E influences the expression of CCND1 now located 
downstream of the enhancer on the derivative chromosome 14, leading to CCND1 overexpression. 
Deletions and insertion of nucleotides compared to the germline sequence occurs at the fusion points 

(details in green). The super enhancer E is depicted in red, the J-genes are shown as orange and 
the D-genes as yellow boxes. CCND1 is shown in blue with an arrow indicating the direction of 
transcription. Black lines depict the DNA sequence and blue squiggles the double strand breaks. 
Cen- = centromeric; tel = telomeric; der = derivative 
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Fig. 3.7: Description of the unusual t(14;19) translocation detected in the study. Case RHU-
4383-0006 is shown. Schematic representation of the two alleles present in the B cells of this case 
(not to scale). CCND1 from chromosome 11 has been inserted between J5 and J4 on chromosome 
14. The second allele shows a complete, productive V(D)J-rearrangement. Centromere and telomere 
location are indicated for orientation and the double strand DNA breaks are indicated by blue lines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.8 (next page): Screenshots from IGV genome viewer showing the split reads going 
across the junction for the case shown in figure 3.7. The panel at the bottom provides a zoomed-
out view to show the two breaks that have occurred on chromosome 14 between the J5- and the J4-
gene. The top panel shows reads aligned to chromosome 14 on the left and chromosome 11 on the 
right. Reads were coloured by chromosome of mate: Brown indicates that the second read in the 
pair is located on chromosome 11 instead of chromosome 14 and vice versa for the orange reads 
aligning to chromosome 11 in the top right panel. The nucleotides that are highlighted as mismatches 
in the reads show that these parts of the sequencing reads align to the germline sequence of 
chromosome 11 (black boxes) and IGHJ5 (arrow with germline sequence underneath), respectively. 
Second break on chromosome 14 and break telomeric of CCND1 on chromosome 11 not shown.  
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Chr 14: IGHJ5 Chr 11: centromeric CCND1 
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For two cases, REF-4383-0013 and RMH-4383-0005 the complete translocation 

construct could not be identified. REF-4383-0013 was confirmed to be positive by 

FISH for the t(11;14). However, the NGS data provides the results depicted in figure 

3.9. Here, two breaks occur centromeric to CCND1 with one reading into D3-22 on 

chromosome 14 but the other being fused to the centromeric portion of chromosome 

14, close to IGHJ5. There are 719 reads supporting this call with an additional 69 

confirming the second break and fusion to D3-22. From the NGS data it is unclear 

what happened to CCND1 which is telomeric in relation to both breaks and does not 

appear to be involved in the fusion constructs (figure 3.9). Likely, there are further 

reads that have bene discarded by the pipeline or they were not incorporated due 

to odd locations of breakpoints not covered in the design of the panel. Long-read 

sequencing could help elucidate this further.  

 

 

Fig. 3.9: Schematic representation of the rearrangement based on the NGS data for case REF-
4383-0013. Two breaks can be delineated on chromosome 14 at IGHJ5 and D3-22 both with 
sequencing reads across the break intro chromosome 11. However, no reads supporting the 
reciprocal fusion incorporating CCND1 were present. cen= centromeric, tel= telomeric. Black lines 
depict DNA and blue squiggles the dsDNA break points. The D3-22-gene is shown as a yellow box, 
the J5-gene in orange (not to scale). 

 

The second case, RMH-4383-0005 also has a construct where the fusion of CCND1 

to chromosome 14 cannot be demonstrated based on the reads obtained from NGS 

testing. Here, it appears that the fusion was initiated during the D-J rearrangement 

process and reads align to D2-2 that either break into J6 or – at the same nucleotide 

position- break and fuse to chromosome 11 (figure 3.10). An additional complete 

V(D)J-rearrangement is also detected which raises the possibility of a subclonal 

translocation. FISH was negative for this case using the IGH/CCND1 XT, Vysis dual 

fusion (312 cells scored, analysis performed by the Cytogenetics laboratory, Clinical 
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Genomics, The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust). Repeat analysis and further 

studies utilising long-read sequencing or whole-genome sequencing will be required 

to clarify the rearrangement present in this case.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.10: Representation of the reads aligned to D2-2 for case RMH-4383-0005. Supporting 
reads show the fusion to J6-gene as well as chromosome 11 arising from the same D2-2 locus. 
MTC= major translocation locus on chromosome 11; cen= centromeric, tel= telomeric. Black lines 
depict DNA and blue squiggles the dsDNA break points. The D2-2 genes is shown as a yellow box, 
the J6-gene in orange (not to scale). The two different DNA sequences D2-2 joins to as found by 
NGS are provided, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.3 (next page): Overview of molecular aberrations found in the cohort of samples 
including translocations, SNVs and results from preliminary CNV analysis. Only variants 
deemed pathogenic/likely pathogenic are listed, VUS are not included. Presence of trisomy12 and 
deletion 17p  (del17p) is listed but the CNV analysis is not yet complete and further CNVs may be 
present in all samples. For reference sequences please refer to table A8 in the appendix. As detailed 
in the text, 7 samples were removed from the analysis: this table shows results for 101 out of the 108 
cases enrolled and run by NGS to date (the case with SNV calls but potential low tumour infiltration 
is included here). Of note, RVR-4383-0009 had suboptimal mean coverage <400x and may need to 
be classed as fail on NGS although the clonal IGHV-rearrangement was detected (with low read 
support) and confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Repeat analysis will be attempted.    
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ID Translocation Singel nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels Variant 

allele 

frequency 

(VAF) %

CNV

REF-4383-0007 t(14;18) IGH-BCL2 ARID1Ac.553C>Tp.(Gln185Ter) 20 Not yet review ed 

CDKN2Ac.387C>Ap.(Tyr129Ter) 6

KMT2Dc.15289C>Tp.(Arg5097Ter) 19

KMT2Dc.10437_10440+2delp.? 15

EP300c.4399T>Ap.(Tyr1467Asn) 23

RMH-4383-0011 t(14;18) IGH-BCL2 none 0 Trisomie 12

RVR-4383-0002 t(11;14) CCND1-IGH none 0 Not yet review ed 

RMH-4383-0005 t(11;14) CCND1-IGH none NA CCND1 amplif ication

RHU-4383-0006 t(11;14) CCND1-IGH TP53c.818G>Ap.(Arg273His) 32 17pdel, CCND1 amplif ication

TP53c.476C>Tp.(Ala159Val) 30

REF-4383-0013 t(11;14) CCND1-IGH TP53c.707A>Gp.(Tyr236Cys) 84 17pdel

RDU-4383-0005 t(11;14) CCND1-IGH none NA Not yet review ed 

RAX-4383-0003 t(11;14) CCND1-IGH none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0016 t(14;19) IGH-BCL3 none NA Trisomie 12

REF-4383-0003 t(14;19) IGH-BCL3 none NA Not yet review ed 

BEL-4383-0008 t(7;14) CDK6-TRAD TP53c.420delp.(Cys141AlafsTer29) 46 17pdel

RVR-4383-0013 t(11;14) RAD51-BIRC3 KMT2Dc.15256C>Tp.(Arg5086Ter) 57 Trisomie 12

FBXW7c.1393C>Tp.(Arg465Cys) 32

REF-4383-0009 t(7;14) ?? none NA Trisomie12

RMH-4383-0004 t(7;14) ?? ARID1Ac.60_62delp.(Pro21del) 7

MYD88c.896A>Gp.Asn299Ser 20

MYD88c.904A>Cp.Thr302Pro 22

REF-4383-0014 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 34 Not yet review ed 

RHU-4383-0003 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 27 None

RA2-4383-0002 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 39 Not yet review ed 

RJ6-4383-0001 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 46 Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0011 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 33 Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0027 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 28 Not yet review ed 

RTP-4383-0002 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 20 Not yet review ed 

RDD-4383-0003 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 27 Not yet review ed 

REF-4383-0002 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 40 Not yet review ed 

RMH-4383-0013 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 32 Not yet review ed 

CD79Bc.590A>Gp.(Tyr197Cys) 64

RJ6-4383-0002 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 23 Not yet review ed 

CBLc.1259G>Ap.(Arg420Gln) 25

PAX5c.540dupp.(Ile181HisfsTer62) 21

RMH-4383-0001 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.Leu273Pro 38 Not yet review ed 

FAT1c.9075G>Tp.Lys3025Asn 39

CD79Bc.599T>Cp.Leu200Pro 43

RVR-4383-0005 No MYD88c.818T>Cp.(Leu273Pro) 28 Not yet review ed 

NFKBIEc.681delp.(Glu228ArgfsTer17) 24

RA2-4383-0004 No TP53c.114dupp.(Ala39SerfsTer4) 22 17pdel

BEL-4383-0001 No KLF2  c.76-1G>A p.? 29 del7q (POT1, BRAF, EZH2)

TP53c.707A>Gp.(Tyr236Cys) 8

BEL-4383-0002 No KRASc.38G>Ap.(Gly13Asp) 22 Not yet review ed 

BEL-4383-0005 No CCND3c.850C>Tp.(Pro284Ser) 23 Not yet review ed 

BEL-4383-0006 No NOTCH2c.7165C>Tp.(Gln2389Ter) 38 Not yet review ed 

NFKBIEc.762C>Gp.(Tyr254Ter) 25

TRAF2c.189-2A>G p.? 7

BEL-4383-0007 No TP53c.797G>Ap.(Gly266Glu) 32 17pdel 

R1K-4383-0004 No CXCR4c.1018G>Tp.(Gly340Ter) 29 Not yet review ed 

R1K-4383-0007 No BRAFc.1781A>Gp.(Asp594Gly) 9 Trisomie12, partial del7q (POT1)

ARID1Ac.154_155insTCTTTCGp.(Ala52ValfsTer61) 28

BRAFc.1395_1400delp.(Gly466_Ser467del) 11

RA2-4383-0001 No CARD11c.1070A>Tp.(Asp357Val) 32 Not yet review ed 

RA2-4383-0005 No TP53c.715_720delp.(Asn239_Ser240del) 20 17pdel

CREBBPc.445C>Tp.(Gln149Ter) 23

Trisomy 12 
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ID Translocation Singel nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels Variant 

allele 

frequency 

(VAF) %

CNV

RA2-4383-0001 No CARD11c.1070A>Tp.(Asp357Val) 32 Not yet review ed 

RA2-4383-0005 No TP53c.715_720delp.(Asn239_Ser240del) 20 17pdel

CREBBPc.445C>Tp.(Gln149Ter) 23

RAX-4383-0006 No CD79Bc.574_577delp.(Glu192LysfsTer19) 21 Not yet review ed 

RAX-4383-0007 No KMT2Dc.13450C>Tp.(Arg4484Ter) 22 Trisomie12

RDD-4383-0001 No CCND3c.838C>Tp.(Gln280Ter) 38 del7q (POT1, BRAF, EZH2)

BRAFc.1405_1406delGGinsTCp.(Gly469Ser) 76

RDD-4383-0002 No CREBBPc.6895C>Tp.(Gln2299Ter) 26 Not yet review ed 

RDU-4383-0004 No BIRC3c.1284_1288delp.(Glu429GlyfsTer7) 10 Not yet review ed 

RDU-4383-0001 No TP53c.818G>Tp.(Arg273Leu) 72 17pdel, 17q amp

CCND3c.860T>Gp.(Val287Gly) 37

CREBBPc.4574A>Cp.(Gln1525Pro) 38

REF-4383-0005 No NRASc.181C>Ap.(Gln61Lys) 21 Trisomie12

NRASc.182A>Tp.(Gln61Leu) 8

NOTCH1c.7541_7542delp.(Pro2514ArgfsTer4) 29

REF-4383-0006 No CARD11c.734T>Cp.(Leu245Pro) 30 Not yet review ed 

REF-4383-0008 No CCND3c.838C>Tp.(Gln280Ter) 38 Not yet review ed 

REF-4383-0010 No TRAF3c.1032_1039delp.(Trp344CysfsTer43) 9 Not yet review ed 

TRAF3c.1463G>Ap.(Trp488Ter) 16

REF-4383-0012 No ARID1Ac.2732+1G>C p.? 32 Trisomie12

CXCR4c.1000C>Tp.(Arg334Ter) 7

BIRC3c.1639delp.(Gln547AsnfsTer21) 16

RHU-4383-0001 No BIRC3c.1139delp.(Pro380LeufsTer2) 6 Trisomie12

NOTCH2c.7198C>Tp.(Arg2400Ter) 28

NOTCH2c.6973C>Tp.(Gln2325Ter) 8

REF-4383-0016 No TP53c.919+2T>Ap.? 34 17pdel

TP53c.159G>Ap.(Trp53Ter) 5

RHU-4383-0005 No ARID1Ac.5965C>Tp.(Arg1989Ter) 43 None

CCND3c.852_853insGTACTp.(Thr285ValfsTer21) 11

CCND3c.811dupp.(Arg271ProfsTer53) 27

CREBBPc.3098_3099delp.(Lys1033ArgfsTer17) 35

RMH-4383-0002 No TNFAIP3c.986+1G>C 6 Not yet review ed 

NOTCH1c.7105C>Ap.Pro2369Thr 23

NOTCH1c.6963_6964delCCinsTTp.Gln2322Ter 24

MAP3K14c.199G>Ap.Ala67Thr 10

KLF2c.883_892+7delp.? 15

RMH-4383-0003 No BIRC3c.1285dupp.Glu429GlyfsTer9 8  potentially  low tumour inifltraon 

RMH-4383-0007 No CCND3c.872_873delp.His291ProfsTer32 12 17pdel

RMH-4383-0008 No TP53c.584T>Cp.Ile195Thr 33 Not yet review ed 

RMH-4383-0009 No CCND3c.852_854delp.Thr285del 16 Not yet review ed 

BIRC3c.1681delp.Met561TrpfsTer7 20

RMH-4383-0012 No TP53c.838A>Tp.(Arg280Ter) 82 17pdel

CCND3c.857A>Gp.(Asp286Gly) 38

RTP-4383-0001 No KLF2c.862C>Tp.(His288Tyr) 9 Not yet review ed 

RMH-4383-0015 No TP53c.722C>Tp.(Ser241Phe) 88 17pdel, 17q amp

RTP-4383-0005 No CREBBPc.2415delp.(Met806Ter) 37 Not yet review ed 

RTP-4383-0006 No BRAFc.1406G>Cp.(Gly469Ala) 34 Not yet review ed 

RTP-4383-0007 No TP53c.725G>Tp.(Cys242Phe) 10 17pdel, 17q amp, del7q (POT1)

TP53c.621_622dupp.(Asp208ValfsTer40) 45

CCND3c.843_871delp.(Ser282ProfsTer32) 12

RTP-4383-0009 No TP53c.733G>Ap.(Gly245Ser) 84 17pdel

SF3B1c.1866G>Cp.(Glu622Asp) 45
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ID Translocation Singel nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels Variant 

allele 

frequency 

(VAF) %

CNV

RVR-4383-0004 No BIRC3c.1285dupp.(Glu429GlyfsTer9) NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0014 No ARID1Ac.5161C>Tp.(Arg1721Ter) 21 Not yet review ed 

KMT2Dc.15874G>Tp.(Glu5292Ter) 22

KMT2Dc.11566C>Tp.(Gln3856Ter) 25

CREBBPc.4337G>Ap.(Arg1446His) 46

RVR-4383-0015 No NOTCH2c.6851_6867delp.(Pro2284ArgfsTer23) 33 Not yet review ed 

KMT2Dc.11814_11837delp.(Gln3947_Gln3954del) 6

TRAF3c.328delp.(Ile110PhefsTer19) 27

TRAF3c.854dupp.(Asn285LysfsTer13) 7

RVR-4383-0018 No ARID1Ac.6147G>Ap.(Trp2049Ter) 11 Not yet review ed 

TNFAIP3c.1226_1229delp.(Glu409GlyfsTer12) 13

RVR-4383-0020 No TP53c.722C>Gp.(Ser241Cys) 43 Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0022 No NOTCH2c.6909dupp.(Ile2304HisfsTer9) 29 Not yet review ed 

TNFAIP3c.1247_1251delp.(Asn416ThrfsTer11) 40

RVR-4383-0023 No CARD11c.352A>Gp.(Ile118Val) 11 Trisomie 12

RVR-4383-0025 No TRAF3c.423C>Ap.(Cys141Ter) 18 Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0006 No NFKBIEc.759_762delp.(Tyr254SerfsTer13) 22 Not yet review ed 

RJ6-4383-0003 No KLF2c.872C>Tp.(Ala291Val) 45 Trisomie12, partial del7q (POT1)

RVR-4383-0012 No TP53c.626_627delp.(Arg209LysfsTer6) 72 17pdel

RVR-4383-0026 No none NA Trisomie 12

RHU-4383-0004 No none NA Trisomie12

RDU-4383-0003 No none NA Trisomie12

RMH-4383-0014 No none NA Trisomie 12

RAX-4383-0004 No none NA Tris12, Amplif ication BCL2 (partially anlaysed) 

RMH-4383-0010 No none NA 17pdel

RHU-4383-0002 No none NA BCL2 amplif ication

RA2-4383-0006 No none NA BCL2 amplif ication, partial deletion chr13 (RB1), 

possible tris3 (amplif ication MYD88, PIK3CA)

BEL-4383-0003 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0021 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0019 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0017 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0007 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0008 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0009 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0010 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RVR-4383-0001 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RTP-4383-0003 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RTP-4383-0004 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RMH-4383-0006 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RDU-4383-0002 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RAX-4383-0005 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RDD-4383-0004 No none NA Not yet review ed 

REF-4383-0011 No none NA Not yet review ed 

R1K-4383-0001 No none NA Not yet review ed 

R1K-4383-0002 No none NA Not yet review ed 

RAX-4383-0002 No none NA Not yet review ed 
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3.7 Detection of Single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) 

Seventy-two genes deemed to be of clinico-pathological interest were collated by 

the experts of EuroClonality consortium for inclusion in the panel in 2014 (list and 

region of interest provided in the appendix table A1)(Wren et al., 2014)). The design 

aimed to include genes with known relevance for diagnosis, prognosis or therapeutic 

options in the context of mature B- and T- NHLs as well as B-ALL and T-ALL. Table 

A1 in the appendix provides an overview of the genes chosen and the relevance 

assigned to them at the time. As only clonal B-lymphocytosis cases were eligible for 

the ENABLE study, not all genes are relevant or expected to be mutated in these 

cases and given that the design is >7 years old, additional candidates like for 

example MEF2B and FOXO1, which have now been shown to be recurrently 

mutated in B-NHL and carry prognostic information in FL, were not yet sufficiently 

characterized to be included in this panel at the time (Chung, 2020). Similarly, 

receptor-type protein tyrosine phosphatase delta (PTPRD) had not yet been 

described as a recurrent finding in nodal marginal zone lymphoma (NMZL) (Bertoni 

et al., 2018). 

Coverage analysis performed as part of the validation studies showed that all 

regions of interest (ROI) performed well with the target mean coverage depth set to 

500x (Wren et al., 2017, Stewart et al., 2019). Using Horizon blends the limit of 

detection was determined to be 4% (Stewart P. et al Blood Advances in press). 

Out of 108 cases enrolled, 101 samples were included in SNV analysis. Seven 

samples were excluded as explained in more detail in chapter 3.1 above. Case 

RMH-4383-0003 with low-VAF SNVs has been included in this part of the analysis.  

Driver variants were detected in 60 out of the 101 samples (59%, table 3.3). Thirty-

seven samples had a single variant, 14 carried two, 10 cases three and in 5 cases 

four or more SNVs were detected. The majority of variants were missense (50 

cases), followed by frameshifts seen in 28 cases, 26 nonsense variants, 7 potential 

splice variants in 6 in-frame insertion/deletion events.  

Variants with VAF over 5% were included. Twenty-four variants had VAF between 

5-10% and nine variants were found to have a VAF above 50% which indicates a 

loss of the second allele or copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity (CN-LOH). Most of 
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the variants with VAF above 50% were found in TP53 and CNV analysis showed 

evidence of del(17p) in all cases (see below). 

In 8 of the 9 cases with variants <10% VAF, additional driver variants with higher 

VAFs were present suggesting that clonal evolution with acquisition of additional 

variants had occurred. In RMH-4383-0003, the only pathogenic variant seen was in 

BIRC3 with a VAF of 8%. As discuss previously, no clonal IG-rearrangements were 

detected for this case and it is likely that this case has a low tumour percentage 

which would explain the low VAF observed. 

Additional SNVs were detected in 4 cases with a chromosomal translocation: Two 

of the IGH-CCND1-positive samples also had TP53 variants and REF-4383-0007 

with an IGH-BCL2 rearrangement carried multiple additional changes (see table 

3.3). BEL-4383-0008 with CDK6-TRAD also showed mutated TP53 and this case 

will be presented in more detail as a case study 2 below.  

In 35 cases no SNVs classed as pathogenic or likely pathogenic/clinical actionable 

were detected. In 5 cases SNVs were detected but classed as variants of unknown 

significance and these are not further discussed here.  

In eight of these samples CNV analysis (see below) indicated the presence of 

trisomy 12 (5 cases), deletion of the short arm of chromosome 17 (del17p, 1 case) 

and amplification of BCL2 on chromosome 18 in two cases.  

Full CNV analysis has yet to be performed for all cases and in the 19 cases without 

pathogenic SNVs or translocations further CNVs may be discovered.  

A total of 117 SNVs were detected across the 72 genes analysed. Variants in three 

genes, TP53, MYD88 and CCND3 accounted for 37% of all SNVs in the study cohort 

(figure 3.11). The 18 variants in TP53 were found across 16 patients (2 patients had 

two variants each, table 3.4); the 10 variants in CCND3 were seen in 9 patients (1 

patient with two variants in CCND3, table 3.5) and the 15 variants in MYD88 were 

seen in 14 patients (chapter 3.7.3.). For the one case with two concomitant MYD88 

variants, both were not the common hotspot driver variant p.(Leu265Pro).  

Figure 3.12 provides a visual representation of the frequency of aberrations in each 

of the pathways found in this study cohort. Combining the number of variants found 

(figure 3.11) according to the pathways they impact shows that, as expected for B-
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NHL, variants were predominantly found in genes associated with BCR-signalling 

processes and NF-B activation (figures 3.11 and 3.12, chapter 1.3). Each of these 

pathway and variant groups will be discussed in more detail below: Given the high 

frequency of variants in the respective genes, cases with TP53, CCND3 and MYD88 

variants are discussed in individual chapters (3.71, 3.72 and 3.73, respectively) The 

discussion also includes additional variants detectedalongside these driver variants 

and for MYD88, association with particular IGHV-gene usage is shown in detail. 

Variants in the other genes have been combined into one chapter (3.74) with cases 

being reviewed individually with regards to additional findings.  

No variants were detected in MYC, TCF3 and ID3; genes which are associated with 

Burkitt Lymphoma (BL); ATM and EZH2, genes commonly mutated in MCL, FL and 

DLBCL, respectively were also not found in this study. As would be expected for 

treatment-naïve patients, no variants associated with treatment-resistance, in genes 

like BTK, PLCG2 and BCL2 were seen. None of the MYD88-mutated cases had a 

variant in CXCR4, which occurs in around 30% of LPL/WM cases (Hunter et al., 

2014, Kaiser et al., 2021).  

Of note, as neutrophils (CD15+ve) were used as the source of germline-DNA, 

variants in the three clonal haematopoesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP)-

associated genes DNMT3A, TET2 and ASXL1 may be under-represented here as 

they commonly occur in the myeloid series of elderly individuals and may therefore 

be filtered from the output due to their presence in the germline control sample 

(Karner et al., 2019).  
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Fig. 3.11: Number of variants found per gene across all samples analysed so far. . Variants 
were found in 25 different genes and 37% of variants clustered in just three genes: TP53 (18 
variants), MYD88 (15 variants) and CCND3 (10 variants).For seven genes, only one case each 
carried a variant (CBL, CDKN2A, EP300, FBXW7, KRAS, PAX5 and SF3B1).  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.12: Proportional representation of the number of variants in each gene belonging to the 

different cellular pathways. The majority affect BCR- and/or TLR -induced NF-B activation 
followed by TP53 and CCND3 aberrations affecting cell cycle controls.  
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3.7.1 Variants in TP53 

A total of 19 SNVs were detected inTP53. The VAF ranged from 8-88% (table 3.4). 

The high VAF can be explained by the presence of CNV on the second allele (see 

below). Three of the variants seen fell within the well-known cancer hotspot codons 

273 (2 cases) and 245 (one case) (PETITJEAN et al., 2007). 

The remaining variants were 8 missense (classed as likely pathogenic based on the 

ACGS TP53-specific guidelines and evidence on the IARC TP53 database (Fortuno 

et al., 2021)), 4 frameshift variants, 2 nonsense variants and one potential splice 

variant. The latter three types are all considered pathogenic for TP53. For the indel 

variant seen in case RA2-4383-0005, the in-frame deletion does affect the DNA-

binding site which is a crucial protein domain and the area recurrently affected by 

mutations in cancer and the variant was therefore classed as likely pathogenic (of 

note the case also has CNV affecting TP53)(Malcikova et al., 2018). 

The additional missense variants at codons 266, 241 and 195 are all well 

characterized changes seen across various cancers and in the context of Li-

Fraumeni in the germline setting (see International Agency for Research on Cancer 

(IARC) https://p53.iarc.fr/ and ClinVar database https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/). All 

lie in the DNA-binding domain, show absence of transactivation activity and cannot 

suppress cell growth in cell culture experiments (Kato et al., 2003). They are thus 

all classed as pathogenic.  

Table 3.4: Summary of cases with TP53 SNVs and/or CNVs detected by the capture NGS panel. 
Additional variants, IGHV-gene usage, somatic hypermutation status (SHM) and light chain 
restriction information are provided. 16 cases had at least one SNV and 15 showed CNV on 17p 
affecting the TP53 gene locus. Thirteen of the 16 cases with a SNV also had evidence of a deletion 
on 17p leading to the loss of the TP53 gene on the second allele and are assumed to be biallelic 
TP53 aberrations. 

 

ID TP53 variant 

present? TP53 variant VAF (%)

17pdel 

present?

Additional 

variants Gene (VAF %) IGHV SHM Light chain
RA2-4383-0005 Yes p.(Asn239_Ser240del) 20 Yes Yes CREBBP (23) IGHV3-23 Mutated Lambda

RDU-4383-0001 Yes p.(Arg273Leu) 72 Yes Yes CCND3 (37), CREBBP (38) IGHV4-39 NA Kappa

REF-4383-0013 Yes p.(Tyr236Cys) 84 Yes Yes MCL t(11;14) IGHV4-59 Mutated Kappa

RHU-4383-0006 Yes p.(Ala159Val), p.(Arg273His) 32, 30 Yes Yes MCL t(11;14) IGHV4-59=IGHV4-61 Mutated Kappa

RMH-4383-0012 Yes p.(Arg280Ter) 82 Yes Yes CCND3 (38) IGHV3-30=IGHV3-64 Mutated Kappa

RTP-4383-0007 Yes
p.(Cys242Phe), 

p.(Asp208ValfsTer40)
10, 45 Yes Yes CCND3 (12) IGHV3-23 Mutated Kappa

RTP-4383-0009 Yes p.(Gly245Ser) 84 Yes Yes SF3B1 (45) IGHV3-21 Unmutated Lambda

BEL-4383-0007 Yes p.(Gly266Glu) 32 Yes No NA IGHV3-53 Mutated Kappa

BEL-4383-0008 Yes p.(Cys141AlafsTer29) 46 Yes Yes CDK6-TRA  transloctaion IGHV3-23 Mutated Kappa

RA2-4383-0004 Yes p.(Ala39SerfsTer4) 22 Yes No NA IGHV3-7 Mutated Kappa

REF-4383-0016 Yes p.(Trp53Ter),  p.? (c.919+2T>A) 33, 34 Yes No NA IGHV1-8 Unmutated Kappa

RMH-4383-0015 Yes p.(Ser241Phe) 88 Yes No NA IGHV4-39 Mutated Kappa

RVR-4383-0012 Yes p.(Arg209LysfsTer6) 72 Yes No NA IGHV1-18 Mutated Kappa

BEL-4383-0001 Yes p.(Tyr236Cys) 8 No Yes KLF2 (29) IGHV1-2 Unmutated Kappa

RVR-4383-0020 Yes p.(Ser241Cys) 42 No Yes other CNV IGHV3-48 Unmutated Lambda

RMH-4383-0008 Yes p.(Ile195Thr) 33 No No NA IGHV4-59 Mutated Kappa

RMH-4383-0007 No NA NA Yes Yes CCND3 (12) IGHV4-34 Mutated Lambda

RMH-4383-0010 No NA NA Yes No NA IGHV3-23 Borderline Kappa

https://p53.iarc.fr/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/
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Two approaches for the analysis of copy-number variants (CNVs) were employed. 

NGS data was submitted to the EuroClonality pipeline (hosted by Precision 

Medicine Centre of Excellence, Centre for Cancer Research & Cell Biology, Queens 

University Belfast). This pipeline compares the coverage results for a given sample 

to a control dataset generated from 150 samples without CNVs. It can currently only 

utilise the tumour data and compares this against the artificial, normal control. In 

addition, the coverage data obtained for the tumour and germline samples for each 

case was compared by retrieving the normalised ratio for each target from the 

Illumina basespace App pipeline analysis and calculating the ratio between the 

tumour and germline sample (not shown). For the few samples analysis so far, both 

approaches show very comparable results, with the direct comparison of tumour 

versus germline sample the optimal approach allowing for sample specific 

comparison whilst also adjusting for run variation. Examples of the traces obtained 

are shown in figure 3.13. For case RHU-4383-0006, the data shows that the deletion 

does not affect the whole arm of 17p as telomeric and centromeric data points show 

no drop in ratio (panels A and b figure 3.13). All data points for the TP53 do show a 

consistent drop indicating the loss of the complete TP53 gene. The pipeline 

combines the different target regions assigned to 17p telomeric (several 

polymorphic SNPs), TP53 gene locus and 17p centromeric (several polymorphic 

SNPs) to one datapoint each (panel B in figure 3.13). In the second example (panel 

C), the drop in coverage occurs across the three regions indicating the loss of the 

complete short arm of chromosome 17.   

Only 3 cases had a TP53 mutation without accompanying del17p and for BEL-4383-

0001 further pathogenic changes were detected (discussed further below) whereas 

IN RMH-4383-0008 and RVR-4383-0020 a single TP53 variant was the sole 

molecular driver variant found.  

Two cases have a CNV change on 17p only. In one case, an additional variant in 

CCND3 was detected whereas there were no further findings in the second case.  
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Fig. 3.13: CNV analysis shows the deletion of TP53 (Panels A+B) and del17p in panel C. The 
plot in panel A is based on the ration of coverage between the tumour and germline sample at each 
data point using the mean coverage ratio values. The average ratio for the sample is plotted in 
orange. The 17p telomeric and centromeric datapoints are highlighted by the black brackets above 
the graph and show no drop in coverage in this case. In contrast, the complete TP53 gene (green 
bracket) shows a drop in coverage. Panel B shows the pipeline report for the same sample. It is 
concordant to the plot in panel A showing a drop in coverage for TP53 only. For this analysis the 
different data points for each target were merged which was not the case in the analysis performed 
in A. For comparison panel C shows a case with evidence of del17p where the telomeric and 
centromeric data points show the same drop in coverage as for TP53.  

 

The cohort of cases presented here shows a strong correlation between the 

presence of a SNV and deletion events on 17p affecting the TP53 gene. Although 

TP53 is tumour suppressor, missense variants are the most-commonly found 

change in the context of haematological cancers and appear to have the most 

profound effect (Kato et al., 2003, Malcikova et al., 2018, PETITJEAN et al., 2007, 

Rodrigues et al., 2020). This characteristic has yet to be fully understood but it 

appears that TP53-proteins carrying missense variants are more stable, accumulate 

in the cells and can exert a dominant negative on wildtype TP53 in the formation of 

functional protein complexes. In particular in the context of MCL presence of TP53 

C 
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missense variants is associated with shorter progression-free survival (PFS), a 

higher risk of relapse and shorter overall survival (OS) compared to patients without 

TP53 mutations but this correlation is not seen for del17p in multi-variate analysis 

(Rodrigues et al., 2020, Eskelund et al., 2017). Akin to CLL, MCL shows poor 

responses to immunochemotherapy regimen in the presence of TP53 aberrations 

(Hill et al., 2020, Roué and Sola, 2020). For cases RHU-4383-0006 and REF-4383-

0013 detection of the IGH-CCND1 fusion as well as the TP53 mutations is therefore 

of upmost importance for proper clinical management.  

However, for the remainder of the cases in the ENABLE study, long-term follow-up 

is needed to help us understand the impact of the TP53 aberrations on clinical 

course. Notwithstanding the high frequency of TP53 variants and gene deletions, 

based on their clinical evaluation and other pathological findings these patients are 

considered to have low-risk, indolent disease. In CD5+ve MBL and early CLL, TP53 

variants have been shown to be associated with indolent disease if present in IGHV-

mutated cases (Dagklis et al., 2009, Best et al., 2009, Fazi et al., 2011) which does 

match the molecular characteristics of this cohort.  

 

3.7.2 Variants in cyclin D3 (CCND3) 

CCND3 is required for germinal centre (GC) formation and is needed for transition 

from G1- to S-phase in the cell cycle through its interaction with CDK4 and CDK6 

(Singh et al., 2020). Pae et al. have recently shown that CCND3 activity is required 

for continued proliferation of B-cells undergoing affinity maturation in the germinal 

centres once they have transferred into the dark zone where they continue to 

proliferative and undergo SHM before returning to the light zone for further selection 

(Pae et al., 2021). When an activating mutation in CCND3 was introduced into a 

mouse model, proliferation of B-cells in the dark zone was increased together with 

uncontrolled clonal proliferation post GC-reaction (Pae et al., 2021).  

Variants in CCND3 are more commonly seen in aggressive lymphomas e.g. BL and 

DLBCL but are recurrently detected in small cell B-NHL, especially in those that do 

not fit into one of the WHO-categories and those previously proposed to be called 

CBL-MZ (Parker et al., 2018). Curiel-Olmos et al. found a distinct pattern of variants 

in SDRPL of which mutations in the proline, glutamic acid, serine and threonine 

(PEST) domain of CCND3 were the most common, seen in 24% of their SDRPL 
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cases (Curiel-Olmo et al., 2017). They demonstrated increased CCND3 expression 

in the mutated but also in some of the CCND3-wildtype cases of their SDRPL cohort. 

IGHV3-43 and IGHV3-23 were over-represented. 

Parker et al. (Parker et al., 2018) published findings of CBL-MZ cases with long-

term follow-up which included 3 cases with CCND3 PEST domain mutations; two 

also had TP53 mutations one together with deletion of the short arm of chromosome 

7 (del7q) and trisomy 12 (tris12) and the other with an isochromosome 17q; the third 

case showed trisomy 12 as an additional finding. Importantly, none of the cases had 

typical features of SDRLP and all had stable disease after 50 months of follow-up.  

 

Fig. 3.14: Location of CCND3 variants detected in this cohort. Schematic of CCND3 protein with 
location of the PEST domain highlighted in blue. All variants detected fall within the PEST domain 
and include the phosphorylation motifs. Variants in bold were found in the same case and shown to 
be biallelic. Nonsense variant at Gln280 was detected in two cases (see table 3.5 for details).  

In this cohort, CCND3 variants were detected in 9 cases (table 3.5 and figure 3.14): 

Three frameshift variants (two being detected in RHU-4383-0005), two nonsense 

variants at the same codon 280 and 4 SNVs one of which was an in-frame deletion 

of Thr285. The SNVs included Pro284 which has been shown to be a crucial part of 

the phosphorylation motif required for CCND3-protein stability and degradation 

(Schmitz et al., 2014). Sequencing studies in BL and DLBCL have reported 

frameshift and nonsense variants which remove the carboxyl terminus including the 

conserved phosphorylation codons 283, 284 and 290 (Schmitz et al., 2014). All 

variants characterised so far lead to stabilisation of the mutant isoform of the protein 

and accumulation in BL cells. In four cases aberrations of TP53 were detected 

alongside CCND3. Two cases also showed del7q but for two cases the CCND3 

variant was the only change detected so far. The variant seen in RMH-4383-0007 
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is unusual in that it affects the penultimate codon and is predicted to lead to an 

elongated protein without loss of any of the phosphorylation sites. Such variants 

have been reported in BL (Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC) 

and cbioportal databases accessed at https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic and 

https://www.cbioportal.org/, respectively) but no functional evaluation has been 

reported and their exact pathogenic mechanisms is therefore uncertain.  

Limited clinical information was available for four cases (BEL-4383-005, RDD-4383-

001, RMH-4383-0007 and RMH-4383-0009, table 3.6). They were all male, aged 

between 71-83 years and none of them has shown disease progression to date 

(Case RDD-4383-0001 died of metastatic thyroid cancer). Apart from RDD-4383-

0001, all patients were asymptomatic at diagnosis. Bone marrow aspirate review 

performed at RMH for RDD-4383-001 favoured a diagnosis of CD5+-SMZL. 

Presence of a CCND3 variant together with del7q would fit this diagnosis but 

potentially SDRPL could be in the differential given the high prevalence in the latter 

and the overlap in features making the distinction between these difficult (Curiel-

Olmo et al., 2017). Case RMH-4383-0007 carries a mutated IGHV4-34 

rearrangement, has a CCND3 PEST domain variant and villous lymphocytes (CD5-

ve); all characteristics that together could point to a diagnosis of SDRPL although 

there is lack of splenomegaly (Swerdlow et al., 2016a).  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic
https://www.cbioportal.org/
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Table 3.5: Details of the nine cases of the cohort in which CCND3 variants were present. 
Details of the variant including VAF is provided together with additional variants and CNVs 
(preliminary analysis focusing on del17p, del7q and trisomy 12 only) 

 

 

Table 3.6: Summary of the clinical data available for four cases with CCND3 variants. Data is 
from time of enrolment to ENABLE study. Details on immunophenotype and morphological features 
are provided.  

Case ID Additional 
variants  

Splenomegaly 
/LN 

Immunophenotype Morphological 
features 

BEL-4383-0005 No No CD5-ve, CD10-ve, 
CD20+ve, CLL 
score 0/5, HCL 
score 0/4 

Small to medium 
sized lymphocytes 

RDD-4383-0001 BRAF,  
del7q 

Splenomegaly  
no B-symptoms 

CD5+ve, CD10-ve, 
CD200+ve 

Medium-sized 
lymphocytes some 
with callous 
cytoplasm; BM 
aspirate review 
favours diagnosis of 
SMZL 

RMH-4383-0007 No No CD5-ve, CD10-ve,  
CD23-ve, 
CD200+ve. HCL 
score 0/4 
 

Small/medium sized 
lymphocytes with 
some villous 
projection 

RMH-4383-0009 BIRC3 No CD5+ve, CD10 –ve, 
CD23-ve 

Small to medium 
sized lymphocytes  
BM biopsy: B-NHL, 
NOS 

 

ID Singel nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels VAF CNV Other

BEL-4383-0005 CCND3c.850C>Tp.(Pro284Ser) 23 Not yet review ed 

RDD-4383-0001 CCND3c.838C>Tp.(Gln280Ter) 38 del7q (POT1, BRAF, EZH2)

BRAFc.1405_1406delGGinsTCp.(Gly469Ser) 76

RDU-4383-0001 TP53c.818G>Tp.(Arg273Leu) 72 17pdel, 17q amp

CCND3c.860T>Gp.(Val287Gly) 37

CREBBPc.4574A>Cp.(Gln1525Pro) 38

REF-4383-0008 CCND3c.838C>Tp.(Gln280Ter) 38 Not yet review ed 

RHU-4383-0005 ARID1Ac.5965C>Tp.(Arg1989Ter) 43 None

CCND3c.852_853insGTACTp.(Thr285ValfsTer21) 11

CCND3c.811dupp.(Arg271ProfsTer53) 27

CREBBPc.3098_3099delp.(Lys1033ArgfsTer17) 35

RMH-4383-0007 CCND3c.872_873delp.His291ProfsTer32 12 17pdel

RMH-4383-0009 CCND3c.852_854delp.Thr285del 16 Not yet review ed 

BIRC3c.1681delp.Met561TrpfsTer7 20

RMH-4383-0012 TP53c.838A>Tp.(Arg280Ter) 82 17pdel

CCND3c.857A>Gp.(Asp286Gly) 38

RTP-4383-0007 TP53c.725G>Tp.(Cys242Phe) 10 17pdel, 17q amp, del7q (POT1)

TP53c.621_622dupp.(Asp208ValfsTer40) 45

CCND3c.843_871delp.(Ser282ProfsTer32) 12
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BRAF variants are usually absent in SMZL and SDRPL (Bühler et al., 2020). The 

BRAF p.(Gly469Ser) variant is a mutational hotspot seen commonly in lung cancer 

and melanomas. It falls within the tyrosine kinase domain of BRAF and in vitro 

experiments have confirmed an increase in ERK-phosphorylation driving 

proliferation (Berger et al., 2016). Given the difficulty of distinguishing between 

SMZL and NMZL but also CBL-MZ in some cases due to the lack of specific, 

disease- defining markers, the presence of a variant in BRAF could point towards 

NMZL as reported by Pillonel et al. (Pillonel et al., 2018). Despite not being helpful 

in identifying a definite diagnosis in this case, it could be postulated that the 

knowledge of variants like an activating BRAF change may in future be able to 

identify possible treatment options should the need arise in these patients. Similarly, 

the presence of a BIRC3 variant in RMH-4383-0009 does not aide in classifying this 

case further given that BIRC3 variants are seen across all types of indolent, small-

cell B-NHLs. 

 

3.7.3 Variants in MYD88  

Although most common in LPL/WM (incidence >90% (Gertz, 2019)), MYD88 

variants are found in up to 10% of marginal-zone lymphomas, including SMZL where 

they are exclusive to variants in KLF2 and NOTCH2 but associated with TP53 

(Clipson et al., 2015). In addition, MYD88 variants can be seen in a small number 

of cases in CLL where they are associated with unusual phenotype (Shuai et al., 

2020). They are a helpful to distinguish WM (the IgM-serum protein producing form 

of LPL) from IgM paraprotein-positive myeloma where MYD88 is absent (Kaiser et 

al., 2021). MYD88 plays a role in several cellular pathways including the innate 

immune response via triggering of Toll-like receptor (TLR) pathways but for B-NHL 

and especially LPL, activation of NF- signalling as well as enhancing BTK-activity 

appear to be the main pathogenic changes (Rossi, 2014). This is supported by the 

high efficacy of BTK-inhibitors like Ibrutinib in the treatment of LPL and WM (Gertz, 

2019).  

The most common missense variant in MYD88, p.(Leu265Pro), was seen in 13 

cases with a mean VAF of 32% (range 20-46%). In nine cases, the MYD88 variant 

was the only driver change detected and the VAF distribution fits with the 

monoallelic driver variant scenario described for MYD88-driven B-cell neoplasms 
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(Rossi, 2014). In three cases pathogenic/likely pathogenic variants were detected 

in other genes involved in BCR- and NF- signalling with two cases showing 

variants in CD79B (table 3.7). One case had a NFKBIE frameshift variant alongside 

the MYD88 hotspot variant, and another showed variants in CBL and PAX5. The 

combination of variants would be unusual for LPL/WM cases and perhaps more in-

keeping with CLL/CLL-MBL but further review of morphology and flow cytometry is 

required to integrate all findings. None had a variant in CXCR4 seen in ~30% of LPL 

(Hunter et al., 2014). 

 

V(D)J-rearrangements and CD79B variants associated with the presence of MYD88 

variants 

The majority of V(D)J-rearrangements carried a V3-gene (9/13) with 5/7 having a 

V3-74 and V3-23 (table 3.7). It has been shown that LPL/WM has a high V3-gene 

usage with V3-23 and V3-74 being the most commonly found V-genes (Gachard et 

al., 2013, Petrikkos et al., 2014). In addition, LPLs are characterized by 

hypermutated IGHV, often high-hypermutated >5% and short CDR3 amino acid 

sequence lengths of less than 17 (Rollett et al., 2006). All of the V3-cases are 

classed as mutated with 4 being high-hypermutated (range 8-13%). CDR3 amino 

acid sequences for the 7 cases were between 8 and 16 amino acids in length. All 

but three case include IGHJ4*02 and no additional SNV or CNVs were detected 

amongst the seven cases. For two cases, RVR-4383-0005 and RJ6-4383-0001, no 

Sanger sequencing data is available and the assignment of the IGHD and IGHJ 

gene was not possible unequivocally by NGS whilst the SHM status could also not 

be determined. Both cases showed additional SNV: in NFKBIE (VAF 24%) for case 

RVR-4383-0005 and CBL (VAF 25%) and PAX5 (VAF 21%) for RJ6-4383-0001. In 

the final case, REF-4383-0002, neither Sanger sequencing nor NGS were able to 

identify the IGHV-rearrangement. Clonality was demonstrated by NGS by the 

presence of a clonal VK1-3/KDel and a productive lambda rearrangement (VL2-

14/J2 or J3) by NGS which matches the lambda expression identified by flow 

cytometry.  

In all three cases where Sanger sequencing failed to amplify the IGHV-

rearrangement, it is likely that the PCR reaction failed due to the presence of a 

nucleotide change under the primer binding site due to the extensive level of somatic 
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hypermutations described for LPL/WM (Gachard et al., 2013) and displayed by the 

majority of other cases in the current MYD88-mutated cohort presented here. This 

would also explain the inability of the NGS pipeline to exactly define which V3-gene 

is present. Further detailed analysis of the individual NGS reads may be able to 

demonstrate the location of the variants to confirm this but this was not yet 

performed. Another possible explanation is clonal evolution with modification of the 

IGHV-rearrangement including ongoing somatic hypermutation acquisition which 

has been shown to occur and more-detailed analysis of individual NGS sequencing 

reads could enable further insight. 

The IGHV-rearrangement could be determined in an additional three cases all with 

IGHV4-34 gene usage. Two cases had SHM of 6% with one being borderline at 2%, 

the latter also had a short CDR3 of 13 amino acids whereas the other two carried 

the two longest CDR3 sequences with 17 and 22 amino acids. Both SHM-high cases 

had an additional variant in CD79B at VAF similar to the MYD88 variant in one case 

and double in the other (table 3.7). No further variants were found in the third case 

with IGHV4-34 although CNV analysis is yet to be completed.  

The co-occurrence of MYD88 and CD79B variants is well documented for DLBCL-

ABC (Takeuchi et al., 2017) but also LPL/WM but in less than 10% of samples. 

Bommier et al. (Bommier et al., 2021) reviewed the utility of adding a targeted NGS 

panel analysis to cases of lymphoma with unknown subtypes after expert review. 

From their findings they state that the presence of a MYD88 variant together with a 

CD79B variant is strongly suggestive of a diagnosis of LPL over MZL.  

The variant detected in case RMH-4383-0013 (p.(Tyr197Cys), VAF 64%) is the 

main hotspot variant within the ITAM domain and is seen in 75% of CD79B-mutated 

cases in DLBCL-ABC (Wang et al., 2017). Patients with this variant combination 

have been shown to have a particular good response to the BTK-inhibitor Ibrutinib 

(Visco et al., 2020). The IGHV4-34 gene is overrepresented in B-NHL likely due to 

its autoreactivity recognizing erythrocyte I-i polysaccharide antigen and human B 

lymphocyte CD45 O-linked polysaccharide antigen (Grondona et al., 2018). It 

appears that the combination of MYD88 and CD79B variants may play a part in 

allowing the survival of a self-reactive B-cell (Wang et al., 2017).  
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The second case has a less-commonly encountered CD79B variant p.(Leu200Pro) 

(VAF 43%); it has been detected in four DLBCL cases and falls within the ITAM 

domain close to the Tyr197 hotspot. 

None of the cases with a MYD88 variants showed evidence of trisomy 12 or a 

deletion on the short arm of chromosome 17 involving TP53, both of which have 

been described in the context of LPL/WM albeit at low frequency (Florence et al., 

2013, Gustine et al., 2019).  

MYD88 is reported in a small percentage of SMZL and V3-23-usage is prevalent in 

SMZL (Zibellini et al., 2010). These findings thus support the suggested diagnosis 

of SZML based on histopathological results in case RVR-4383-0027 (table 3.7). 

Similarly, for case RMH-4383-0001 the usage of IGHV4-34 is rarer in LPL and would 

fit with a conclusion of CD5+ve SMZL as provided by the lymph node biopsy. 

Following on from that for case RMH-4383-0013 the usage of V4-34 would make 

SMZL more likely but given the differential between LPL and SZML 

histopathologically, and the presence of a MYD88 hotspot variant, the differential 

remains the same.  

Based on the molecular features of a single driver variant in MYD88 together with 

IGHV3-74 usage a diagnosis of LPL is a likely diagnosis for cases RDD-4383-0003 

and RA2-4383-0002 but as all the above cases exemplify the differential diagnosis 

is complex and molecular variants and IGHV-usage is not distinct enough to make 

a final call, it can merely support. RA2-4383-0002 was also one of the few cases 

where bone marrow was available for analysis, making a diagnosis of LPL very 

plausible. Nevertheless, detection of MYD88 variants in the peripheral blood of 

patients with LPL/WM or IgM-MGUS and other B-cell LPDs has been demonstrated 

by several studies despite the incidence of a true leukaemic phase being low in 

some of these diseases (Xu et al., 2014, Shekhar et al., 2021). Given the limited 

number of cases for which clinical information is available, no further conclusion can 

be drawn, and the differential remains between LPL, CLL and SZML or their 

precursor states (e.g. non-CLL MBL/CBL-MZ). 
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Non-hotspot MYD88 variants 

Case RMH-4383-0004 was found to have two missense changes in MYD88 not 

affecting Leu265: one changing Asn299 into Serine (VAF 20%) and one changing 

Thr302 to Proline (VAF 22%). Both have been described in the context of 

haematological malignancies (entries on COSMIC and cbioportal databases 

accessed at https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic and https://www.cbioportal.org/, 

respectively) and Thr302Pro has been shown to be activating in in-vitro experiments 

although at a lower level than the Leu265Pro variant (Shuai et al., 2020)).  

This case also carries a rearrangement between chromosome 7 and 14 arising from 

the IGMswitch locus and breaking into MICALL2/INTS1. It is at this point not known 

which effect, if any, this has but the location of the breakpoint on chromosome 14 

would point towards initiation of the class-switch reaction (CSR) creating double 

strand breaks in the switch regions of the constant genes.   

The NGS analysis for IG-rearrangements was not completed in time to be included 

in this thesis. Sanger sequencing results show a functional rearrangement using 

IGHV3-74, IGHD3-10*01 and IGHJ4 which has a high prevalence in LPL. The 

rearrangement was mutated with a somatic hypermutation level of 6.9 and a CDR3 

length of 11 amino acids (CAGFDWGAYFR) which again fits with the expected 

characteristics of short, highly mutated CDR3s in LPL. Nevertheless, reports of non-

hotspot MYD88 variants are usually from non-LPL cases like CLL, SMZL and 

DLBCL (Rossi, 2014). 

The patient is a 55-year old man who was diagnosed back in 2007 and enrolled onto 

the ENABLE study in December 2016. He has an IgG kappa paraprotein that has 

been steadily increasing from 7g/L at diagnosis to 16g/L at enrolment. 

Lymphadenopathy was present and previous cytogenetic analysis showed 13q14 

loss (15%) and TP53 loss (7%). His bone marrow trephine examination IHC 

suggested that it was most likely CLL with an unusual distribution and atypical 

phenotype. Morphologically, medium sized lymphocytes with moderate amounts of 

cytoplasm and a few prolymphocytes were reported. CD5+, CD19+, CD20+ (mod-

strong), CD23+ (partial), CD200+, CD22+, CD79b+, FMC7+, CD10-, CD43-. CLL 

score 2/5. Analysis of a large cohort of 1179 CLL cases by Shuai et al. (Shuai et al., 

2020) found MYD88 variants in 3.1%. The comparison between cases with 

Leu265Pro hotspot variants compared to other MYD88 variants showed that those 

https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic
https://www.cbioportal.org/
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with the Leu265Pro variant tended to be younger, had mutated IGHV and carried 

an isolated del(13q14.3). Interestingly, this case carries the deletion on 13q based 

on cytogenetic analysis, has mutated IGHV and is only 55 years old but does not 

carry the hotspot variant. It could be postulated that the acquisition of the del17p 

involving TP53 may be one factor indicated in the progression of the disease as 

testified by the increase in paraprotein. Although some features would be 

compatible with LPL, most findings including the morphological and 

histopathological evaluation favour CLL, which would be supported by the 

combination of an unusual MYD88 variant together with del13q14.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.7 (next page): MYD88 variants. Top panel: Summary of the 13 samples with the pathogenic 

MYD88 hotspot variant p.(Leu265Pro). The VAF of the variant found by NGS is provided together 

with the V-D-J gene, SHM status and CDR3 length with amino acid sequence. Light chain restriction 

was concordant between NGS and immunophenotyping data. Additional SNVs were found as listed. 

* NGS data available only for IG-rearrangement; # MYD88 variants other than p.(Leu265Pro). Bottom 

panel: Clinical information and results of other tests available for 6 of the samples with MYD88 

variants.
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Sample ID 
MYD88 
VAF (%) 

V-gene D-gene J-gene % SHM 
CDR3 
length 

Amino acid sequence 
Light chain 
restriction 

Other SNVs (VAF)/CNVs 

RA2-4383-0002 
39  IGHV3-

74*01 
IGHD6-6*01 IGHJ4*02 3 15 

CVRGGSYSTSSGDYW Lambda 
none 

RVR-4383-0027 28 IGHV3-23*01 IGHD7-27*01 IGHJ6*02 4 16 
CAKESREYYYYGMDVW Kappa none 

RDD-4383-0003 
27  IGHV3-

74*01 
IGHD3-22*01 IGHJ4*02 5 13 

CARSPGKGSSNFW 
Kappa 

none 

RTP-4383-0002 20 IGHV3-48*02 IGHD3-16*02 IGHJ4*02 8 16 
CARGVTWGTERYIDSW Lambda none 

REF-4383-0014 34 IGHV3-7*01  IGHD2-2*01 IGHJ4*02 12 14 
CVSSEDLLRNFHHW Kappa none 

RHU-4383-0003 27 IGHV3-15*01 IGHD5-12*01 IGHJ4*02 12 15 
CMTDPIVGTTPGDFW Lambda none 

RJ6-4383-0002 23 IGHV3-53*02 IGHD4-11*01 IGHJ4*02 13 8 
CTRHETIW Lambda CBL (25%), PAX5 (21%) 

RVR-4383-0005* 28 IGHV3-23 NA IGHJ4/5 NA 11 
CAKSLKEDMYW Kappa NFKBIE (24%) 

RJ6-4383-0001* 46 IGHV3-23 NA IGHJ3 NA 15 
CARDAETGWGLFDMW Kappa none 

RVR-4383-0011 33 IGHV4-34*03 IGHD2-8*02 IGHJ5*02 2 13 
CATGGGPISWFDPW Lambda none 

RMH-4383-0001 38 IGHV4-34*02 IGHD2-21*02 IGHJ2*01 6 17 
CAKGPSPQGPGRDFDLW  Lambda CD79B (43%) 

RMH-4383-0013 32 IGHV4-34*01 IGHD4-17*01 IGHJ2*01 6 22 
CARGLSLGNTVTTPPYWYFDLW Kappa CD79B (64%) 

REF-4383-0002 40 NA NA NA NA NA NA Lambda none 

RMH-4383-0004# 20,22 IGHV3-74*01 IGHD3-10*01 IGHJ4*02 6.9 11 
CAGFDWGAYFR NA ? ARID1A 

 

Sample ID 
MYD88 
VAF (%) 

V gene 
SHM 
(%) 

CD5 CLL 
score 

Paraprotein  Morphology Comments 

RA2-4383-0002 
39  IGHV3-74*01 3 Pos 2 No Low-grade B-NHL no distinguishing 

features 
Sister has CLL*, splenomegaly  

RVR-4383-0027 
28 IGHV3-23*01 4 Neg 0 NA Villous cytoplasm, Bone marrow trephine 

favours SZML 
Splenomegaly, HCL score 2/4; likely SMZL  

RDD-4383-0003 27  IGHV3-74*01 5 Pos 2 IgG Lambda NA Progressive lymphocytosis 

RMH-4383-0001 
38 IGHV4-34*02 6 Pos NA IgM Kappa CD5+ SMZL based on LN biopsy Multiple previous episodes of lymphocytosis 

with varying CD5 status 

RMH-4383-0013 
32 IGHV4-34*01 6 Neg NA No Differential lies between SMZL or LPL 

based on LN biopsy 
Presented with lymphadenopathy 

RMH-4383-0004# 20,22 IGHV3-74*01 6.9 Pos 2 IgG Kappa IHC in-keeping with CLL, otherwise 
atypical, CD5+, CD23 partial, CD200+ 

13q14 loss (15%) and TP53 loss (7%) 

* Familial predisposition has been shown to exist in CLL as well as LPL/WM (Hanzis et al., 2011, Law and Houlston, 2019)  
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3.7.4 Variants in genes associated with NF- and BCR-signalling pathways 

As shown in figure 3.11, several variants were found in genes associated with NF-

- and BCR-signalling pathways, including TRAF2, TRAF3, NFKBIE, BIRC3 and 

TNFAIP3. The most frequently mutated gene, MYD88, has already been discussed 

separately above (chapter 3.7.3). Although variants in these pathways have been 

described across different B-NHL entities and none of these variants are disease-

defining, they differ in frequency between subtypes and, in the context of this study 

of small-cell B-NHL, the differential includes the various types of marginal zone 

lymphomas alongside atypical CLL, HCL-v and MCL. Presence of variants can lend 

support to a particular diagnosis: for example, presence of variants in NOTCH2 or 

KLF2 has been shown to have a high positive-predictive value for a diagnosis of 

SMZL (Spina et al., 2021).  

Table 3.8 provides an overview of the 20 cases included in this chapter. Variant 

details including VAF for each case can be found in table 3.3 whilst the IG-

rearrangement information is available in appendix table A7. 

Table 3.8: Distribution of variants in 20 cases with driver variants in the BCR-signalling cascade or 

NF- pathways. Y= variant detected; tbc= to be confirmed; not all cases have been assessed for 
del7q and trisomy 12. Deletion of the long arm of chromosome 7 is a recurrent feature in SMZL 
whereas trisomy 12 can be found across various B-NHL types including the MZL and atypical CLL.  

Additional findings not associated with NF-- or BCR-signalling are listed in the comments column 
and are discussed in more detail in the text.  

 

 

 

 

Case ID KLF2 NOTCH2 del7q tris12 BIRC3 TRAF2/3 NFKBIE TNFAIP3 CARD11 Comments
BEL-4383-0001 Y Y N IGHV1-2*04

RJ6-4383-0003 Y Y Y
RMH-4383-0002 Y Y N Y NOTCH1

RTP-4383-0001 Y tbc tbc

BEL-4383-0006 Y tbc tbc Y Y
RVR-4383-0022 Y tbc tbc Y IGHV1-2*2

RVR-4383-0015 Y tbc tbc Y
RHU-4383-0001 Y N Y Y
REF-4383-0010 tbc tbc Y
RVR-4383-0025 tbc tbc Y
RVR-4383-0018 tbc tbc Y
RVR-4383-0006 tbc tbc Y
RA2-4383-0001 tbc tbc Y
RVR-4383-0023 N Y Y
REF-4383-0006 tbc tbc Y
RDU-4383-0004 tbc tbc Y
REF-4383-0012 N Y Y
RMH-4383-0003 tbc tbc Y low tumour infiltration

RMH-4383-0009 tbc tbc Y 17pdel, CCND3

RVR-4383-0004 tbc tbc Y
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Variants in Krüppel-like factor 2 (KLF2)  

KLF2 acts as a tumour suppressor and truncating variants are most commonly seen 

in lymphoid malignancies (Höllein et al., 2017). As shown by Clipson et al. in an in-

vitro reporter assay, wild-type KLF2 is a potent inhibitor of NF-B signalling even in 

the presence of CARD11 and MYD88 variants but the suppression is lost if KLF2 is 

mutated allowing for uncontrolled signalling (Clipson et al., 2015). Within the cases 

identified in this cohort, variants in KLF2 included a 17bp-deletion seen in case 

RMH-4383-0002 which lies across the exon-intron boundary with loss of the 5’ splice 

acceptor site for exon 2 (table 3.3, figure 3.15). It is assumed that deletion of this 

variants will cause aberrant splicing and potentially loss of translation altogether 

(Anna and Monika, 2018). Another potential splice variant was seen in BEL-4383-

0001 c.76-1 (VAF 29%). In the other two cases, missense variants were identified 

at codons 288 and 291, two of the most-commonly reported locations of variants in 

SMZL (Piva et al., 2015, Stamatopoulos et al., 2004). Piva et al. first reported the 

high prevalence of mutations in KLF2 in SMZL. In their cohort of 96 SMZL cases, 

19 were positive for a KLF2 variant and KLF2 variants were also found in other B-

NHLs including HCL, DLBCL and NMZL in their study extension. Codons His288 

and Ala291 are evolutionary conserved and lie within the first zinc-finger domain of 

KLF2 which is involved in DNA binding. Cell-culture experiments demonstrated that 

mutant proteins caused by the presence of a variant at codon 288 were unable to 

access the nucleus and could thus no longer act as a transcription factor 

suppressing NF- activity (Piva et al., 2015). Piva et al. also already established 

the correlation of KLF2 variants with NOTCH2 variants, del7q and IGHV1-2*04 

usage as hallmarks of SZML, which has received support from additional studies 

since and is discussed further in case study BEL-4383-0001 below (Clipson et al., 

2015).  

The variant p.(Ala291Val) is recurrently reported in the context of SMZL (Jaramillo 

Oquendo et al., 2019), however, the in-vitro reporter assays utilized by Clipson et 

al. failed to show a reduction in suppression of NF- activity compared to wildtype 

KLF2. In their cohort additional variants in KLF2 were present in addition to this 

variant which was not the case in case RJ6-4383-0003 (Clipson et al., 2015).  
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Fig.3.15: Variants in KLF2 and NOTCH2.This diagram was taken from the review of mutations in 
SMZL published by Jaramillo et al in 2019 (Figure 3 page 6, (Jaramillo Oquendo et al., 2019)). 
Superimposed are the two hotspot variants found in this cohort in KLF2 as well as the PEST domain 
variants in NOTCH2 which all fall within the areas frequently changed by variants in SMZL and other 
B-NHLs.  

 

Variants in NOTCH2 

Similar to KLF2, variants in NOTCH2 are most prevalent in SMZL but can be found 

across other MZL -in particular NMZL- and various B-NHLs at lower frequencies 

(Hurwitz et al., 2021, Bühler et al., 2020). Variants in NOTCH2 and the related 

NOTCH1 have been best characterised in SMLZ and CLL, respectively (Arruga et 

al., 2018). They usually lie within exon 34 which encodes the PEST-domain of all 

Notch proteins (Kiel et al., 2012) and result in impaired degradation of the Notch 

intracellular domain (NICD) which is cleaved upon receptor activation and relocates 

to the nucleus to act as a transcription factor (Arruga et al., 2018, Shanmugam et 

al., 2021). In the cohort presented here, four cases were found to have NOTCH2 

variants (figure 3.15). All variants were located in exon 34. Three were nonsense 

and two were frameshift variants with a range in VAF of 8-38%. The low VAF of 8% 

was present in case RHU-4383-0001 which carried two nonsense variants; the one 

with a VAF of 28% fits more with a bone fide driver variant and these could be 

biallelic although this cannot be confirmed by the assay employed.  
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In RMH-4383-0002, two variants were detected in NOTCH1 alongside the KLF2 and 

TNFAIP3 splice variants. One is a missense p.(Pro2369Thr) and one is a nonsense 

variant, both with similar VAF and located in the PEST domain. In CLL, more than 

80% of NOTCH1 PEST domain mutations consist of a 2bp deletion which is different 

to the nonsense variant seen here (Sorrentino et al., 2019). NOTCH1 variants are 

most frequent in CLL and DLBCL but are seen in about 5% of SMZL (Onaindia et 

al., 2017) but not the other MZL subtypes (Spina et al., 2021).  

 

Variants in tumour necrosis factor receptor associated factor (TRAF) genes 

TRAF2 and TRAF3 are cytoplasmic signal-transduction proteins involved in several 

cell signalling cascades including TLR signal transfer and negative control of NF-  

activity (figures 1.3 and 1.5 (Zhu et al., 2018)). Inactivation through mutations results 

in elevated NF-B activity which is well documented in MCL and DLBCL but also 

MALT and SMZL (Zhu et al., 2018, Jaramillo Oquendo et al., 2019). In SMZL, 

variants in these genes are commonly found alongside variants in KLF2 and 

NOTCH2 (Clipson et al., 2015).  

A total of 5 TRAF variants was detected (4 in TRAF3 and one in TRAF2), all of which 

are frameshifts or nonsense variants which fits with loss-of-function (LOF) as the 

expected mechanism. The location of the variants detected in TRAF3 is shown in 

figure 3.16.  

 

 

Fig. 3.16: Schematic representation of the TRAF3 protein including functional domains. 
Location of the 5 variants detected in the cohort are shown. In two cases two variants were present, 
which may be biallelic; these are highlighted as pairs in bold and italics.  

 

In REF-4384-0010 and RVR-4383-0015 two TRAF3 variants were detected with an 

additional NOTCH2 variant seen in the latter. In both cases one variant had a 
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significantly higher VAF than the second, which is thus assumed to be a secondary 

variant acquired during clonal evolution (table 3.3). For the third case RVR-4383-

0025 the nonsense variant in TRAF3 was the only driver change found so far (VAF 

18%). Variants have been described throughout the gene without particular 

hotspots, although it has been noted that variants from SMZL and other rare B-

lymphomas are currently underrepresented in the main databases like COSMIC for 

example (Jaramillo Oquendo et al., 2019). All known pathogenic variants result in 

the loss or disruption of the C-terminal MATH domain which is required to interact 

with MAP3K14 to initiate its degradation via BIRC3 within the non-canonical NF- 

pathway leading to uncontrolled NF- signalling (Bertoni et al., 2018).  

The only TRAF2 variant found in the cohort was present in BEL-4383-0006. It is a 

potential splice variant with a VAF of 6% that is present alongside nonsense variants 

in NFKIEB and NOTCH2 with 25% and 38% VAF, respectively. It is likely that the 

NOTCH2 and NFKBIE changes are the founder variants in this case with the TRAF2 

variant having been acquired at a later stage (subclonal).  

 

Variants in TNF alpha-induced protein 3 (TNFAIP3) 

TNFAIP3 is a tumour suppressor and acts as a negative regular of NF-B-activity 

(figure 1.5 (Grondona et al., 2018)). It encodes A20 and variants in this gene are 

mainly found in lymphomas and leukaemias but not in solid cancers. Variants 

reported are frameshift and nonsense variants across the length of the gene. This 

study identified three cases with TNFAIP3 variants (table 3.3 and 3.8): One splice 

and two frameshift variants. In two cases this finding was associated with the 

presence of variants in one of the NOTCH genes with a KLF2 variant seen in one 

case. In the third case without NOTCH or KLF2 variants, a nonsense variant in 

ARID1A was also seen but this has not yet been evaluated or reviewed further.  

TNFAIP3 variants have also been reported with highest frequencies in MZL-type B-

NHL with one study showing a particular high prevalence in MALT of the ocular 

adnexa where it was associated with restricted IGHV-gene usage in particular 

IGHV4-34 (Moody et al., 2017). The same study found IGHV1-69 to be prevalent in 

MALT of the salivary gland however, the number of cases was low. IGHV3-30 has 

been shown to be associated with gastric MALT (Zucca and Bertoni, 2016). IGHV-
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genes for the three cases detected in our cohort were IGHV1-69, IGHV1-2*2 and 

IGHV3-30 and no further comparison with regards to CDR3 stereotypes has yet 

been undertaken. 

In addition to TNFAIP3 inactivation through SNVs, deletion of the gene locus at 

chromosome 6q23 is a recurrent finding in MZL/MALT (Zucca and Bertoni, 2016, 

Rinaldi et al., 2011) and further analysis to look for the presence of such deletions 

will be undertaking in future.  

 

Variants in baculoviral IAP repeat containing 3 (BIRC3) 

BIRC3 encodes an inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) cellular protein Iap2. It is relevant 

across various cancer entities due to its role in the regulation of apoptosis but for B-

NHL its effect on non-canonical NF- signalling is the most important (Honma et 

al., 2009). BIRC3 variants in B-NHL cases always lack the RING-domain which, 

similar to mutations in TRAF3, result in the inability to ubiquitinate and thus 

inactivate MAP3K14 within the NF- pathway (Bertoni et al., 2018). 

 

Fig. 3.17: Schematic representation of the BIRC3 protein including functional domains. 
Location of the 6 variants detected in the cohort is shown. Codon 429 was affected three times. 

Figure copied from OncoKB and data is from MSK-IMPACT Clinical Sequencing Cohort (Zehir et 

al., Nature Medicine, 2017)(Zehir et al., 2017). The area referred to as RING domain is 

highlighted in blue.  

 

http://www.cbioportal.org/study?id=msk_impact_2017#summary
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28481359
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28481359
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As shown in figure 3.17 the frameshift and nonsense variants seen in our cohort are 

predicted to lead to truncation upstream of the RING domain. They all fall within the 

two areas identified as mutations hotspots in CLL between aa 367-438 and 537-564 

(Diop et al., 2020). Mutations are seen in 10% of SMZL and 5% of NMZL but are 

most commonly seen in CLL and MCL where they have been shown to carry 

prognostic significance and are associated with chemoimmuno-refractoriness (Diop 

et al., 2020, Tausch and Stilgenbauer, 2020). BIRC3 variants occurred alongside 

NOTCH2 variants and trisomy 12 in once case. In another case a variant in CCND3 

and TP53 was present together with del17p and in another a nonsense variant in 

CXCR4 and a potential splice variant in ARID1A together with trisomy12 were seen 

but in three cases BIRC3 was the sole driver variant identified.  

The molecular hallmark of MALT lymphomas are translocations between BIRC3 and 

MALT1 with the fusion leading to the loss of RING domain of BIRC3. The result is 

increased NF--signalling through sustained MAP3K14 activity as would be 

predicted for the BIRC3 single-nucleotide variants seen here. The NGS panel used 

in this study is capable of detecting BIRC3-MALT1 fusions and other translocations 

reported for MALT but none were found amongst the 101 samples analysed. In 

RVR-4383-0013 a chromosomal rearrangement involving BIRC3 was detected. The 

break on chromosome 14 occurs in the large intron 8 of RAD51B (genomic location 

chr14:68,253,931) with the break in BIRC3 located in the Major breakpoint region 

described for the BIRC3-MALT1 fusions. However, no reads showing the derivative 

chr11 are found and this could represent an unbalanced fusion. Whether or not the 

remaining BIRC3 is transcribed and functional in the same way as a truncated 

BIRC3 gene with a frameshift variant needs to be investigated further.  

 

Variants in caspase recruitment domain family member 11 (CARD11) 

The CARD11 gene product is crucial for the signal transduction form activated BCRs 

and TRs resulting in the activation of various cellular signalling cascades including 

NF- (Bedsaul et al., 2018). Driver variants in CARD11 are gain-of-function 

changes that trigger downstream pathway activation in the absence of ligand 

binding to BCRs and TRs (Chung, 2020). In addition to being part of the pathology 

of the clonal neoplasm, variants in CARD11 are also a mechanism for the clone to 

escape suppression when patients are treated with BCR-inhibitors like Ibrutinib as 
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well as the protein kinase C inhibitor sotrastaurin (Naylor et al., 2011). In particular 

in CD5-negative cases of ABC-DLBCL, a high incidence of CARD11 has been 

reported and may contribute to the clinical phenotype of the disease (Lenz et al., 

2008, Takeuchi et al., 2017). Mutations in CARD11, CCND3 as well as TNFAIP3 

have recently been shown to be acquired in B-cells producing autoantibodies 

against rheumatoid factor which provides evidence for a shared route of 

development between autoimmune disease and neoplastic lymphoma (Singh et al., 

2020). 

Activating variants are pre-dominantly missense changes in the coiled-coil domain 

in both DLBCL and SZML (Rossi et al., 2012, Lenz et al., 2008). Differences in the 

degree of autonomous signalling caused by different variants have been 

documented (Bedsaul et al., 2018). In DLBCL and SZML, CARD11 variants are 

usually secondary events and are encountered together with other variants. 

However, the three cases analysed here (figure 3.18) show no further SNVs with 

the full CNV analysis still to be performed (one case, RVR-4383-0023, had evidence 

of trisomy12 and no CNV on 7q, table 3.3).  

 

Fig. 3.18: Schematic representation of the CARD11 protein including functional domains. All 
three variants detected are missense variants affecting the coiled-coil domain. Upon activation 
through BCR/TR triggers, the coiled-coil domain of the Card11 becomes accessible and can interact 
with the downstream effector molecules (Bedsaul et al., 2018). Point mutations in the CC domain 
abolish the function of the autoinhibitory loop mechanism and keep the protein in an active state 
making the CC domain available for interactions without appropriate stimulus leading to overactivity 

of downstream pathways including NF-B (Bedsaul et al., 2018) 
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3.8 Copy-number variants (examples of preliminary analysis) 

3.8.1 Copy-number involving the long arm of chromosome 7 

As described for the CNV plots examples for the del17p in chapter 3.7.1, figure 3.19 

shows the CNV plot for case RMH-4383-0002 (preliminary analysis only). A clear 

drop in ratio is visible across all targets on 7q, whereas the coverage for 7p is 

unchanged. Based on the design of the panel, the results confirm that the deletion 

includes the genes POT1, BRAF and EZH2. Further potential CNVs are seen, which 

need to be scrutinized further and the case has now been submitted for analysis 

using the validated Bioinformatics pipeline.  

CNVs in 7q were seen in two additional cases with KLF2 variants (table 3.3 and 

3.8). In RJ6-4383-0003 the deletion was focal and included POT1 but not BRAF and 

EZH2, which was the same area deleted in case R1K-4383-0007. In the latter two 

BRAF variants and a change in ARID1A were present alongside del7q. RDD-4383-

0001 showed loss of all three genes with concomitant variants in CCND3 and BRAF. 

Relevance of these findings has not yet been reviewed further.  

 

Fig. 3.19: Example of the CNV analysis plot comparing tumour and germline coverage at each 
target. Normalized coverage for each sample was used and the ratio plotted. The green line 
represents the average ratio. The data suggests deletion of chr7q circled in red (including POT1, 
BRAF and EZH2), possible amplification on chr9 including TRAF2 and chr11 (CCND1) as well as 
some amplification on chr19 including KLF2 and TCF3 loci. Given this is not a full molecular 
karyotype, whether this is focal amplification, whole arm or even chromosome cannot be ascertained 
at present. Further analysis is underway. 
 

Clinical details were only available for three of the cases discussed in this chapter: 

RMH-4383-002 (82-year old lady), diagnosed back in 2012. She was asymptomatic 

at diagnosis and splenomegaly was an incidental finding on a CT scan performed 

for breast cancer follow-up. Her clonal B cell population was CD5+ve, CD10+ve and 
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CD23-ve without any significant morphological features. A bone marrow biopsy 

performed in 2015 showed 40% involvement with MZL or LPL. She received 

Rituximab monotherapy in 2016 due to progressive splenomegaly and cytopaenias. 

Her lymphocytosis resolved and her counts recovered. The patient received no 

further treatment for her B-NHL and died of metastatic breast cancer in 2018. The 

clonal IGHV rearrangement utilized V1-69 which is common in both CLL and SMZL 

with the former usually unmutated and mutated in the latter (Zibellini et al., 2010). 

The SHM for this case was 6.6%. Presence of variants in KLF2, TNFAIP3 and del7q 

supports the MZL-origin for this case; the presence of two NOTCH1 variants, 

however, is unusual in this context and would be expected in CLL. From our data 

there is no evidence of two separate clonal B-cell populations and together with the 

histopathological data the likely diagnosis remains MZL with KLF2 variant and del7q 

supporting SMZL (Clipson et al., 2015, Höllein et al., 2017). 

Cases RVR-4383-0015 and RVR-4383-0022 show NOTCH2 variants together with 

TRAF or TNFAIP3 variants, which suggests MZL-related disease. RVR-4383-0015 

carried a mutated IGHV4-39 rearrangement; RVR-4383-0022 an unmutated IGHV1-

2*02; both of these but in particular V1-2*02 have been found with high frequencies 

in SMZL (Zibellini et al., 2010). RVR-4383-0015 presented with splenomegaly, B-

symptoms (lymphocytosis and anaemia) and weight loss at the age of 60. The film 

showed small mature lymphocytes, some with clefted nucleus and some larger 

forms with prolymphocytic features. CD5 was positive, CD10, CD200 and CD23 

negative by flow cytometry. The bone marrow results suggested a diagnosis of SMZ. 

The patient received treatment with R-Bendamustine in July 2018 with no further 

follow-up data yet available.  

RVR-4383-0002 was diagnosed in 2010 with lymphocytosis and mild cytopaenias 

although displayed no clinical symptoms. A CT-scan showed splenomegaly and 

abdominal lymphadenopathy at enrolment in 2018 (patient was 66 years old at the 

time). Bone marrow investigations favoured a diagnosis of SMZL with LPL in the 

differential, although MYD88 was negative. The clonal B cells were negative for 

CD5, CD10 and positive for CD23 and CD200. The patient did not required 

treatment for her B-NHL but died of metastatic thyroid carcinoma in April 2020. 

Based on the molecular investigations and the presence of IGHV1-2*02, a diagnosis 

of SMZL is likely.  
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3.8.2 Copy-number variants involving chromosome 12 

Evidence of amplification events on chromosome 12 was detected in 17 cases out 

of the 40 cases investigated for CNVs so far (43%, table 3.3). For 16 cases the data 

suggest complete trisomy 12 whereas the amplification appears restricted to the 

long arm in one case (RMH-4383-00014). Table 3.9 provides the details for these 

cases. IGHV4 and IGHV3 represent the majority of IGHV-genes used with 6 cases 

carrying a IGHV4-34 (35%). IGHV4-34 is usually mutated in CLL but only 2 of the 

case show mutated V(D)J, one is borderline and two show complete homology with 

the germline, which is unusual.  

Overall, four cases were truly unmutated with complete homology to germline (SHM 

level of 0%), one case had a borderline SHM status (1.4%) and 7 were classed as 

hypermutated. For 5 cases no SHM was available (see chapter 3.3 for details). In 8 

cases the trisomy 12 was the only pathogenic change identified (no evidence of 

SNVs or chromosomal translocations with the full CNV analysis yet to be 

completed). Two cases had a translocation arising out of the IGH-locus (partnered 

with BCL3 or BCL2). In the remaining cases additional SNVs were present in a wide 

variety of genes and there was no evidence of del17p in any of the cases. 

In rare cases (<2%), translocations between IGH-BCL2 and IGH-BCL3 have been 

described in patients diagnosed with CLL and they appear to be secondary changes 

in this context (Swerdlow et al., 2016a). As is the case for the two cases with these 

translocations in this group, cases with BCL2 have mutated IGHV whereas BCL3 

cases have unmutated IGHV and presence of trisomy 12 alongside these 

translocations has been documented before. According to the entry criteria for this 

study all cases in this cohort have a CLL score of 3 or below. The diagnosis of 

CLL/SLL according to WHO classification uses the Matutes’ (also called RMH) 

scoring system based on flow cytometric markers shown in table 1.2 and 3.9 

(Köhnke et al., 2017). CLL is expected to co-express CD5 and CD23 with absence 

of CD22, CD79b and FMC7 and low (dim) staining for surface immunoglobulins. 

The only other mature B-NHL that consistently expresses CD5 is MCL and in 

contrast to CLL strongly expresses sCD22, CD79b and FMC7 with negativity for 

CD23. 
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Table 3.9: Overview of cases with trisomy 12 in the ENABLE cohort. IGHV gene usage, SHM and CDR3 lengths are provided together with any additional SNVs 
detected in this study. The CLL score together with the relevant immunophenotyping markers required for calculation (see text for details) is listed with the addition of 
CD200. Brief comments on the morphological features are provided but the full diagnostic work-up was not available. Information is incomplete for non-molecular 
findings.  

 

Case ID IGHV usage
Mutational 

status (%)
CDR3 length (aa)

Additional Variants 

(SNVs only)
CLL score Morphologically

CD5 Pos =1, 

Neg = 0)

CD23 Pos =1, 

Neg = 0

FMC7 (Neg 

=1, Pos =0)

CD79b or CD22 

(neg/weak =1, 

Strong =0

sIg (weak =1, 

Strong = 0)
CD200 Other

RVR-4383-0026 V4-4*07 9.5 8 None 3 Not atypical Pos Pos Pos Pos Mod Pos CD43+

RVR-4383-0023 V4-34*01 7.4 13 CARD11 1 Some nucleoli Pos Neg Pos Pos Strong Pos CD43 -

RVR-4383-0016 V4-34*01 0 24 BCL3 translocation

0 Not typical of CLL Neg Neg Pos Pos Strong Pos

CD43 -

Possible 

follicular 

lymphoma on 

skin biopsy

RVR-4383-0013 V4-34*02 11 21 KMT2D, FBXW7

3

Clefted/irregular nuclei and 

frequent nucleoli. Morphology 

not typical of CLL. Pos Pos Pos Weak Mod Pos CD43-

RMH-4383-0014 V4-34*01 NA NA None 1 Not atypical Pos Neg ND Pos Strong Pos CD43+

REF-4383-0012 V4-34*01 0 18
ARID1A, CXCR4, 

BIRC3 1 (or 0) Hairy morphology on PB Neg Dim Pos (Neg on IHC)Pos Pos Bright ? ND CD38 dim

RAX-4383-0004 V4-34*01 1.4 18 None 1 Not atypical Pos Neg ND Pos Mod Pos CD43-

RMH-4383-0011 V3-9*01 8.7 18 BCL2 translocation 1 Not atypical Neg Neg ND Partial Mode Pos Partial CD43+

REF-4383-0009 V3-9*01 4.8 18 None ? 2 or 3 Not clear Pos Pos Pos Pos Unclear ? CD38 dim

RAX-4383-0007 V3-15*01 8.8 17 KMT2D
3 Occasional nucleoli Pos Neg ND Weak Mod Pos

CD43-

CD38 dim

RDU-4383-0003 V3-48*02 4.9 11 None 1 Not atypical Pos Neg Pos Pos Mod Pos CD43-

RJ6-4383-0003 V3-30 NA NA KLF2
1

Not atypical. Some irregular 

nuclear edge.
Neg Neg Pos Pos

Weak Neg CD43-

RHU-4383-0004 V3 NA NA None
Not got 

details
Not got details

Not got 

details

Not got 

details

Not got 

details
Not got details Not got details

Not got 

details
Not got details

RHU-4383-0001 V3 NA NA BIRC3, NOTCH2 (2)
?2 or 3

Awaited Pos Pos Pos Pos UNK
Pos

CD38 partial +

CD43-

BEL-4383-0002 NA NA NA KRAS
Not got 

details
Not got details

Not got 

details

Not got 

details

Not got 

details
Not got details Not got details

Not got 

details
Not got details

R1K-4383-0007 V6-1*01 0 14 ARID1A, BRAF (2) 0 Not atypical Neg Neg ND Pos Mod Pos CD43 -

REF-4383-0005 V1-69*-1 0 24 NRAS (2), NOTCH1
Not got 

details
Not got details

Not got 

details

Not got 

details

Not got 

details
Not got details Not got details

Not got 

details
Not got details
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Cases exist which display features in between CLL and MCL. Typically, prolymphocyte 

levels are increased (5-55% above that would be B-PLL) and cases can be CD23-ve, 

FMC7+ve, CD79b+ve, strong surface Ig and some are CD5-ve. CD200 is an additional 

useful marker that allows the distinction between CLL (including atypical CLL, see 

below) and MCL cases as CD200 is positive in CLL but almost always absent in MCL. 

CD200 expression was assessed for 12 of the 17 cases with trisomy 12 and 11 were 

positive with RJ6-4383-0003 the only case negative for CD200 (table 3.9). This case 

carries the KLF2 p.(Ala291Val) variant discussed above (hotspot variant in SMZL but 

inconsistent functional data) together with a potential partial deletion on chromosome 

7q involving POT1 based on the manual CNV analysis. The pipeline CNV analysis did 

not call this deletion so cytogenetic studies or arrays are required for confirmation. 

Presence of KLF2 and CNV on 7q could indicate a MZL/SMZL-type neoplasm or 

precursor version of CBL-MZ in which trisomy 12 has been described as a finding 

(Bertoni et al., 2018) 

Although not a WHO-defined disease entity, atypical CLL is a known concept and 

refers to a group of cases that present with lower CLL scores (usually score of 3) due 

to abnormal phenotypes and with unusual morphological features such as cleaved 

nuclei and lymphoplasmacytoid features (Abruzzo et al., 2018, Xochelli et al., 2014). 

As shown by Autore et al., atypical CLL is associated with trisomy 12 in 20% of cases 

of which 40% also carry NOTCH1 mutations with variants in FBXW7 seen in a smaller 

subset (Autore et al., 2018). Patients in this group have unmutated IGHV, a high 

proliferative rate and a higher risk of Richter’s transformation. Interestingly these cases 

were shown to predominantly utilise IGHV4-39 with specific stereotyped receptors 

(Autore et al., 2018). None of the cases with trisomy 12 in this cohort show this 

particular V-gene and no stereotype association was found suggesting that CLL with 

trisomy 12 and the case with potentially atypical CLL/non-CLL MBL with trisomy 12 

have different characteristics. 

Compared to these descriptions of atypical CLL the cases summarised here do not 

fulfil the major features apart from the presence of trisomy 12 and CD5+ in nine of the 

cases. None of the clones utilised the IGHV4-39 gene as its rearrangement and only 

a single case, REF-4383-0005, carried a NOTCH1 mutation (PEST domain mutation 

in exon 34, VAF 29%) together with two hotspot NRAS variants at codon 61. The latter 

are either present in the same clone as biallelic variants or raise the possibility of the 
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presence of two separate clonal B cell populations. Vendramini et al. showed a high 

incidence of activating RAS/MAP kinase pathway variants in CLL with trisomy 12 

(Vendramini et al., 2019). The case presented here fit their result in that it carries an 

unmutated IGHV rearrangement, however in Vendramini’s study presence of Trisomy 

12 and RAS mutations was mutually exclusive of NOTCH1 mutations in contrast to 

the case found here. When looking at disease course, CLL with trisomy 12 and KRAS 

or NRAS activating hotspot variants showed a shorter TFS and RAS variants have 

been associated with poorer responses to immunochemotherapy and development of 

resistance to treatment (Vendramini et al., 2019).   

A recent publication by Degaud et al. characterised a group of patients sharing several 

characteristics with these cases identified in the ENABLE study: The group published 

a detailed clinical and molecular analysis of a cohort of 18 patients who had been 

diagnosed with unclassifiable isolated monoclonal lymphocytosis (Degaud et al., 

2019). Their patients carried features of both of CLL and MZL, had a CLL score below 

3, strong CD20 staining and CD43 negativity. Morphologically all samples had CLL-

like lymphocytes, but all also included a component of atypical lymphocytes. Trisomy 

12 was present in 17 out of their 18 patients. CD5 was positive in 15 cases. In a few 

cases del13q or del17p were present but importantly no case showed trisomy 3 or 18 

and there was no evidence of del7q making a diagnosis of MZL less likely. As was the 

case in this study, one case also had an IGH-BCL3 translocation but NOTCH1 variants 

and MYD88 hotspot variants were not detected amongst the cases positive for trisomy 

12. In contrast to our findings, all cases either used IGHV3- or IGHV1-genes with no 

IGHV4-34. The authors concluded that these were examples of either atypical CLL or 

CBL-MZ with a diagnosis of CD5+ve-MZL (early phase without organomegaly) 

another, less likely, possibility.  

Based on the additional findings in our cohort with trisomy 12, the two cases with the 

translocations can be assigned a diagnosis of Follicular lymphoma and, likely atypical 

CLL (discussed above). With regards to the SNVs, the presence of NOTCH2 

mutations together with BIRC3 would be compatible with a diagnosis of MZL, likely 

SMZL or more appropriately CBL-MZ as RHU-4383-0001 presented without 

symptoms, splenomegaly or lymphadenopathy. Case RVR-4383-0013 with KMT2D 

and FBXW7 variants and atypical morphology more likely fits into the atypical CLL 
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category rather than MZL given the prevalence of variants in these genes in CLL 

compared to MZL.  

Two cases stand-out as they are both CD5-negative: one has a rare IGHV6-1 and the 

other an IGHV4-34 rearrangement both with 0% SHM. The latter carries a BIRC3, 

CXCR4 and ARID1A variants but morphologically shows villous cytology (‘hairy’ cells). 

Given the presence of an ARID1A splice variant and a CXCR4 nonsense variant 

together with the morphological features would support a diagnosis of either LPL or 

SMZL. The other case shows no specific morphological features, has a CLL score of 

0 together with a ARID1A and an activating BRAF variant. CNV analysis suggested 

the presence of a deletion in 7q involving POT1 but not EZH2 or BRAF. Differential 

remains between CBL-MZ and a lymphoma of MZ-type.  

 

3.9 Case studies  

Case study 1: BEL-4383-0001 

The patient is a 75-year-old female who was found to have a lymphocytosis but was 

asymptomatic at the time of diagnosis. On examination she had no B-symptoms, no 

organomegaly and no enlarged lymph nodes. CT showed borderline splenomegaly 

(13.5 cm) but no lymphadenopathy. The full blood count provided in table 3.10 is from 

the time of enrolment into the ENABLE study in September 2017. Based on bone 

marrow investigations the patient was diagnosed with a CD5-negative, CD10-negative 

B-NHL. Morphology noted the presence of small to medium-sized lymphocytes with 

mature nuclei and clefted nuclei in a proportion of cells. Serum electrophoresis did not 

demonstrate a paraprotein.  

Table 3.10: Full blood count values at study enrolment in September 2017 for case BEL-4383-
0001. The exact reference values were not available and therefore average published reference ranges 
are provided instead (bottom row). Hb- Haemoglobin, WCC= white cell count 

Hb 
g/dL 

WCC 
x109/L 

Platelets 
x109/L 

Lymphocytes 
x109/L 

Neutrophils 
x109/L 

13.9 17.2 170 13.7 2.5 

11.5-16.5 4-11 100-450 1.5-4.5 2-7.5 
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NGS analysis found two potential driver variants, a missense change in TP53 

(c.707A>G p.(Tyr236Cys)) and a potential splice variant in KLF2 (c.76-1G>A p.?). The 

TP53 variant lies within exon 7 which encodes the DNA-binding site of TP53 and is a 

known recurrent cancer hotspot (IARC database https://p53.iarc.fr/ accessed 

3.3.2021). The change has been reported in the context of Li-Fraumeni syndrome as 

a germline variant and as a somatic change in solid cancers in addition to 

haematological neoplasms (cbioportal https://www.cbioportal.org/ accessed 3.3.2021). 

By comparing the germline to the somatic samples for this patient the somatic origin 

of this variant is confirmed. The variant is present with a low VAF of 8% compared to 

the KLF2 variant with 29% VAF which suggests the TP53 variant has been acquired 

later and is present in a subclone. The KLF2 variant is a potential splice site changing 

the recognition site AG into AA as shown in figure 3.20. The different algorithms predict 

the loss of the 3’-splice acceptor site at the start of exon 2. It is likely that this will alter 

the mRNA transcribed by either omission of exon 2 or activation of an alternative splice 

site for example. This could result in the loss of a relevant functional protein domain 

or lead to nonsense-mediated decay. As KLF2 is a tumour suppressor, loss-of-function 

mutations are the expected mechanism.  

 

Fig. 3.20: Splice change predictions by different algorithms accessed through Alamut Visual 
2.11. The variant found in this sample was entered into the Alamut Visual 2.11 software. The top half 
shows the germline or reference sequence with exon 2 highlighted in blue. Hits from the different 
algorithms show the high confidence in the detection of a 3’ acceptor site (green bars underneath the 
reference sequence). The bottom half shows the mutated sequence with the nucleotide change from G 
to A at the acceptor site. All prediction models agree that the acceptor site has been lost (no green bars 
against any of the algorithms) leading to an alteration of the mRNA.  

https://p53.iarc.fr/
https://www.cbioportal.org/
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Fig. 3.21: Part of the CNV plot for case BEL-4383-0001 from the bioinformatics pipeline. Coverage 
for the targets POT1, BRAF and EZH2 on chromosome 7q are below the threshold and are highlighted 
in blue to signal a potential deletion. The pipeline compares the coverage of a samples against a pooled 
normal sample.  

 

In addition to the two potential driver variants, there is evidence of deletion of the long 

arm of chromosome 7, including the genes BRAF, POT1 and EZH2 (figure 3.21). No 

chromosomal rearrangements were detected within the scope of the NGS assay. For 

the clonal IG-rearrangements, the following assignments were made based on Sanger 

sequencing as well as the NGS data. The IG-heavy chain rearrangement is made up 

of the IGHV1-2*04 gene, IGHD3-10*01 gene and IGHJ6*02 gene. The CDR3 amino 

acid sequence is 19 amino acids long (including the two anchors). Details are provided 

in figure 3.22.  

As shown in figure 3.22 there is a single nucleotide change in the V-sequence 

compared to the IGHV1-2*04 germline sequence with one further G>A change within 

the CDR3 region (results output from IMGT database V-Quest). This means this case 

is minimally mutated (or borderline) according to Bikos et al. who found this to be the 

case in 71% of their IGHV1-2*04 SMZL cases (figure 3.22 and 3.23 (Bikos et al., 

2012)). 
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Fig. 3.22: Detailed IGHV rearrangement analysis. Panel A shows the nucleotide sequence across 
the CDR3 region as defined by IMGT V-Quest. The rearrangement is made up of IGHV1-2*04 with a 
removal of 1 nucleotide at the junction and the addition of 4 nucleotides; the IGHD3-10*01 gene is 
present with -10 nucleotides and -3 nucleotides at either end and the addition of 8 nucleotides in the 
junction with the IGHJ6*02 gene. There is a deletion of 15 nucleotides from the J-gene (full description 
is (10)-1(4)-10(18)-3(8)-15(17)). The nucleotide that differs compared to the germline is underlined and 
highlighted with a red arrow (a) and the germline nucleotide (g) is displayed in the box above. Panel B 
shows the alignment of the V-gene sequence against the best matches obtained compared to the 
different IGHV germline references sequences within IMGT. Analysis performed with IMGT V-Quest. 
Panel C shows the amino acid sequence of the CDR3 region including the two anchors at 104 and 118. 
The change in the amino acid 110 from Arg (R) to Gln (Q) is highlighted. 

 

 

 

A 

B 
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Fig. 3.23: Comparison of the CDR3 amino acid sequence seen in BEL-4383-0001 to the biased 
gene usage and restricted antigen-binding site motifs as published by Bikos et al.(Bikos et al., 
2012). The table (table 2) is reproduced from the study by Bikos et al. which provides the most detailed 
insight into the homology of IGHV-rearrangements across SMZL patients to date. The clonal CDR3 in 
our patient shows a high degree of similarity to case 30202 in particular and importantly contains the 
“GV” motif that appears to be a defining feature of the antibody encoded by this subgroup of SMZL 
cases.  

 

Case discussion 

Studies published by Stamatopoulos et al. (Stamatopoulos et al., 2004), Bikos et al 

(Bikos et al., 2012) and Thieblemot et al. (Thieblemont et al., 2014) have demonstrated 

a skewed repertoire of IGHV and IGK/LV-gene usage in SMZL. IGHV1-2 and in 

particular IGHV1-2*04, as seen in the case presented here, are found in 30-40% of 

SMZL but are uncommon in other B-NHLs even in the closely related NMZL where 

IGHV4-34 and V1-69 are the most dominant V-genes (Bertoni et al., 2018). In addition, 

in SMZL long CDR3 regions are seen (as in this case) with complementary features 

as shown in figure 3.23 with common motifs. In addition there is clear bias in use of 

light chains alongside this particular IGHV gene: IGKV3-20> IGKV1-8 > IGL2-14 

(Thieblemont, 2017). In case BEL-4383-0001, kappa light chain restriction was found 

with the productive rearrangement containing IGKV1-8. The clonal lymphocytosis 

seen in this patient thus has arisen from a B-cell which carries a particular IG-

rearrangements that likely plays a part in the development of SMZL and it points 

towards a common antigen that is triggering the selection and proliferation of such 

clones in the pathogenesis of SMZL.  

BEL01  ---                      AK                             QGVII                                  ATM                                GMDVW                IGHJ6 
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A recent systematic review of studies on SNVs in SMZL, confirmed the high 

prevalence of mutations in KLF2, NOTCH2 and TP53 in this subset of patients 

(Jaramillo Oquendo et al., 2019). The authors noted that the study published by 

Clipson et al. (Clipson et al., 2015) was the only one that reported on KLF2 variants. 

Not all studies included this gene in their design, but Jaramillo Oquendo et al. 

postulated that studies may also have missed variants due to the high GC-content of 

the gene leading to suboptimal sequencing performance (Jaramillo Oquendo et al., 

2019). They also highlighted that KLF2 and NOTCH2 variants are mostly mutually 

exclusive in SMZL but either can be see together with TP53 variants, the latter occurs 

in around 15% of SMZL.  

30-40% of cases with SZML have del(7q) and it is the most common chromosomal 

change found across all studies although the target gene has still not been identified. 

The majority of SMZL carry further chromosomal changes including gains of 3/3q, 

9q,12q, and 18q, and losses of 6q, 8p, 14q, and 17p with >10% of cases presenting 

with a complex karyotype (Thieblemont, 2017). Although the full CNV analysis is 

pending the CNV traces for this case do not show additional prominent changes.   

Given the lack of further evidence for a diagnosis of SMZL in this patient, this case 

may be better classed as a Chronic B-lymphocytosis with marginal zone features 

(CBL-MZ) as proposed by Xochelli et al. (Xochelli et al., 2014). Although it is now 

accepted that not all non-CLL MBLs fit this category and that there is a huge 

heterogeneity between patients, the case presented here does fit the molecular 

hallmarks of SMZL and it is likely correct to consider this as a CBL-MZ precursor to 

SMZL.  

In a recent study by Parker et al., 37 patients with CBL-MZ were investigated and 

followed-up for a median of 9.6 years. Only 9 cases progressed, amongst them one 

case with IGHV1-2*04 (98.1% homology to germline) and, unusually, a NOTCH2 and 

a KLF2 mutation. Del14q was also present. This patient did progress to SMZL with a 

time to progression from diagnosis of 47 months which was the shortest timeframe of 

any of the cases that progressed in the study. Overall survival for this case was 51 

months. An additional 5 out of the 9 cases progressed to SMZL but these did not carry 

the combination of IG-gene rearrangements and variants closely associated with 

SMZL.  
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The patient present in this case study has so far shown no signs of disease 

progression and has not received any treatment. She was last seen in clinic in August 

2020, two years after enrolment. However, as exemplified in the study by Parker et al. 

(Parker et al., 2018) and supported by other studies looking at non-CLL MBL/CBL-MZ 

cases, the latency and time to progression is long with indolent disease courses in the 

majority of patients. Nevertheless, follow-up of this patient is indicated. Differences in 

the types and combinations of variants present in the B-clone plus external factors like 

the clonal microenvironment will likely play a yet uncharacterised role in defining the 

disease course in each of these patients. Nevertheless, this case does demonstrate 

the common features present in B-cell clones that give rise to clonal lymphocytosis 

and which have the potential to progress into overt neoplasia in a subset of patients. 

From a scientific and research point of view this case also highlights the wealth of 

information that can be obtained from a single test using specially-designed NGS-

panels. Utilising such panels in routine diagnostics will enable clinicians and scientist 

to gather real-life outcomes in a prospective way improving on studies limited by small 

case numbers and divergent testing approaches. Ultimately, this will allow us to gain 

a better understanding of the likelihood of progression of individual patients and to 

identify the different evolutionary trajectories B-cell clones can take. This information 

will be useful to inform patient management and, eventually, treatment.   
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Case study 2: BEL-4383-0008 

In December 2020 Gaillard et al. published their findings on a cohort of 57 cases 

with B-NHL carrying cyclin-dependant-kinase 6 (CDK6)-translocations (Gailllard et 

al., 2021). Amongst them were four cases with CDK6-rearrangements involving the 

TRA/TRD locus as the partner as seen in case BEL-4383-0008 in the ENABLE 

study (figure 3.24). The case also had a frameshift TP53 variant, TP53 c.420del 

p.(Cys141AlafsTer29) with a VAF of 46% together with del17p (figure 3.25). The 

productive IGHV-rearrangement identified by NGS was IGHV3-23/IGHJ5 together 

with IGKV1-16/IGKJ4 (kappa light-chain restricted). No further clinical information 

was available at this point. 

Translocations involving CDK6 are rare and most commonly arise from the IGK 

locus to form a t(2;7) translocation. Unusually in this case, it is not one of the IG-loci 

but the TRA/D locus that is involved suggesting that despite the B-cell origin double-

strand breaks occurred here; potentially through the initiation of TR-rearrangements 

mechanisms and activity of recombination-activation genes (RAG) and /or terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) as has been described for cross-lineage 

rearrangements in ALL and CLL for example.   

 In Gaillard’s study, two of the four cases with TRAD/CDK6 translocation fitted the 

CLL/SLL/MBL category and two the MZL/small B-Cell-lymphoma category based 

on morphology, IGHV usage and additional variants and chromosomal changes 

found. All were CD5+ve. One of the two SZML cases had a TP53 mutation and 

deletion of 13q14, the latter was also present in both MBL cases with CDK6-

translocations. Both MBL cases had IGHV4-34 usage and one had a complex 

karyotype.  

Fig. 3.24 (next page): Translocation between chr 14 TRA/D locus and chr 7 CDK6 in case BEL-
4383-0008. Panel A shows the reads aligned to chromosomes 7 all resulting from paired read 
partners in chromosome 14 (IGV screenshot). The break occurs close to the CDK6 transcription 
start. The genomic layout of the TRA and TRD locus is provided (panel B) and a diagram of the 
fusion is displayed (panel C). Although not a legitimate D-J fusion, double strand breaks must have 
occurred at TRAJ17 and TRDD3 locus which then fused with chromosome 7 bringing the CDK6 
expression under the influence of the enhancer in the TRA constant region. This is a recently 
described fusion and no functional data is yet available. It cannot be excluded that there is an effect 
on a gene in chr7 now on derivative chr14 although the second enhancer witin the TRA/D locus is 
likely lost in this rearrangement as the break occurs centromeric in TRDD3. See chapter 3.6 for 
further details on the diagram shown. 
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Fig. 3.25: CNV plot for case study 2. CNV plot shows TP53 deletion (including telomeric but not centromeric areas, red arrow) and potentially CCND3 and TNFAIP3 
deletions amongst others (further analysis pending). The del(17p) was also confirmed in the manual analysis (data not shown). CNVPanelizer of the bioinformatics 
pipeline uses a threshold of 0.8 to indicate loss (highlighted in blue) and 1.2 to indicate gain (red dots).
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In their full cohort, 55% of cases had TP53 changes and the majority had mutations 

and deletions. The most frequently used IGHV was V3-23. Review of their cases 

assigned the majority to MZL with a strong suggestion of SMZL. However, the 

CDK6-translocation positive cases with MZL phenotype had specific characteristics: 

They were CD5+ve, showed presence of prolymphocytic cells and most cases had 

TP53 mutations together with deletion of 17p. Based on the few cases identified so 

far, prognosis appears to be good with an indolent disease course and an OS at 5 

years of >80% although given the very low samples numbers further studies are 

needed to confirm this.   

It is postulated that the rearrangement results in overexpression of CDK6 driven by 

the control of the TR-locus enhancer that has been brought into close proximity to 

the start of the open reading frame of CDK6. However, expression studies have not 

yet been performed on the samples included in the original publication nor on the 

ENABLE case. FISH studies are pending to confirm the CDK6 break in BEL-4383-

0008 and the possibility of IHC studies is being explored. Overexpression of CDK4 

and CDK6 is found across haematological malignancies leading to defects in cell 

cycle and transcription regulation and CDK4/6 inhibitors have been developed and 

are being used in clinical trials (Nebenfuehr et al., 2020). If CDK6-overexpression is 

confirmed, targeted therapy may be an option for these cases in the future if 

required.  
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4. Discussion  

 

4.1 The Next-generation sequencing approach 

Our understanding of the complexity of molecular changes implicated in the 

development of LPDs has increased dramatically in recent years and some of these 

findings have been incorporated into the latest updates of the WHO Classification 

of Tumours of Haematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissue (table 1.1 (Swerdlow et al., 

2016a)). Translating this into the clinic requires an expansion in the number and a 

broadening of the scope of tests performed which increases the cost to the health 

service but can also extend the time it takes until these results are available to the 

clinician. In the context of lymphomas biopsy material can be limited restricting the 

number of the test that can be performed. Recent advances in technology, like for 

example next-generation sequencing panels, can help diagnostic laboratories adapt 

to meet the growing demand in molecular and cytogenetic testing.  

The cohort of patients in this study will have undergone investigations to exclude 

the presence of a bona fide B-NHL as classified by the WHO. Given the expected 

indolent nature of their disease, the likely frailty of the patient group making bone 

marrow sampling difficult and the lack of clinical symptoms requiring treatment in 

most cases, no further investigations will routinely be performed. There is often no 

direct clinical need as results would not change clinical management and 

comprehensive evaluation using molecular and cytogenetic approaches is currently 

not cost- nor time-efficient. This does mean, however, that our understanding of the 

large group of B-NHL, NOS and their precursor lesions is currently limited and 

patient management and treatment, if required, is not standardized. Furthermore, 

patients in this cohort who do require treatment have no access to clinical trials as 

these often have specific diagnoses as eligibility criteria. 

The aim of the EuroClonality-NGS DNA Capture (EC-NDC) panel approach was to 

design a tool that would be able to analyse the broad spectrum of molecular markers 

required for the investigation of possible or confirmed B- and T-cell lymphomas 

(Wren et al., 2014 on behalf of the EuroClonality NGS workpackage). For this it 

needed to be able to identify clonal IG- and TR-rearrangements as well as detect 

the various classes of molecular changes implicated in diagnosis, prognosis and 
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therapeutic evaluation of lymphomas in clinical practice: SNVs, CNVs and 

chromosomal translocations (Wren et al., 2017, Stewart et al., 2019). Several other 

groups and commercial companies have developed NGS-based capture 

approaches to aid the expansion of molecular testing in routine laboratories for 

haematological cancers. A detailed literature search and discussion of this topic was 

presented as part of my C1 Innovation Project and the reader is referred to this for 

further details.  

Due to its design the EC NGS capture panel is an excellent tool to analyse in a 

broad, non-targeted way, different molecular changes associated with clonal B-cell 

lymphoproliferations to characterise a patient cohort that would normally undergo 

limited molecular testing. As the investigation is a single laboratory set-up, time and 

expenditure is limited and this could easily be transferred into clinical practice if 

deemed clinically relevant.  

 

Fig. 4.1: Performance of the EuroClonality-NGS DNA Capture Panel compared to SOC testing 
results as presented at ASH 2019 (taken from (Stewart et al., 2019)). The EuroClonality NGS 
consortium has since completed a Pan-European validation study across 7 diagnostic laboratories, 
analysing 280 samples from B- and T-cell lymphomas (Stewart et al., 2019 and Stewart et al., 2021).  

 

The full validation has now been published and the panel performance is therefore 

not be discussed further here ((Stewart et al., 2021)). Concordance with standard-

of-care (SOC) testing for all aberrations was very high (figure 4.1) with the exception 

of del(13q) which had a lower pick up rate by NGS compared to FISH due to the 

NGS design only including the RB1 locus but not DLEU1 resulting in false-negative 

calls by NGS. A re-design of the NGS panel to include more of the relevant genomic 

regions on 13q will likely be able to improve the pick-up rate.  
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The laboratory work for this study was performed at the Clinical Genomics 

laboratory at the Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust, one of the seven 

laboratories involved in the proficiency and validation study performed by 

EuroClonality-NGS and was run in accordance with the QC-performance criteria 

stipulated in the proficiency runs (see supplementary information in (Stewart et al., 

2019)). The only difference was that the design of the ENABLE study panel did not 

include the V-genes of the IGH-, IGK- and IGL-loci and paired-end read lengths 

were 75 bp instead of 150 bp for the NextSeq runs performed. The samples of the 

EuroClonality-NGS validation study have been re-run at 75 bp in the lead laboratory 

with identical results confirming that the approach here was appropriate for the 

detection of clonality, SNVs, CNVs and translocations (unpublished result, personal 

communication Prof. D. Gonzalez).  

 

4.1.1 Utility of the germline sample for NGS analysis 

In contrast to the validation study, a germline sample was run alongside each 

patient’s tumour sample in the ENABLE study to allow for the subtraction of 

constitutional variants present in the germline of a patient. Germline samples were 

obtained by CD15+ve cell-selection (neutrophils). Samples were run at lower depth 

compared to the tumour sample as only heterozygous/homozygous changes with 

minimum VAF of 50% are expected and a lower coverage reduces the cost and time 

required for bioinformatic analysis. This approach will, however, remove any 

variants that have arisen in a non-lineage specific precursor. Variants associated 

with clonal haemopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP), like for example SF3B1, 

TET2 and DNMT3A, could have been removed as ‘false’ germline variants if they 

were present in the neutrophil compartment. This is expected to be a rare event and 

the benefit of reducing the complexity of the variant analysis by reducing the number 

of calls and removing likely-benign, private SNVs is helpful and can avoid 

overinterpretation of changes not implicated in the pathogenesis. Following variant 

analysis according to published guidelines (Li et al., 2017, Froyen et al., 2019), only 

variants assigned as pathogenic or likely pathogenic (‘driver variants’) as well as 

clinically-actionable variants were reported to try and identify those variants likely 

implicated in the aetiology of the clonal B-cell lymphocytosis.   
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The pipeline utilised for CNV analysis cannot at present compare germline and 

tumour samples and it will be helpful to continue comparing the CNV manually to 

ascertain that none of the changes observed are present in the germline of a patient.  

As no positive selection for B-cells was performed for the tumour sample we cannot 

be completely certain that the variants detected reside in the clonal population of 

interest, especially in cases where the lymphocytosis or percentage of clonal B-cells 

in the sample analysed may have been low. No evaluation of the infiltration level 

was performed on the ENABLE sample at enrollment which means that the exact 

percentage of clonal B-cells in a given sample is not known.  

The purity of the germline sample was assessed during the validation but not 

routinely for each of the samples processed. It is therefore potentially possible that 

samples lacking driver variants may be false negatives if the germline sample was 

contaminated with enough tumour material to remove variants detected in both 

samples. Given that the tumour and germline variant analysis was processed 

through the pipeline separately with a semi-manual excel-sheet based process for 

sorting and comparing variants, an unusual VAF of variants in the germline sample 

(not 50% or 100%) would likely have been spotted. In addition, all germline samples 

underwent analysis for IG V(D)J-rearrangements and no case was found that 

showed a clonal IG-rearrangement in the germline sample or indeed showed the 

same rearrangement as was present in the clonal tumour samples. Given the 

sequencing coverage obtained for the germline sample, a medium/high level of 

contamination above 20% or more can therefore be ruled out with confidence 

whereas low-level contamination would remain a possibility. Nevertheless, if it were 

deemed necessary to run paired samples for routine diagnostics, a more thorough 

method to assess for germline contamination should be employed for each sample 

together with bioinformatic evaluation of variant VAF and type of variants 

encountered.  

Apart from TP53, the scope of the panel does not include genes implicated in cancer 

predisposition syndromes and incidental findings unrelated to the condition being 

investigated are therefore not expected. Of note, the consent did not include the 

analysis of germline variants and therefore any TP53 variants present in the 

germline would not be investigated nor reported. 
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4.1.2 Evaluation of performance: Detection of clonality by NGS 

The panel had a high success rate in identifying clonal markers. NGS detected 

evidence in one or more IG-targets in all 97 samples for which data was available. 

In 95 out of the 97 samples, clonal rearrangements at the IGH-locus as well as the 

light-chain loci were detected and in the two cases without IGH-clonal 

rearrangement the presence of a clonal B-cell population was confirmed by IGK/IGL 

rearrangements. Importantly, the identification of IGHV-rearrangements was highly 

concordant with the current gold standard of VLeader Sanger sequencing. However, 

given the differences in read length (75 bp instead of 150 bp) and due to using D-J-

baits only, the assignment of the V-genes was less robust in the NGS analysis 

compared to VLeader and the results from the EuroClonality NGS DNA capture 

panel validation. The precise V-gene usage is not required for clonality assessment 

and, as shown by the validation study, can be improved by longer read lengths and 

the inclusion of V-gene baits in the design of the panel.  

As shown in the EuroClonality capture NGS panel validation and seen here for the 

assessment of B-clonality, the EuroClonality capture NGS panel is capable of 

replacing the Biomed2 PCR for clonality assessment which is currently the gold 

standard for clonality assessments in mature B- and T-cell proliferations (Langerak 

et al., 2012, van Dongen et al., 2003). The data includes all the details required for 

the identification of potential measurable-residual disease (MRD) monitoring 

markers which could allow the design of patient-specific assays if IG-based MRD-

evaluation becomes routine for CLL and beyond (Brüggemann et al., 2019, Chase 

and Armand, 2018).  

In the context of the ENABLE study, the presence of a clonal B-cell population was 

already known through previous work-up including immunophenotypic analysis 

when the patient first presented. Pragmatically, the identification of the clonal IG-

rearrangements by NGS ensures that the sample contains a high-enough proportion 

of clonal B-cells thus making the NGS findings more reliable.  

Additional clonal markers in the form of SNVs, CNVs and translocations were 

detected in most samples (81% currently). Apart from 19 samples in which the CNV 

analysis is still pending all samples had either a translocation, likely pathogenic 

driver variant or a CNV in regions associated with lymphoid disease (Swerdlow et 

al., 2016).  
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4.2 IGHV-gene usage and Stereotyping analysis 

Although the NGS was capable of identifying clonal IG-rearrangements in all 

samples, the design of the panel used did not allow for the analysis of SHM-status 

and stereotype of the IGHV-rearrangement. The VLeader Sanger sequencing was 

therefore run in parallel to provide this data and it showed a high rate of concordance 

between the IGHV-rearrangements identified by NGS and the VLeader assay, 

including the CDR3 amino acid sequences.  

Stereotyping analysis proved that the etiology of the clonal B-cell 

lymphoproliferations seen in this cohort of patients differ from CLL as none of the 

IGHV-rearrangements matched the 18 stereotypes described in CLL (Rossi and 

Gaidano, 2010, Ghia et al., 2007). Further analysis could be done to compare the 

IGHV-sequences with other stereotypes reported for MCL (Hadzidimitriou et al., 

2011) and SMZL (Zibellini et al., 2010) for example and to investigate whether there 

are any commonalities between cases e.g. between cases of the large group with 

IGHV4-34 usage (Bystry et al., 2015).  

In one case, BEL-4383-0001 the highly specific IGHV used (V1-2*04) directly 

supports a diagnosis of a SMZL (see case study 1, chapter 3.9). For other cases, 

as discussed in more details in the results chapter and below, the specific IGHV-

gene used together with the mutational status can lend support to a particular 

diagnosis within a differential if one IGHV-gene is more prevalent in one than the 

other (Zibellini et al., 2010, Gemenetzi et al., 2020).  

 

4.3 Evaluation of performance: Detection of variants by NGS 

4.3.1 Detection of translocations 

FISH confirmed the presence of the translocations detected by the EuroClonality 

capture NGS in all cases with t(14;18) and so far for three cases with t(11;14); for 

two the analysis is pending and for two FISH did not show the presence of a t(11;14) 

(see table 3.2 and chapter 3.6.3). It is known that cryptic rearrangements or 

rearrangements with unusual breakpoints may not be detectable by FISH analysis 

(Peterson et al., 2019, King et al., 2019). CCND1 expression can be reviewed 

although overexpression of CCND1 in B-NHL has been described in the absence of 

t(11;14) thus IHC and RNAseq evaluations would not be ideal for confirmation of the 
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rearrangement seen (Hill et al., 2020). Alternative technologies like Bionano 

Genome Mapping (Bionano® Genomics, San Diego) or long-read sequencing (e.g. 

Oxford NanoPore technologies) may be helpful to fully identify the chromosomal 

change present in this case.  

For the rare case with the CDK6-TRA/D fusion it would be useful to demonstrate 

upregulation of CDK6 by IHC for example as this had not yet been proven by the 

study that first published this translocation in 4 cases of SMZL in December 2020 

(Gailllard et al., 2021). FISH probes are available but are not routinely used in 

diagnostic laboratories and the fusion has yet to be confirmed for the case found in 

the ENABLE study.  

Additional cases with unusual rearrangements were identified and are awaiting 

further evaluation but many studies have now confirmed the suitability of capture-

based NGS approaches for the detection of translocations including those arising 

from IG- and TR- loci (for example see (Szankasi et al., 2019, McConnell et al., 

2020, Chow et al., 2017, Cuenca et al., 2020, Yasuda et al., 2020)). 

 

4.3.2 Detection of SNVs 

Clinically relevant variants like MYD88 and TP53 in the MCL cases were confirmed 

on United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS)-approved, routine NGS-panels 

run by the Clinical Genomics laboratory at RMH. Larger panels allow for the 

detection of variants that lie outside the common regions or variant hotspots. For 

example, two variants were detected in MYD88 in case RMH-4383-0004, both likely 

pathogenic with good supporting evidence for pathogenicity. Parker et al. and Shuai 

et al. reported on the distribution of MYD88 variants whereby Leu265Pro hotspot 

variants were the predominant one and in some studies sole change found in 

LPL/WM patients whereas other B-NHL entities with a lower frequency of MYD88 

variants overall had a much higher prevalence of MYD88 variants other than 

Leu265Pro (Shuai et al., 2020, Parker et al., 2018). Although not discussed in this 

thesis, BRAF variants outside the Val600 hotspot were detected in two samples and 

the variants detected were likely activating (gain-of-function) variants like Val600.  

NGS-panels can easily be adapted to incorporate further genes of interest which is 

essential especially if they are to be used in routine diagnostics. For example, 
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PTPRD has now been shown to be prevalent in NMZL and should thus be included 

in the next design of this panel (Bertoni et al., 2018). 

Many of the patients included in this cohort will remain on a watch-and-wait 

approach with regular follow-up and review but without the need for treatment. Serial 

samples could be obtained in these cases to assess clonal evolution, which may 

help elucidate further which patients are going to progress and whose condition 

remains indolent for a long time. For such studies the level of detection of the NGS 

panel may need to be re-assessed if smaller subclones need to be detected.  

Only either peripheral blood or bone marrow samples were analysed in this study 

for each of the patients. No lymph node or spleen-tissue specimen were tested in 

cases with lymphadenopathy or splenomegaly. It is therefore possible that different 

clones with other or additional variants are present in these patients and that such 

clones may not be circulating but may be selected for should treatment be initiated, 

or they develop a growth and/or survival advantage over other clones by acquisition 

of additional aberrations.  

It is also important to note that this technique cannot confirm that the variants seen 

in the same patient are present in the same B-cell clone. It is theoretically possible 

that several clones exist, each carrying separate genetic changes. Some changes 

may arise in early stem cells and variants could be present across lineages 

(discussed for SF3B1 in chapter 4.1.1) whilst several clones may arise in elderly 

patients with MBL or CHIP.  

 

4.3.3 Detection of CNVs 

So far only the presence of trisomy 12 has been confirmed for two cases (RHU-

4383-0001 and BEL-4383-0002) as karyotype studies were performed for these 

prior to study enrolment. The analysis for CNVs is ongoing and other changes have 

yet to be confirmed by karyotype, FISH or array analysis. For B-NHLs presence of 

TP53 mutations alongside del17p is a common finding and the high rate of case 

with this combination and the absence of TP53 and del17p in other cases indirectly 

suggests the panel is performing well with regards to the detection of CNVs. 
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4.4 Comparison with other studies and relevance of findings 

For the ENABLE study all cases with clonal B-cell lymphocytosis and a CLL score 

<4 that could not be classified according to WHO could be enrolled. Thus, the patient 

cohort will include non-CLL MBL-type cases with isolated lymphocytosis or 

presence of a paraprotein without other features right up to cases with 

lymphadenopathy, organomegaly and B-symptoms that fall into B-NHL, NOS.  

Most published studies have focused on particular patient cohorts and have more 

stringent entry criteria often including CLL score of 2 or below and absence of 

splenomegaly, lymphadenopathy and cytopaenias. These studies therefore mainly 

include MBL cases and have helped increase our knowledge about the different 

subtypes and heterogeneity within the three MBL-categories now included in the 

WHO-classification (Swerdlow et al., 2016a). Examples are shown in table 4.1 (next 

page, references are: (Xochelli et al., 2014, Bruscaggin et al., 2014, Parker et al., 

2018, Kalpadakis et al., 2017, Defrancesco et al., 2020, Degaud et al., 2019, 

Kalpadakis et al., 2019, Kostopoulos et al., 2017, Merli et al., 2019)).
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Table 4.1: Overview of studies performed in indolent B-NHL and MBL cases including in-depth characterisation and published in recent years. Cohort size, 
assays and cases incorporated are listed as are the main findings. FU= Follow-up 

Study Cohort Investigations Characteristics Findings 
Xochelli 2014 102 Morphology 

Immunophenotyping 
Cytogenetics 
IGHV usage/SHM 

MZ features on morphology/flow 
 CLL <3 
CD5-ve 
Asymptomatic 
No lymphadenopathy 
No splenomegaly 

Proposal of CBL-MZ as disease entity 
Stable disease course for majority 
Progression: Splenomegaly (del(7q)/complex karyotype) 
V4-34, mutated 
Tris12, tris3,  
Query whether SMZL or SLLU und SDRPL 

Bruscaggin 2014 16 NGS panel NOTCH2, 
NOTCH1, BIRC3, TNFAIP3, 
TRAF3, IKBKB, 
MYD88, CD79A, CD79B, 
CARD11, BRAF and MAP2K1 

As above MYD88 variants were associated with IgM paraprotein 
NOTCH2 
V4-34, mutated 
FU mean 44 months 3 progression with splenomegaly 

Parker 2018 37 Morphology 
Immunophenotyping 
Cytogenetics 
IGHV usage/SHM 
Large NGS panel 

CD5-ve 
MZ features on morphology/flow 
 

FU mean 9.6 years: 76% stable disease 
Progression to MZL, 5 with diagnosis of SMZL 
MYD88 most common variant  

Kalpadakis 2017 53 MYD88 L265P CBL-MZ as above 10 cases with MYD88, all with IgM paraproteinaemia 
Differential between CBL-MZ and LPL/WM 

DeFrancesco 2020 28 Morphology 
Immunophenotyping 
Cytogenetics 
IGHV usage/SHM 
NGS panel 

Non-CLL MBL (CD5+ve n=8; CD5-ve N-=20) 
CD5-ve cases with MZL features 
CLL<3 

HIGH prevalence of MYD88, mostly non-hotspot 
FU mean 35 months, 1 progression to SLLU 
V4-34, mutated 
No NOTCH2 variants 

Degaud 2019 18 Morphology 
Immunophenotyping 
Cytogenetics 
IGHV usage/SHM 
NGS panel 

CLL <3 
CD5+ 
Asymptomatic 
CLL-like and atypical lymphocytes in all cases 

FU mean 48 months: 5 patients required treatment 
Trisomy 12 most common finding , 13q14 (9),  
TP53 most common variant, no NOTCH2/MYD88 hotspot 
variants 

Kalpadakis 2019 100 Morphology 
Immunophenotyping 
Cytogenetics 
IGHV usage/SHM 
NGS panel 

CD5-ve LPD FU mean 42 months 
30 patients with signs of progression, 10 actively treated 
Splenomegaly-SMZL 
Lymphadenopathy-NMZL 

Kostopoulos 2017 227 Morphology 
Immunophenotyping 
Cytogenetics 
IGHV usage/SHM 

All three MBL categories excluding low-count MBL Median follow-up 76 months 
Cytogenetic changes seen least in non-CLL MBL 
Trisomy 12 seen across all three groups 

Merli 2019 (ASH 
abstract only) 

77 Morphology 
Immunophenotyping 
Cytogenetics 
IGHV usage/SHM 
NGS panel 

Comparing CBL-MZ (CD5-ve, n=33) versus SMZL 
(n=44) 

FU median 1.6 years; CBL-MZ 6 cases progressed 
(SMZL/NMZL) 
Full study not yet published 
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4.4.1 Relevance of testing: Detection of translocations 

The detection of several well-defined translocations highlights the benefits of this 

panel being able to detect all the different translocations partners - including novel 

and unusual fusions (e.g. CDK6-TRA/D) - in the same assay making the work-up of 

a heterogeneous group of patients more straight-forward. No information was 

available as to the presentation of these cases, but it is likely that the presenting 

features did not strongly suggest the possibility of a MCL- or FL- associated disorder 

and thus these investigations may not have been performed at diagnosis.  

Although both t(14;18) and t(11;14) have been detected in the blood of healthy 

individuals at low levels by RT-PCR (Szankasi et al., 2019), the NGS approach is 

not sensitive enough for the detection at such low levels. Together with the presence 

of lymphocytosis and a confirmed clonal B-cell population, the presence of a 

translocation is unlikely to be an unrelated, incidental finding. 

IGH-CCND1 translocations are recurrent findings in studies investigating patients 

with non-CLL MBL or atypical MBL where they are associated with CD5+ve cases 

(Maitre and Troussard, 2019). Given the heterogeneity in presentation and the 

atypical features seen in non-CLL/atypical CLL MBL, Xochelli et al. strongly 

advocate routine testing for MCL- and FL-associated translocations in patients 

presenting with persistent lymphocytosis beyond 3 months especially in cases with 

CD5-positivity and atypical (non-CLL) features (Xochelli et al., 2017). Similarly, the 

proposal by Fang et al. to test all CLL for the presence of IGH-BCL3 translocations 

due shorter time-to-first treatment and OS should be extrapolated to include the 

MBL presentations given the detection of two cases in our cohort of 100 patients 

(Fang et al., 2019). 

Having an NGS-panel available to test for this in a non-target specific way will make 

this feasible and cost-effective. It will also reduce the tailoring of testing based on 

specific parameters at presentation, allowing a blanket-test for patients presenting 

with clonal B-lymphocytosis.  

Furthermore, case REF-4383-0003 with a t(11;14) exemplifies the ability of this 

technology to detect rearrangements with unusual breakpoints which may be 

missed by FISH and which would not be amenable to detection by RT-PCR, as the 

PCR-design is breakpoint specific (Espinet et al., 2008, Pulsoni et al., 2020). 
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By using the sequencing approach, the exact breakpoint of a translocation including 

the insertion/deletion events can be mapped which enables the identification of 

patient-specific MRD targets akin to IG/TR-rearrangements (Pulsoni et al., 2020). 

Scientifically, we gain further details about the mechanisms underlying the 

rearrangement event including the recognition sequences, increasing our 

understanding of disease aetiology.  

 

4.4.2 Relevance of testing: Detection of IGHV-rearrangements 

Activation of and signalling through the B-cell receptor (BCR) has been shown to be 

essential for survival in mature B-cells but also plays a role in the initiation and 

driving of neoplastic development (Casola et al., 2019, Gemenetzi et al., 2020). 

Based on the somatic hypermutation status two types of CLL are recognised: 

Unmutated-CLL and Mutated-CLL (Delgado et al., 2020). They display different 

disease outcomes and together with the identification of specific IGHV-stereotypes, 

remain one of the most important prognostic factors in CLL with unmutated IGHV 

being associated with poorer prognosis regardless of treatment regimens (Delgado 

et al., 2020). Antigens involved in the initiation of lymphoma can be external as is 

the case for many of the MZL (e.g. Hepatitis C infection in SMZL/NMZL and 

Helicobacter pylori infection in MALT (Bertoni et al., 2018)) but often involve 

autoantigens including those present on the B-cell surface (Casola et al., 2019, 

Singh et al., 2020). Self-reactive BCR are related to IGHV4-34 gene usage as its 

antigens include human erythrocyte I-i polysaccharide antigen and human B 

lymphocyte CD45 O-linked polysaccharide antigen (Wang et al., 2017). Self-

reactive cells need to escape control mechanisms in place to remove them and 

there is now evidence that presence of CD79B variants in combination with CARD11 

variants as well as cases with combination of MYD88 and CD79A/B variants provide 

a way to prevent apoptosis and allow for survival and proliferation of self-reactive B 

cells (Wang et al., 2017, Singh et al., 2020). Research into the antibodies expressed 

by lymphoma cells in parallel to investigations into autoimmune disease will help us 

understand the commonalities (Singh et al., 2020). Given that the type of antigen 

plays a key role in survival, eradication of Helicobacter pylori is known to be able to 

treat and in some cases lead to regression of MALT/MZL lymphomas and a greater 

understanding of the antigens triggering the clonal B-cell receptors in B-NHL may 

allow for better risk stratification and, potentially, novel treatment approaches.  
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As shown in several examples in the study, IGHV-gene usage differs across disease 

entities and can, just like SNV detection, support a diagnosis or make another less 

likely (Gemenetzi et al., 2020). As is the case for the SNVs, however, there is 

overlap between various diseases subtypes and careful integrations with all 

available data is required to arrive at the most likely diagnosis.  

 

4.4.3 Relevance of testing: Monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis 

Three types of monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis (MBL) are now recognized by the 

WHO classification (Swerdlow et al., 2016a). The most common, and best 

characterised is CLL-MBL where the clonal B cells show a CLL-like phenotype 

(CD5+, CD23+. CD10+, CD200+) and molecular aberrations are consistent with 

those seen in CLL. For this entity the monoclonal B-cell population has to be 

<5x109/L with low count (LC) and high count (HC= 0.5–5.0x109/L) being 

distinguished with HC having a higher risk of transformation to CLL (Maitre and 

Troussard, 2019). As one of the entry criteria for ENABLE was a CLL score of 3 or 

lower, such cases will not have been included in this study.  

The second type of MBL, termed atypical CLL-MBL, expresses CD5+ve but is 

usually CD23-negative. Cases show features of CLL and often have a CLL score of 

3 with atypical morphology being highlighted. Strong association with trisomy 12 has 

been identified (Xochelli et al., 2017). 

The third type is non-CLL MBL which does incorporate cases that are CD5-ve and 

have lymphoplasmacytic features and are referred to as CBL-MZ (Xochelli et al., 

2014). This group is very heterogeneous clinically and remains the least 

characterized of the MBLs (Angelillo et al., 2018, Xochelli et al., 2017) 

Non-CLL MBL includes cases which are often CD5-ve and have plasmacytic 

features including villi and an immunophenotype that suggested the B-cell clone is 

of MZ-origin. The term CBL-MZ for this group of patients was first proposed by 

Xochelli et al. (Xochelli et al., 2014). In a cohort of 102 patients presenting with CD5-

negative clonal lymphocytosis with MZ features but no lymphadenopathy or 

splenomegaly they found recurrent molecular changes concordant with MZ: del7q, 

tris18 and tris 3. At the time no mutational analysis was undertaken. At 5-year follow-

up, progression was only seen in 17% of patients and always involved splenomegaly 
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pointing to a potential diagnosis of SMZL or splenic lymphoma/leukemia 

unclassifiable (SLLU). They also investigated the possibility of this being a 

presentation of occult MALT lymphoma and although the majority of cases 

investigated showed sign of gastritis with 1/3rd of cases positive for Helicobacter 

pylori, a causal relationship could not be proven and only one case received a 

diagnosis of MALT .  

In contrast to SMZL which shows a high prevalence of IGHV1-2*04 gene usage 

(Bikos et al., 2012), this is rarely detected in cases that are part of MBL studies and 

this is concordant with our findings in that only 1/100 cases carried this IGHV-gene 

(see case study 1 on BEL-4383-0001). We detected no MAP2K1 variants within our 

cohort which are seen in up to 50% of SLLU (Bruscaggin et al., 2014) making this 

diagnosis less likely. The study by Bruscaggin et al. reported on 16 cases with CBL-

MZ showing a high incidence of NOTCH2 variants but, crucially, their NGS-panel 

did not yet include KLF2 in its scope.  

Parker et al. published the study with the longest follow-up to date (mean FU 9.6 

years (Parker et al., 2018)). Their cohort of 37 patients was well-characterised, 

including larger NGS-panel investigations and demonstrated a long latency and 

indolent course with progression rates of <20%. Case that did progress to overt 

disease were diagnosed with SMZL or MZL and MYD88 variants were the most 

common finding across the whole cohort.  

The clinical data, including evaluation performed at enrolments, was not yet 

available for most of the ENABLE patients. It is therefore not possible to compare 

how many patients were categorized as one of the MBLs at diagnosis, how many 

presented with splenomegaly or lymphadenopathy and how many developed these 

symptoms over time. Long-term follow-up will be able to address this aspect in detail 

and will add to the published data on this cohort of patients (table 4.1). Extrapolating 

from the few cases where clinical data was available, most cases had limited 

splenomegaly or lymphadenopathy and very few required treatment or indeed 

showed clinical progression of their disease so far but follow-up is short and the final 

analysis will be performed after a mean follow-up of 5 years. The extremely indolent 

course of many of the MBL-type cases has been highlighted across various studies 

(table 4.1 for relevant studies in this context). 
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4.4.4 Relevance of testing: MYD88 variants  

MYD88 is recurrently mutated in cases assigned to CBL-MZ, however the incidence 

rate differs between studies with a high rate seen in Kalpadakis et al. (Kalpadakis 

et al., 2017) and Bruscaggin et al. (Bruscaggin et al., 2014) but not by Xochelli et al. 

(Xochelli et al., 2014). DeFrancesco et al. reported a high incidence of non-

Leu265Pro variants which have been associated with atypical CLL in other studies 

(Defrancesco et al., 2020, Rossi, 2014). 

Our findings agree with a high prevalence of MYD88 variants, predominantly 

Leu265Pro hotspot variants. Kalpadakis et al. reported a close association of 

MYD88 with IgM paraprotein (Kalpadakis et al., 2017). Currently this information 

was not available for the MYD88-mutated cases but will be included in the long-

terms study.  

Initial studies investigating the prevalence of MYD88 Leu265Pro variants across B-

NHL showed an almost complete restriction to LPL/WM (Ondrejka et al., 2013), 

which was supported by data from Hamadeh et al. (Hamadeh et al., 2015). 

Hamadeh et al. investigated a cohort of 44 splenectomy-defined SMZL, 19 of which 

had plasmacytic differentiation and none carried the MYD88 variant. However, 

further, larger studies reported the presence of MYD88 variants in up to 15% of 

SMZL together with IgM and plasmacytic differentiation (Martinez-Lopez et al., 

2015). The ongoing difficulty in differentiating between small B-cell lymphomas with 

plasmacytic differentiation was discussed at the 2014 European Association for 

Haematopathology/Society for Hematopathology slide workshop and although the 

value of MYD88 testing was acknowledged and a high number of cases were 

assigned a diagnosis of LPL based on the presence of a MYD88 variant, cases 

remained that do not fit the relevant criteria for classification (Swerdlow et al., 

2016b). 

As a result of the demonstration of the MYD88 Leu265Pro hotspot variants, cases 

with a suggested diagnosis of SMZL based in histopathology assessment should be 

re-reviewed (table 3.8). Swerdlow et al. reported that a proportion of LPL can be 

CD5+ve, CD10+ve and /or CD23+ve (Swerdlow et al., 2016b) and, similarly, around 

5% of SMZL can show CD5+ positivity (Bertoni et al., 2018). Of note, out of the five 

ENABLE cases with Leu265Pro MYD88 variant for which clinical information was 

available, three are CD5+ve, all were CD10-negative. Despite the additional 
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information obtained, the differential diagnosis between LPL and SMZL remains. 

Further analysis to look for CNV changes associated with MZL (including del7q, 

trisomy 3 and 18) is required. 

 

4.4.5 Relevance of testing: Marginal-zone lymphomas (MZLs) 

Several cases for which clinical information was available suggested a possible 

diagnosis of SMZL and progression of cases in all CBL-MZ/non-CLL MBL studies 

most commonly involves splenomegaly with some cases eventually being 

diagnosed with SMZL (table 4.1). As was the case in our cohort, a number of these 

are CD5+ve SMZL (overall ~5% of SMZL are CD5+). Such cases have been shown 

to have a higher lymphocyte count at diagnosis and more diffuse bone marrow 

infiltration compared to CD5-ve SMZL, however, their outcome appears to be 

comparable (Baseggio et al., 2010). 

Molecular testing has provided a lot of detail about the different MZL disease entities 

and can to a degree support the decision between the differential diagnoses as the 

overlap in morphology and phenotype is high (Swerdlow et al., 2016b). Figure 4.2 

taken from Bertoni et al. clearly demonstrates the characteristics of the three MZL 

and the commonalities in pathway aberrations (Bertoni et al., 2018). Some of the 

SNVs may carry prognostic information as some studies have shown a higher risk 

of progression to aggressive lymphoma in SMZL with KLF2 and NOTCH2 variants 

(Jaramillo Oquendo et al., 2019). As these are rare diseases, they are 

underrepresented in most databases with Jaramillo Oquendo et al. finding that only 

23% of reported SMZL variants are included in the COSMIC database for example 

making the analysis and interpretation of variants more challenging (Jaramillo 

Oquendo et al., 2019). Incorporating NGS panels like the one employed in the 

ENABLE study in routine diagnostic use would make sure this data is generated 

with the help of the clinical-scientific community it can be documented and entered 

into databases to further our understanding of such rarer disease entities and those 

not readily assigned to a given disease category.  

As more studies are being published the evidence is increasing to support the 

suggestion that CBL-MZ should be considered as an indolent precursor to SMZL 

and other MZL (Merli et al., 2019). 
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Fig 4.2: Genetic features in MZL. Reproduced from Bertoni et al. ((Bertoni et al., 2018) figure 1 page 3). Note the difference in IGHV-usage between the three entities 
as well as the prevalence of MYD88 and NOTCH variants and frequency of trisomy 12. 
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4.4.6 Relevance of testing: Summary 

Apart from the translocations that may assign a particular WHO-defined diagnosis, 

none of the molecular changes on its own can classify the cases analysed as part 

of the ENABLE study. Further detailed analysis of the CNVs is pending and full 

integration with the clinical details and other laboratory and histopathological 

findings is paramount to try and separate these cases into diseases entities. Long-

term follow-up will provide further evidence of the likely behaviour of different cases 

within this group of patients. The data presented so far shows clear alignment with 

findings published on atypical CLL/MBL and non-CLL/MBL with overlap to the MZL 

categories. It highlights the heterogeneity seen across patients with small B-cell 

lymphocytosis molecularly but also points towards the common pathways that are 

implicated in the development of these diseases. Table 4.2 is an attempt of an 

overview to highlight the findings and benefits of the ENABLE study analysis so far.  

As is the case for the diagnosis and the management of haematological 

malignancies currently, broader testing of molecular changes in each patient will 

only provide real value if interpreted and assessed in conjunction with other findings. 

These include analysis of the cell phenotype (immunophenotyping by flow cytometry 

and immunohistochemistry), enumeration of cell types in a sample and review of 

their morphology (full blood count including differential, analysis of blood film or bone 

marrow aspirate smear). For tissue samples, including bone marrow trephines, 

review of the tissue architecture and the type, pattern and location of a B-cell 

infiltration can help point towards a likely diagnosis (table 1.1 and details in 

(Swerdlow et al., 2016a))  The technique and analysis presented here is therefore 

an addition to the current testing strategy but does not replace the need for the 

standard evaluation with different testing modalities. Further large-scale studies- 

including whole-genome sequencing, which is now available for patients with 

haematological malignancies for whom standard-of-care-testing failed to provide a 

diagnosis (https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/national-genomic-test-

directories/; accessed 20.11.2021)- may provide the required data to further define 

the disease subtypes (or their precursor scenarios) the patients studied here 

represent.   

 

 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/national-genomic-test-directories/
https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/national-genomic-test-directories/
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Table 4.2: Likely diagnosis based on the findings of the ENABLE study and the potential 
benefit derived from the analysis in the clinical context  

Findings ENABLE 
study 

Likely /differential 
diagnosis 

Features Benefit 

IGH-BCL2 FL, atypical CLL  Diagnosis 

IGH-BCL3 Atypical CLL/atypical 
CLL-MBL 

Trisomy12, TP53; 
Disease course 
characterised 

Diagnosis and 
prognosis 

IGH-CCND1 MCL/Atypical CLL-
MBL 

TP53 Diagnosis and impact 
in treatment/prognosis 
if MCL 

CDK6-TRA/D SMZL TP53, indolent 
course 

Diagnosis and 
prognosis 

MYD88 L265P LPL/WM>> SMZL, 
CLL 

 Review required 

MYD88 L265P + CD79B LPL/WM >> MZL  Diagnosis 

KLF2 SMZL/ non-CLL MBL 
or CBL-MZ 

 Diagnosis 

NOTCH2 SMZL, MZL/ non-CLL 
MBL or CBL-MZ 

 Diagnosis 

Trisomy 12 Atypical CLL/others Variable Review required 

IGHV1-2/IGHV1-2*04 SMZL (V1-2*04) KLF2, NOTCH2 Diagnosis 

CCND3 + IGHV4-34 or 
IGHV3-23, mutated 

B-SSLU/SDRPL CD5-ve, villous 
lymphocytes 

Diagnosis 

Combination NF-

B/BCR variants 

CBL-MZ CD5-ve, CD10-ve, 
CD23-ver 
IGHV4-34, mutated 

Likely indolent 
disease course 

 

 

 

4.5 Potential relevance in future 

For the cohort of cases with NF-B- and BCR-signalling-related variants presented 

here, and although KLF2, NOTCH2 and MYD88 have a positive predictive value for 

SMZL and LPL for example, the diagnosis remains one based on histopathology 

and requires the integration of all findings and clinical symptoms. Treatment regimen 

are currently not standardized but are similar in that Rituximab is used either as 

monotherapy or in combination with Dexamethasone, Bendamustine or 

Lenalidomide. As these are indolent diseases a watch-and-wait approach is adopted 

in most patient with treatment required due to developing cytopenias in a proportion 

of cases. For a proportion of patients discharge to the community for follow-up by 

their General Practitioner (GP) could be appropriate. One crucial aspect of gathering 

data on these cases is to identify patterns that would predict the few cases with less 

indolent disease. Currently these models predominantly rely on the degree of 

lymphocytosis and lactase-dehydrogenase (LDH)-levels (Kalpadakis et al., 2019) 
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but data on non-CLL MBL and atypical CLL-MBL progression is limited (Merli et al., 

2019, Kostopoulos et al., 2017).  

In their prospective study of 227 cases with patients fitting into one of the three MBL 

classes but excluding LC-MB, Kostopoulos et al. found that after a median follow-

up of 76 months, 78 out of the 227 cases progressed to symptomatic disease and 

27 required treatment for their symptoms (Kostopoulos et al., 2017). CD5-ve MBL 

had the least number of cytogenetic aberrations and also had the lowest rate of 

disease progression. Across all three groups there was a correlation between a 

higher clonal B-cell count and reduced progression-free and treatment-free survival 

and evidence of clonal evolution was associated with poorer outcome. One 

drawback of the study was the lack of sequencing data meaning no evaluation of 

SNVs was included. 

In addition to supporting a particular diagnosis, the presence or absence of variants 

can have an impact on response to different treatment regime. For example, in CLL 

and MCL, detection of missense variants in TP53 variants makes a shift from 

standard-first line therapies like FCR to BTK-inhibitors mandatory (Delgado et al., 

2020, Malcikova et al., 2018). Acquisition of BIRC3 variants causes non-canonical 

NF- pathway activation and causes resistance to FCR and bypasses the block of 

BTK by Ibrutinib leading to treatment failure in these diseases (Diop et al., 2020). 

Such cases may benefit from anti-BCL2 (venetoclax)-based therapy approaches 

(Asslaber et al., 2019). 

Co-occurring variants can also influence the response to treatment (Defrancesco et 

al., 2020, Guillermin et al., 2018). A recent example is the combination of MYD88 

Leu265Pro variants and CXCR4 variants in LPL/WM: Presence of MYD88 without 

a concurrent CXCR4 variant provides the highest sensitivity to Ibrutinib compared 

to patients wildtype for both or with variants in both genes (Kaiser et al., 2021). 

Presence of CXCR4 variants in asymptomatic patients with WM has been shown to 

relate to a distinct phenotype with higher bone marrow involvement and crucially a 

shorter time-to-treatment (Kaiser et al., 2021). One ENABLE case, not further 

discussed here, carried a CXCR4 variant without MYD88 changes (R1K-4383-

0004). Similarly, in DLBCL, responses to Ibrutinib were only observed in MYD88-

mutated cases if variants were also present in CD79A or CD79B (Guillermin et al., 

2018). 
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Given the heterogeneity of the findings in this study (as in other studies) elucidating 

this level of detail will require consortium efforts and good, well annotated database 

that would be achievable if diagnostic testing could take a broader approach as 

shown in this study. Greater understanding of the pathways involved in driving 

neoplastic proliferation and survival will also pave the way for novel treatment 

avenues as well as providing a rationale for the combination of different targeted 

drugs to avoid escape and resistance (Chung, 2020). It may also pave the way for 

designing basket trials combining cases and assigning drug regimen based on 

molecular aberrations as was pioneered in the Cancer Research UK Matrix Trial for 

lung cancer (Middleton et al., 2020). 

One interesting aspect is the high frequency of TP53 aberrations given TP53’s 

crucial role in cell-cycle control and apoptosis. Long-term-follow up will help to 

elucidate their impact on disease behaviour and the likelihood of progression 

especially in those case with likely biallelic TP53 loss due to variants and del(17p). 

Paradoxically, CLL-MBL with del(17p) and TP53 variants has been shown to follow 

a particular indolent course; yet when these changes are present in fully-developed 

CLL, their presence is associated with shorter time to treatment, lack of response to 

FCR and poorer prognosis even with novel treatment regimens (e.g. BTK-inhibitors 

and BCL2-inhibitors). Co-factors modifying and contributing to this effect are 

currently unknown and may well lie beyond simple molecular changes for example 

in the epigenetic modifications of a clone or even in its microenvironment. Further 

research to investigate these components is already progressing.  

Even in patients not needing treatment for the neoplastic disorder there is an 

increased risk of recurrent infections, autoimmune reactions and possibly a 

predisposition to other cancers: a higher risk of development of tMDS or tAML has 

been demonstrated in patients receiving treatment for solid tumours if they have an 

underlying CHIP (Coombs et al., 2017, Hammond and Loghavi, 2021). 

Although the risk of overt disease appears low for most of these patients, some will 

show signs of disease progression and a fraction will require treatment with a small 

proportion transforming to overt high-risk aggressive disease like DLBCL. Thus, 

monitoring is needed in these patients and a better understanding of the individual 

components of the clone in each patient may make better risk predictions possible 

in future.  
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It may also eventually be possible to treat at an earlier stage with molecularly-

targeted drugs rather than systemic therapy once symptoms have develop to reduce 

side effects and overall impact in an already elderly population. This concept has 

been proposed for MGUS and multiple myeloma recently (Maura et al., 2021). 

 

4.6 Potential developments in technology 

Within the field of molecular assay technology and in particular DNA sequencing, 

technologies continue to evolve at pace. Together with the reduction in cost, library 

preparation and sequencing technology is becoming quicker and more automated, 

improving its applicability into routine testing ensuring results can be delivered in a 

timeframe that is clinically relevant.  

The next improvement for the panel presented here is the addition of targets across 

all chromosomes to enable ‘molecular karyotyping’ using shallow whole-genome 

sequencing in addition to the panel already established (Stewart et al., abstract 272 

ASH 2021). Currently, the panel can detect a limited number of copy-number 

variants (CNVs) selected based on clinical utility. Review of ploidy and CNVs across 

all chromosomes could add further details to the cases presented here and aid their 

classification including prognosis. It would also reduce the need for FISH and other 

cytogenetic testing, reducing cost and time required for the evaluation of these 

cases. Similarly, developments in long-read sequencing will enable the detection of 

complex insertion-deletion events, inversions and large rearrangements currently 

not within scope of short-read sequencing panels like the one used in this study.  

Ultimately, whole-genome sequencing (WGS) may remove the need for smaller 

panels. In October 2021, eligibility for WGS was extended in the context of 

haematological malignancies to those patients who could not be assigned to a WHO 

diagnosis based on standard of care testing 

(https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/national-genomic-test-directories/; 

accessed 20.11.2021). From a clinical laboratory perspective, it would be ideal to 

re-analyse the cohort of this study to demonstrate the additional information 

obtained by WGS and to ascertain the added value of WGS over targeted panels. 

From a research perspective, WGS will provide the broadest review possible of 

genomic aberrations and together with expression studies via RNA-sequencing and 
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epigenetic testing (e.g methylation analysis) will enable characterisation of disease 

subtypes in more detail than ever before. However, one limitation of WGS will be 

the detection of subclonal variants which may be present at levels below the limit of 

detection of WGS, potentially reducing the predictive power and clinical utility of 

WGS in some clinical settings like for example longitudinal monitoring of patients on 

watch-and-wait.  

  

 

4.7 Review of study and considerations for routine use 

The ENABLE study includes a large cohort of routine patient-cases that represent 

the common presentations seen at a SIHMDS clinic. The detailed characterization 

of patients by morphology, immunophenotyping and NGS for molecular and 

cytogenetic variants together with the planned, long follow up will provide useful 

information to increase our knowledge of the different MBL types. In contrast to most 

other studies published this study is collecting patients’ data prospectively, with long 

follow-up. One drawback is the recruitment of patients from different centres leading 

to inconsistencies of the testing performed for each patient and a central review of 

the morphology is therefore planned although not all patients underwent a bone 

marrow examination. There is currently lack of follow-up data reducing the power of 

the analysis. Given the high incidence of clonal variants, repeat analysis by NGS at 

a later time-point or at the point of progression could have been valuable but was 

not included in the study design. Given that a large proportion of the cohort appear 

to have MZL-related disease, further markers specific for this group should ideally 

be included in future designs of the NGS panel. This includes novel genes but also 

the review of the design for specific copy-number changes associated with MZL-like 

disease. A molecular karyotype by NGS could be the ideal addition to the testing 

performed so far (Mareschal et al., 2021, Liquori et al., 2017).  

As already shown in the C1 Innovation Project, the NGS-capture approach is cost-

efficient given the reduction in orthogonal testing (especially FISH). At present, 

patient expectations would need to be carefully managed given the limited 

information available to accurately define their specific disease subtype and likely 

disease course. Although the molecular alterations are common across B-NHLs and 
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predominantly affect BCR- and NF-B signalling pathways, not all drugs will be 

applicable given the different combinations of molecular changes but also patients 

without defined disease may not be eligible for clinical trials. Novel or unusual 

findings may also be difficult to confirm and evaluate for impact. 

 

4.8 Future work 

The crucial next step for this work is the addition of the clinical data especially the 

long-term follow-up to further understand the behaviour of the disease in each 

patient. In addition to the DNA-based analysis presented here, aliquots of cells have 

been frozen to enable assessment of changes beyond the DNA-sequence level, 

including methylation arrays to assess for potential epigenetic changes.  

The expansion of NGS-based testing will identify additional and sometimes novel 

variants that, although recurrent, are seen at such low frequencies that these were 

up to now not routinely tested for. Novel fusions and CNVs will provide further details 

on the development of the disease and the combination of variants will provide 

insight into the likely behaviour of the disease on a very individual level enabling 

personalised medicine to become a reality.  

In future it may be possible to group patients based on aberrations in the same 

cellular pathway rather than based on phenotypic subtypes as is the main criterion 

currently. This could enable basket-trial designs which would allow treating patients 

with aberrations in the same pathways with the same therapy, regardless of the 

specific diagnosis. 

Expanding studies such as this one to include RNA-material would allow for analysis 

of gene expression which would not only help to provide evidence on pathogenic 

mechanisms of splice variants for example but would also show the actual effect of 

an altered genomic profile in the neoplastic cells. Elucidating the characteristics of 

the B-clones from “all angles” will provide a much better picture of the drivers for 

disease but also help us understand the interplay of various changes better which 

ultimately dictate the behaviour of a clone in each individual patient. 

The information about the V(D)J-rearrangements provided through this NGS-

analysis could be explored further to see whether specific stereotypes associated 
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with a particular mutation pattern can be identified and to compare the 

rearrangements found to those seen in other diseases like for example autoimmune 

conditions. Similarities between different B-cell clones at the level of V(D)J-

rearrangements would point towards a common etiology (potentially the same 

antigen) and would further our understanding of the development of these diseases.  

For some lymphomas, like CLL for example, a genomic predisposition exists, as 

family members of patients with CLL have a 8.5 fold higher risk to develop the 

disease compared to the general population (Slager etal., 2021, Hamadou et al., 

2021). Although clonal haematopiesis, MBL and MGUS are common among the 

general population beyond 60 years of age, higher incidences of certain 

malignancies are observed in families and different ethnicities and genetic 

predisposition alleles are just beginning to be understood. Evaluation of family 

members of the patients included in this study could therefore be of interest. 

With the current data and the type of consent in place, germline analysis is not 

feasible and the depth to which the germline control samples were sequenced would 

not allow for a full assessment. Running matched tumour-normal samples routinely 

would on the one hand facilitate standard-of-care analysis but more importantly 

would generate the data required to screen a wider group for predisposition variants, 

a path we are now embarking on with the help of whole-genome sequencing in 

certain tumour types.  
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5. Conclusion  

Based on the detection of the translocations alone, 11% of patients could be 

assigned to a known disease category and gain benefit from inclusion within 

associated, established treatment pathways (see 

https://www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/ngs-technology for feedback from one of the 

patients included in this study) or access to clinical trials. This figure is likely to 

increase once the cohort of MYD88-variant- positive cases has been reviewed.  

Given the atypical presentation of these cases, the less selective approach of this 

NGS panel is helpful to rule out or identify common lesions. In the case of BCL3, 

routine testing by FISH is not currently recommended given the rarity of a fusion 

and the associated costs for testing. The universal NGS-design employed here 

facilitates the cost-effective and timely characterization of patients in routine 

diagnostics.  

The NGS-capture approach performed well with few technical problems and had a 

high pickup rate of clonal markers: 100% of cases for confirmation of clonality by IG 

rearrangements and additional clonal marker (SNV/CNV or SV) in 83% of cases 

(table 3.2) with further analysis for CNVs still pending.  

As important as identifying patients with specific disease entities is the reassurance 

for patients who, based on all findings, may be predicted to have a very indolent 

course of disease with no or very little impact on life expectancy and performance 

status. Identifying such patients has the potential to reduce burden on hospital 

clinics by moving follow up to the community.  

Studies like ENABLE are also increasing our understanding of precursor scenarios 

in the context of haematological malignancies and how they impact on the 

development of overt lymphoma, frequency of transformation and their relevance 

beyond a specific neoplasm in terms of co-morbidities and potential repercussions 

in other disease and treatment scenarios. 
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7. Appendix  

Table A1: Scope of the ECNDC (EuroClonality Capture NGS) panel. Genes and the region 
included for the bait design is listed together with the relevance in the context of lymphoid 
malignancies. The genes were selected by the experts of the EuroClonality Consortium and were 
deemed to be of clinical interest in acute as well as chronic lymphoid malignancies or of interest 
across various pan-haem pathways. Highlighted in green are genes in which variants were found in 
the cohort of patients included in this study. 

 

Gene Target region Relevance Disease Context

AIRD1A Full coding region Prognosis (FL) FL, LPL/WM, SMZL Chromatin remodellling 

ASXL1 Mutatoin hotpost in last exon NA NA Epigenetic 

ATM Full coding region CLL, MCL DNA repair

BCL2 Full coding region treatment Venetoclax FL, DLBCL Anti-apoptotic signalling 

BIRC3 Exons 8-9 Prognosis (CLL), Treatment (CLL?MCL) BL,MCL, CLL, SMZL NF-kB signalling

BRAF Exons 11,15 Diagnosis (HCL) HCL, CLL MAPK signaling /signal transduction 

BTG1 Full coding region NA ALL Transcription factor

BTK Full coding region Ibrutinib resistance FL, CLL, MCL, DLBCL, LPL/WM BCR signallling 

CARD11 Exons 2-16 Prognosis (FL), Treatment MCL, FL, DLBCL, LPL, T-NHL BCR/NF-kB signalling

CBL Exons 7-9 rare in lymhpoid Signal transduction 

CCND3 Exon 5 BL, DLBLCL, SLLU Cell cycle contol 

CD79A Exons 4,5 Fl, DLBCL, SMZL BCR signalling 

CD79B exons 4-6 Fl, DLBCL, SMZL, LPL/WM BCR signalling 

CDKN2A Full coding region Deletions, prognosis in MCL/DLBCL MCl, DLBCL, PCNSL Cell cycle contol 

CDKN2B Full coding region MCl, DLBCL, PCNSL Cell cycle contol 

CREBBP Full coding region Prognosis (FL, DLBCL) FL, DLBCL, CLL, BL Chromatin remodellling 

CXCR4 Full coding region Treatment LPL/WM Cell signalling receptor

DNMT3A Exons 8-23 AITL, PTLC-NOS,T -NHL, CHIP Epigenetic 

EGR2 Mutation hotspot in exon 2 prognosis CLL Transcription factor

EP300 Full coding region Prognosis (FL) FL, DLBCL, SMZL Chromatin remodellling 

ERG Full coding region ALL Transcription factor

EZH2 Full coding region Prognosis (FL) FL, DLBCL Chromatin remodellling 

FAT1 Full coding region across cancer TM protein of cadherin family

FBXW7 Full coding region Prognosis (CLL), Treatment (CLL?MCL) CLL, ETP-ALL Signal transduction 

HIST1H1B Full coding region across cancer Chromatin remodellling 

HIST1H1C Full coding region across cancer Chromatin remodellling 

HIST1H1D Full coding region across cancer Chromatin remodellling 

HIST1H1E Full coding region across cancer Chromatin remodellling 

ID3 Full coding region Diagnosis (BL) BL, NMZL Transcription factor

IDH1 Exon 4 potential treatment Epigenetic 

IDH2 Exons 4,7 potential treatment PTCL, AITL Epigenetic 

IKZF1 Full coding region Prognosis ALL Transcription factor

IL7R Exon 6 ALL Signal transduction 

JAK1 Exons 12-15 Signal transduction 

JAK2 Exons 12, 14 Signal transduction 

JAK3 Exons 12-14 T-NHL Signal transduction 

KIT Exons 9,11,13,17,18 Diagnosis SM Transcription factor

KLF2 Full coding region Diagnosis (MZL) SMZL, NMZL, HCL, MCL Transcription factor

KMT2A Full coding region Epigenetic 

KMT2D Full coding region Prognoisis and treatment FL, DLBCL Epigenetic 

KRAS Exons 2-4 MM, DLBCL Signal transduction 

MAP2K1 Exons 1-8 Diagnosis HCLv, paed FL, Histiocytosis Signal transduction 

MAP3K14 Full coding region Diagnosis Histiocytosis Signal transduction 

MYC Full coding region Prognosis/Treatment BL, MCL, DLBCL Cell cycle contol 

MYD88 Exon 5 Diagnosis/ Treatment LPL/WM, DLBCL, MZl NfkB signalling

NFKBIE Exon 1 Diagnosis HL, PMBL NfkB signalling

NOTCH1 Exons 26, 27, 34 Prognosis (CLL, MCL, T-ALL) CLL, MCL, T-ALL Signal transduction 

NOTCH2 Exon 34 diagnosis/prognosis (MZL/MCL) SMZL, NMZL, LPL/WM Signal transduction 

NRAS Exons 2-4 Diagnosis Histiocytosis Signal transduction 

NT5C2 Exons 9-15 ALL, myeloid Nucleotide processing

PAX5 Full coding region ALL Transcription factor

PHF6 Full coding region (ETP) T-ALL Cell cycle contol 

PIK3CA Exons 2,5,10, 21 Risk progression MCL Signal transduction  

PLCG2 Exons19, 20, 24 Ibrutinib resistance FL, CLL, MCL, DLBCL, LPL/WM BCR signallling 

POT1 Full coding region CLL Telomere stabilitys

PTEN Full coding region T-ALL, DLBCL Signal transduction 

RHOA Full coding region Diagnosis (AITL) T-NHL Signal transduction 

RUNX1 Full coding region ALL, myeloid Transcription factor

SAMHD1 Full coding region CLL Nucleotide processing

SF3B1 Exons 12-17 Diagnosis CLL Spliceosome

SOCS1 Full coding region DLBCL JAK/STAT signalingpathway

STAT3 Exons 10-16, 20,21 Diagnosis T-NHL Signal transduction 

STAT5B Exons 13-19 Diagnosis T-NHL Signal transduction 

TCF3 Full coding region Diagnosis (BL) BL Transcription factor

TET2 Full coding region Diagnosis (AITL) AITL and other T-NHL, CHIP Epigenetic 

TNFAIP3 Full coding region Diagnosis/Treatment HL, PMBL, DLBCL, NMZL, SZML NF-kB signalling

TP53 Full coding region Prognosis, Treatment (CLL) All cancers Cell cycle control 

TRAF2 Full coding region Diagnosis LPL/WM, SMZL, DLBCL, CLL NF-kB signalling

TRAF3 Full coding region Diagnosis LPL/WM, SMZL, DLBCL, CLL NF-kB signalling

WT1 Full coding region ? ALL, myeloid Transcription factor

XPO1 Exons 15-16 Diagnosis/Treatment CLL, mediastinal DLBCL, HL RNA metabolism
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Table A2: IG- and TR-genes including in the bait design 

 

 

 

  

 IGH chr14 IGHD1-1 IGHD4-17

IGHD2-2 IGHD5-18

IGHD3-3 IGHD6-19

IGHD4-4 IGHD2-21

IGHD5-5 IGHD3-22

IGHD6-6 IGHD4-23

IGHD1-7 IGHD5-24

IGHD2-8 IGHD6-25

IGHD3-9 IGHD1-26

IGHD3-10

IGHD4-11 IGHJ1

IGHD5-12 IGHJ2

IGHD6-13 IGHJ3

IGHD1-14 IGHJ4

IGHD2-15 IGHJ5

IGHD3-16 IGHJ6

TRA chr14 TRAJ1 TRAJ26 TRAJ52

TRAJ2 TRAJ27 TRAJ53

TRAJ3 TRAJ28 TRAJ54

TRAJ4 TRAJ29 TRAJ56

TRAJ5 TRAJ30 TRAJ57

TRAJ6 TRAJ31 TRAJ58

TRAJ7 TRAJ32 TRAJ59

TRAJ8 TRAJ33 TRAJ61

TRAJ9 TRAJ34

TRAJ10 TRAJ35

TRAJ11 TRAJ36

TRAJ12 TRAJ37

TRAJ13 TRAJ38

TRAJ14 TRAJ39

TRAJ15 TRAJ40

TRAJ16 TRAJ41

TRAJ17 TRAJ42

TRAJ18 TRAJ43

TRAJ19 TRAJ44

TRAJ20 TRAJ45

TRAJ21 TRAJ46

TRAJ22 TRAJ47

TRAJ23 TRAJ48

TRAJ24 TRAJ49

TRAJ25 TRAJ50

 

IGK chr 2 IGKJ1 Kde

IGKJ2 IntronRSS

IGKJ3

IGKJ4

IGKJ5

 

IGL chr22 IGLJ1

IGLJ2

IGLJ3

IGLJ4

IGLJ5

IGLJ6

IGLJ7

 

 

 

TRD chr14 TRDD1 TRDJ1

TRDD2 TRDJ2

TRDD3 TRDJ3

TRDJ4

TRB chr7 TRBD1 TRBJ1-1 TRBJ2-1

TRBD2 TRBJ1-2 TRBJ2-2

TRBJ1-3 TRBJ2-3

TRBJ1-4 TRBJ2-4

TRBJ1-5 TRBJ2-5

TRBJ1-6 TRBJ2-6

TRBJ2-7

TRG chr7 TRGJ1

TRGJ1P

TRGJP

TRGJ2

TRGJ2P

 

IGHswitch IGHA2

IGHE

IGHG4

IGHG2

IGHA1

IGHG1

IGHG3
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Table A3: Regions included in bait design for CNV assessment 

 

 

Table A4: Regions included in bait design for translocation detection 

 

  

Target Chromosome

PIK3CA chr3

IKZF1 chr7

7p TEL chr7

MYC chr8

8q TEL chr8

9p TEL chr9

CDKN2A chr9

CDKN2B chr9

PAX5 chr9

9p CEN chr9

11q CEN chr11

CCND1 chr11

ATM chr11

11q TEL chr11

12p TEL chr12

ETV6 chr12

12p CEN chr12

12q CEN chr12

BTG1 chr12

12q TEL chr12

13q CEN chr13

RB1 chr13

13q TEL chr13

17p TEL chr17

TP53 chr17

17p CEN chr17

Target Chromosome

STIL chr1

ALK chr2

BCL6 chr3

BCL1 chr11

BIRC3 chr11

KMT2A chr11

BCL2 chr18

CRLF2 chrX
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Table A6: Regions with suboptimal coverage. Regions achieved less than 500x across samples 
and these areas were already identified as poor performers in the EuroClonality Validation study 
(Stewart P. et al. Blood Advances in press). In the validation study targets were highlighted as 
suboptimal coverage if coverage was >2 standard deviations (SD) below the mean in ≥ 50% samples. 
Apart from TCF3 exon 2 and 9 all other targets are CNV SNPs with additional targets included in the 
design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A7 (Page 155-158): Details of the V(D)J rearrangements at the IGH and IGK/L loci for each 

sample including SHM status and light chain restriction. Results from NGS, Sanger sequencing and 

IHC/Immunophenotyping analysis.  

Chromosome Start End Target

chr8 140542050 140542150 8qTEL_rs2977475

chr8 140549209 140549309 8qTEL_rs2977490

chr8 140556338 140556438 8qTEL_rs2271736

chr11 132697125 132697225 11qTEL_rs1940150

chr12 43448951 43449051 12qCEN_rs2220865

chr12 131033171 131033271 12qTEL_rs7960677

chr12 131030078 131030178 12qTEL_rs1195889

chr13 23741443 23741543 13qCEN_rs36116586

chr13 48457646 48457746 RB1CN_rs9568042

chr13 48461409 48461509 RB1CN_rs9568043

chr17 714749 714849 17pTEL_rs2474694

chr17 20211440 20211540 17pCEN_rs2703812

chr19 1622303 1622425 TCF3 exon 9 NM_003200.5

chr19 1650158 1650258 TCF3 exon 2 NM_003200.5
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ID Allele IGHV IGHD IGHJ SHM% IGKV IGKJ IGLV IGLJ
Predicted  light 

chain (NGS)

Light chain (Flow, IHC, 

serum paraprotein) Comments

BEL-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV1-2 IGHJ6 0.3 IGKV1-8 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGKV2-29 IGKJ2

BEL-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV4-34=IGHV4-61 IGHJ3 >10 IGKV3-20 IGKJ4 IGLV1-44 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow) IGHV assignment uncertain likely due to high SHM load

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-22 IGHJ2 IGKV4-1 Kde

Kde IntronRSS

BEL-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV3-7=IGHV3-11 IGHJ4 6.2 IGKV3-15 IGKJ4 kappa CLL score of 4 shouldn’t have been enrolled

2 (non-functional) Possible additional MGUS

BEL-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV5-51 IGHJ4 5.9 IGKV1-5 Kde IGLV2-14 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD5-24 IGHJ6 IntronRSS Kde

BEL-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV3-7 IGHJ4 3.8 IGLV1-40 IGLJ1 lambda Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-10 IGHJ4 IGKV2-18 Kde IGLV7-43 IGLJ3

BEL-4383-0007 1 (functional) IGHV3-53 IGHJ5 8.1 IGKV2-28 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow) Productive IGK could not be identified

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-21 IGHJ3 IGKV1-12 IGKJ4

IntronRSS Kde

BEL-4383-0008 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ5 5.2 IGKV1-16 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD1-26 IGHJ6

R1K-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV4-4=IGHV4-39 IGHJ2 2.1 IGKV1-39 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD5-24 IGHJ4

R1K-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV5-51 IGHJ4 3.1 IGKV3-20 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ3

R1K-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV3-21 IGHJ4 6.9 IGLV1-44 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-13 IGHJ5 IGKV2-29 IGKJ2

Kde IntronRSS

R1K-4383-0007 1 (functional) IGHV6-1 IGHJ3 0 IGLV1-51 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-22 IGHJ3 IGKV2-30 IGKJ4

RA2-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ4 NA IGKV1-27 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow) PCR/Sanger approach amplified two V4 fragments, RNA not tested

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-6 IGHJ4

RA2-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV3-13=V3-74=V6-1 IGHJ4 2.8 IGKV1-8 Kde IGLV2-11 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHV1-8 IGHJ6 IGKV1-17 Kde IGLV9-49 IGLJ2=IGLJ3

RA2-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV3-7 IGHJ4 4.9 IGKV4-1 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-19 IGHJ4 IGKV3-11 Kde

RA2-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ5 10.7 IGKV1-13 IGKJ4 IGLV1-47 IGLJ7 lambda Lambda (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ6 IGKV2-29 IGKJ4

3 Kde IntronRSS

RA2-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV2-5 IGHJ4 1.7 IGKV2-30 IGKJ5 IGLV3-10 IGLJ1 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-3 IGHJ4 IGKV2-26 Kde

Kde IntronRSS

RAX-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV3-30 IGHJ6 8.3 Lambda (Flow) NGS failed

RAX-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV3-15 IGHJ5 10.1 IGKV1-33 IGKJ3 IGLV3-21 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ1 IGKV7-3 Kde

RAX-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ4 0 IGKV3-20 IGKJ5 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGKV2-29 IGKJ1

RAX-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ5 1.4 IGKV3-11 IGKJ5 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-22 IGHJ1

RAX-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ5 6.3 IGKV4-1 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional)

RAX-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV3-30 IGHJ6 3.8 IGKV4-1 IGKJ1 kappa Unknown

NGS could not identify IGHV and whether productive/not productive; CDR3 amino acid sequence not 

available through NGS but Sanger productive for IGHV3-30 rearrangement 

2 (non-functional) IGHV1-69 IGHJ4

RAX-4383-0007 1 (functional) IGHV3-15 IGHJ4/5 8.8 IGKV2-29 IGKJ2 IGLV7-46 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGKV3(D)-11 IGKJ5 IGLV3-10 IGLJ2=IGLJ3

3 Kde IntronRSS

RDD-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV1-8 or IGHV1-46 IGHJ4 0 IGKV3-11 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

NGS shows two productive rearrangements with J4 and different V genes; Sanger has IGHV1-8 but 

unprodctive according to IMGT as Trp118 not identfied

2 (non-functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ4

Kappa weak (Flow) and 

Lambda (IHC)
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ID Allele IGHV IGHD IGHJ SHM% IGKV IGKJ IGLV IGLJ
Predicted  light 

chain (NGS)

Light chain (Flow, IHC, 

serum paraprotein) Comments

RDD-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV1-69 IGHJ4 11.5 IGKV1-5 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGHD1-7 IGHJ4

RDD-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV3-74 IGHJ4 4.5 IGKV3-20 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional)

RDD-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV3-7 IGHJ6 5.6 IGKV1-9=IGKV1-17IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ5

RDU-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV4-39 IGHJ1 NA IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-6 IGHJ6 IGKV1-5 IGKJ4

intron Kde

RDU-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV3-15 IGHJ1 10.5 (IGKV2-26) (Kde) (lambda) Lambda (Flow) PCR/Sanger with the same rearrangement found by NGS but low coverage overall 

2 (non-functional)

RDU-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV3-48 IGHJ4 4.9 IGKV3-15 IGKJ5 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-15 IGHJ4

RDU-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV3-72 IGHJ4 NA IGKV1-16 IGKJ4 kappa Unknown PCR/Sanger failed

2 (non-functional) IGHD5-12 IGHJ6 IGKV2-24 Kde

RDU-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV3-7 IGHJ4 2.4 IGKV4-1 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional)

REF-4383-0002 1 (functional) ?iGHV3-30 IGHJ4 NA IGLV2-14 IGLJ2/3 lambda Unknown IGHV gene not identified; neither NGS nor PCR/Sanger detected IGHV likley due to high SHM

2 (non-functional) IGHV-1-8/1-18? IGHJ4 IGKV1-33 Kde

REF-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV1-69-2 IGHJ6 0 IGKV2-28 IGKJ1 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-13 IGHJ3

REF-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV1-69 IGHJ5 0 IGKV1-16 IGKJ5 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ4 IGKV1-37 IGKJ1

REF-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV1-2 IGHJ4 NA IGKV3-20 IGKJ3 kappa Unknown

Two rearrangements even on RNA, NGS data not clear whether productive; likely high SHM or 

biclonal 

2 (non-functional) IGHV4-39 IGHJ4

REF-4383-0007 1 (functional) ? ? ? NA IGKV4-1 IGKJ3 kappa Unknown IGHV gene not identified; neither NGS nor PCR/Sanger detected IGHV likley due to high SHM

2 (non-functional) ? ? ? IGKV2-30 IGKJ2/3

REF-4383-0008 1 (functional) IGHV3-48 IGHJ4 1 IGKV1-33 IGKJ1 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHV1-3 IGHJ1 IGKV4-1 Kde

REF-4383-0009 1 (functional) IGHV3-9 IGHJ4 4.8 IGKV1-33 IGKJ5 IGLV1-51 IGLJ3 lambda Unknown

2 (non-functional) D2-15 IGHJ5 IGKV3-20 Kde

3 Kde IntronRSS

REF-4383-0010 1 (functional) IGHV3-72 IGHJ3 2.4 IGKV4-1 IGKJ3 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-13 IGHJ3

REF-4383-0011 1 (functional) IGHV3-7 or 3-11 IGHJ6 2 IGKV3-15 IGKJ5 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) D3-9 IGHJ5

REF-4383-0012 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ4 0 IGKV1-17 IGKJ1 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHV3-33 IGHJ4

REF-4383-0013 1 (functional) IGHV4-59 IGHJ5 3.9 IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional)

REF-4383-0014 1 (functional) IGHV3-7 IGHJ4 11.5 IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 kappa Unknown IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGKV1-8 Kde

REF-4383-0016 1 (functional) IGHV1-8 IGHJ5 0.3 IGKV4-1 IGKJ2 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHD1-7 IGHJ6 IGKV2-29 IGKJ1

RHU-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV3-72 IGHJ6 NA IGKV1-16 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow) No PCR/Sanger results- repeat on RNA required

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ6 IGKV4-1 IGKJ2

RHU-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV3-15 IGHJ4 4.4 IGLV2-18 IGLJ1 lambda IgG Lambda (Paraprotein)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-15 IGHJ4 IGKV3-11 Kde

RHU-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV3-15 IGHJ4 11.9 IGKV7-3 IGKJ4 IGLV3-10 IGLJ3/J2 lambda Unknown

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-15 IGHJ4 IGKV4-1 Kde

Kde IntronRSS

RHU-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV3-9 IGHJ3 NA IGKV3-20 IGKJ3 IGLV1-51 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda IgG Lambda (Paraprotein) PCR/Sanger only amplifies the unproductive rearragement; RNA not performed

2 (non-functional) IGHV3-52 IGHJ3 IGKV2-24 IGKJ4 IGLV4-3 IGLJ2=IGLJ3

3 Kde IntronRSS

RHU-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ4 0 IGKV1-17 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ6 intron Kde
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ID Allele IGHV IGHD IGHJ SHM% IGKV IGKJ IGLV IGLJ
Predicted  light 

chain (NGS)

Light chain (Flow, IHC, 

serum paraprotein) Comments

RHU-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV4-59=IGHV4-61 IGHJ6 5.3 IGKV5-2 IGKJ2 kappa Unknown

2 (non-functional) IntronRSS Kde

RJ6-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ3 NA IGKV3-11 IGKJ5 kappa Kappa (Flow) No PCR/Sanger results- likley due to mutation under primer binding site 

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-22 IGHJ6

RJ6-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV3-30 IGHJ4 13 IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 IGLV5-45 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGKV3-11 Kde

3 intron Kde

RJ6-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV3-30 IGHJ6 0.7 IGKV1-33 IGKJ2 IGLV7-46 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHV6-1 IGHJ5 IGKV4-1 IGKJ4

IntronRSS Kde

RMH-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ2 5.6 Kappa (Flow) no NGS IGHV analysis performed 

RMH-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV1-69 IGHJ3 6.6 Lambda (Flow) no NGS IGHV analysis performed 

RMH-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV3-74 IGHJ4 6.9 Unknown no NGS IGHV analysis performed 

RMH-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV1-2/IGHV1-58 IGHJ4 2 IGKV1-33 IGKJ3 IGLV3-27 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ6 IntronRSS Kde

RMH-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV3-15 IGHJ4 5.8 Lambda (Flow) no NGS IGHV analysis performed 

RMH-4383-0007 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ4 7 IGKV1-33 Kde IGLV5-45 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-25 IGHJ4

RMH-4383-0008 1 (functional) IGHV4-59 IGHJ4 3.5 IGKV4-1 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-10 IGHJ5 IGKV2-28 Kde

RMH-4383-0009 1 (functional) IGHV1-69 IGHJ3 6.5 IGKV1-27 IGKJ3 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ4 IGKV1-5 IGKJ2

RMH-4383-0010 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ5 2.8 IGKV4-1 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-15 IGHJ4

RMH-4383-0011 1 (functional) IGHV3-9 IGHJ6 8.7 IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 IGLV1-51 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGKV2-30 IGKJ2

IntronRSS Kde

RMH-4383-0012 1 (functional) IGHV3-30=IGHV3-64 IGHJ4 7.3 IGKV4-1 IGKJ3 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-15 IGHJ5

RMH-4383-0013 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ2 5.6 IGKV1-16 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-8 IGHJ4 IGKV1-5 IGKJ1

RMH-4383-0014 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ4 NA IGKV3-15 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGKV4-1 IGKJ2

RMH-4383-0015 1 (functional) IGHV4-39 IGHJ6 10 IGKV4-1 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-19 IGHJ4 x

RTP-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV4-59 IGHJ4 5.5 IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 IGLV3-21 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGKV1-17 Kde

3 IntronRSS Kde

RTP-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV3-48 IGHJ5 8.7 IGKV2-30 Kde IGLV4-69 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ5 IGKV5-2 Kde

RTP-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV3-48 IGHJ6 0 IGKV1-33 Kde IGLV1-40 IGLJ1 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-21 IGHJ5 IGKV5-2 Kde IGLV5-45 IGLJ3

RTP-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 J4/J5 10.5 IGKV1-12 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ5 IGKV1-39 IGKJ3

RTP-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV2-70 IGHJ5 0.3 IGKV4-1 IGKJ1 IGLV2-23 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) D5-18/5-5/5-24IGHJ4 IGKV2-30 Kde

3 IGKV4-1 IntronRSS

RTP-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ6 4.2 IGKV3-20 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ4 IGKV2-30 Kde

RTP-4383-0007 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ4 5.6 IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHV3-30/3-66 IGHJ4 IGKV3-15 Kde

RTP-4383-0009 1 (functional) IGHV3-21 IGHJ5 1.5 IGKV5-2 IGKJ4 IGLV3-19 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ4 IGKV1-33 IGKJ4

IntronRSS Kde

RVR-4383-0001 1 (functional) IGHV3-66 IGHJ4 8.8 IGKV1-17 IGKJ3 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD4-23 IGHJ2
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ID Allele IGHV IGHD IGHJ SHM% IGKV IGKJ IGLV IGLJ
Predicted  light 

chain (NGS)

Light chain (Flow, IHC, 

serum paraprotein) Comments

RVR-4383-0002 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ4 4.5 IGKV4-1 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional)

RVR-4383-0003 1 (functional) IGHV1-3 IGHJ4 NA IGKV4-1 IGKJ4 IGLV2-8 IGLJ2=IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

IGHV uncertain due to very low read support by NGS; likley low tumour infiltration: PCR/Sanger looks 

polyclonal 

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-21 IGHJ4 IGKV2-28 IGKJ3

RVR-4383-0004 1 (functional) IGHV3-11 IGHJ6 9 IGKV2-28 IGKJ5 kappa Kappa (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGKV2-29 Kde

RVR-4383-0005 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ4 >10 IGKV2-24 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow) PCR/Sanger only amplifies the unproductive rearragement; RNA not performed

2 (non-functional) IGHV3-7/other IGHJ4

RVR-4383-0006 1 (functional) IGHV3-73 IGHJ4 11.6 IGKV4-1 IGKJ3 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD1-26 IGHJ4 IGKV3-20 IGKJ3

IntronRSS Kde

RVR-4383-0007 1 (functional) IGHV2-70 IGHJ4 4.1 IGKV3-20 IGKJ4 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD1-26 IGHJ1

RVR-4383-0008 1 (functional) IGHV3-15 IGHJ6 3.4 IGKV1-39 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ6

RVR-4383-0009 1 (functional) IGHV2-5 IGHJ5 7.9 IGKV1-5 IGKJ5 kappa Kappa (Flow) suboptimal NGS mean coverage 

2 (non-functional)

RVR-4383-0010 1 (functional) IGHV3-30 IGHJ4 7 IGKV3-20 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ6 IntronRSS Kde

RVR-4383-0011 1 (functional) IGHV4-61 IGHJ5 2.5 IGKV1-37 IGKJ5 IGLV1-40 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ4

RVR-4383-0012 1 (functional) IGHV1-18 IGHJ4 5.2 Kappa (Flow)

RVR-4383-0013 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ6 11 IGKV3-15 Kde IGLV2-8 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ4 IGKV4-1 Kde

RVR-4383-0014 1 (functional) IGHV3-33=IGHV3-48 IGHJ4 2.1 IGKV4-1 IGKJ3 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD6-25 IGHJ3 IGKV1-8 Kde

RVR-4383-0015 1 (functional) IGHV1-2 IGHJ4 2.1 IGKV3-20 IGKJ1 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-16 IGHJ4 IGKV3-20 IGKJ4

RVR-4383-0016 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ6 0 IGKV1-8 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD1-26 IGHJ5

RVR-4383-0017 1 (functional) IGHV3-72 IGHJ5 6.1 IGKV4-1 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-15 IGHJ4 IGKV1-33 Kde

RVR-4383-0018 1 (functional) IGHV3-30 IGHJ4 5.9 IGKV4-1 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (IHC) IGHV gene assignment  based on PCR/Sanger; identical CDR3 between NGS and PCR/Sanger

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-21 IGHJ3

RVR-4383-0019 1 (functional) IGHV1-2 IGHJ6 1.4 none IGLV2-8 IGLJ1 lambda Lambda (Flow)

NGS could not identify productive versus non productive IGHV, no evidence of kappa rearrangement; 

Sanger supports IGHV1-2 as productive

2 (non-functional) IGHV3-53 IGHJ4

RVR-4383-0020 1 (functional) IGHV3-48 IGHJ5 0.7 IGKV1-37 IGKJ3 IGLV3-10 IGLJ3/J2 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGKV1-39 IGKJ5 IGLV1-47 IGLJ3/J3

Kde IntronRSS

RVR-4383-0021 1 (functional) IGHV4-4 IGHJ2 2.4 IGKV2-29 IGKJ3 IGLV7-46 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD2-2 IGHJ5 IGKV2-26 IGKJ4 IGLV4-60 IGLJ3

3 Kde IntronRSS

RVR-4383-0022 1 (functional) IGHV1-2*2 IGHJ4 NA IGKV3-20 IGKJ3 kappa Kappa (Flow) No PCR/Sanger results- likley due to mutation under primer binding site 

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-9 IGHJ6

RVR-4383-0023 1 (functional) IGHV4-34 IGHJ6 7.7 IGKV3-11 IGKJ4 IGLV1-44 IGLJ1 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD5-18/5-5 IGHJ4 IGKV1-33 IGKJ5

3 Kde IntronRSS

RVR-4383-0024 1 (functional) IGHV3-64 IGHJ4 NA (IGKV1-16) (IGKJ4) (lambda) Unknown Uncertain due to very low read support by NGS; likley low tumour infiltration

2 (non-functional) (IGKV2-29) (Kde) Pathogenic variant detected by another lab in another samples which was not present here

RVR-4383-0025 1 (functional) IGHV3-73 IGHJ4 6.5 IGKV1-16 IGKJ4 IGLV3-25 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD3-16 IGHJ4 IGKV1-39 Kde

IntronRSS Kde

RVR-4383-0026 1 (functional) IGHV4-4 IGHJ5 9.5 IGLV7-43 IGLJ3 lambda Lambda (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD5-12 IGHJ6 IGKV3-20 Kde

RVR-4383-0027 1 (functional) IGHV3-23 IGHJ6 4.2 IGKV1-12 IGKJ2 kappa Kappa (Flow)

2 (non-functional) IGHD5-24 IGHJ4 IGKV1-33 Kde
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Table A8: Reference sequence for genes  
 

 

Gene Transcript

ARID1A NM_006015.4

ATM NM_000051.3

BIRC3 NM_001165.4

BIRC3 NM_001165.4

BRAF NM_004333.4

BTK NM_001287344.1

CARD11 NM_032415.5

CBL NM_005188.3

CCND3 NM_001760.4

CD79B NM_001039933.1

CDKN2A NM_000077.4

CREBBP NM_004380.2

CXCR4 NM_001008540.1

DNMT3A NM_175629.2

EP300 NM_001429.3

FAT1 NM_005245.3

FBXW7 NM_033632.3

HIST1H1C NM_005319.3

HIST1H1D NM_005320.2

HIST1H1E NM_005321.2

HIST1H1E NM_005321.2

KLF2 NM_016270.2

KMT2D NM_003482.3

KRAS NM_033360.3

MAP3K14 NM_003954.4

MYD88 NM_001172567.1

NFKBIE NM_004556.2

NOTCH1 NM_017617.4

NOTCH2 NM_024408.3

NRAS NM_002524.4

PAX5 NM_016734.2

POT1 NM_015450.2

SAMHD1 NM_015474.3

SF3B1 NM_012433.3

TNFAIP3 NM_006290.3

TP53 NM_000546.5

TRAF2 NM_021138.3

TRAF3 NM_003300.3

TRAF3 NM_145725.2
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HSST C1 Project 

Dorte Wren 

30.6.2017 

  

Appendix A9: Write-up of HSST C1 Innovation project evaluating capture-based NGS like EC-NDC as 

a tool for routine diagnostics 
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Capture Next-Generation Sequencing as a tool for the simultaneous detection of 

SNV, CNV, translocations and Immunoglobulin/T-cell receptor rearrangements 

in B- and T-cell lymphoproliferative diseases 

1. Background 

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology has primarily been used in a research context to 

broaden our understanding of genomic aberrations underlying different cancer entities and 

examples of pivotal studies performed in haematological cancers are listed in table 1. As our 

understanding of the relevance of mutations with regards to specific disease pathologies, 

prognosis and therapy response continues to increase, so does the repertoire of mutations and 

genomic variants to be assessed in order to optimise patient management (Vaque et al. 2013, 

Rosenquist et al., 2016). Over the last 5 years NGS has therefore started to move into clinic 

(Gray et al., 2015, Cottrell et al., 2014) as a tool capable of interrogating large numbers of regions 

of interest in parallel, with high sensitivity and accuracy.  

At present morphology, immunophenotyping and histopathological assessments are the 

fundamental modalities in the investigation and diagnosis of B- and T cell neoplasms with only 

a few pivotal genetic markers for diagnosis (table 2, NICE (2016), Swerdlow et al., 2008 and 

2016). Gaining in importance are changes of the DNA structure at chromosomal and nucleotide 

level which can help with the diagnosis but are especially important for accurate prognosis and 

optimising treatment choice (predictive testing) enabling us to move towards personalised 

medicine (examples given in table 3, Vaque et al. 2013, Rosenquist et al., 2016).  

This review will focus on the applicability and potential advantages of using targeted capture 

NGS (from now on referred to as CapNGS, figure 1) for the detection of copy number variants 

(CNVs), translocations and Immunoglobulin-gene (IG) and T-cell receptor (TCR) gene 

rearrangements in addition to single nucleotide variants (SNVs), with the view to implement this 

method for evaluation of possible and known lymphomas in the clinic.  As the review is not aimed 

to discuss the relevance of molecular testing in lymphomas table 3 provides some examples of 

how a broader molecular approach could benefit patients.  

 

Table 1: Studies performing NGS analysis to identify new genetic lesions and prevalence of 

molecular aberrations in lymphoid malignancies and relevant reviews. 

Lead author (et al.) Disease entity Year published 

Du M.Q. MALT  2017 

Wang M. AITL 2017 

Bogusz A.M. MCL 2016 

Karmali R. DLBCL 2017 

Kiel M.J. SMZL 2012 

Rossi D. CLL 2017 
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Figure 1: Depiction of the CapNGS workflow using liquid bead capture (top). Genomic DNA is fragmented and NGS platform adaptors, barcodes for patient identification and PCR/Sequencing primer binding 

sites added (Library preparation). Biotinylated baits (also referred to as probes) designed to be complementary to the regions of interest are added and allowed to hybridise to the libraries. Following hybridisation, 

streptavidin-coated, magnetic beads allow the selection of DNA-Bait dimers which should represent the regions of interest and undergo NGS sequencing.  

Explanation of the principle of translocation detection using CapNGS (bottom). In this example, baits would have been designed against the IGH loci on chromosome 14 (in grey) and only DNA fragments 

containing ‘grey’ DNA sequence will hybridise to the baits and be sequenced. If a translocation is present, some of the DNA fragments generated in the first step will contain DNA sequences from the IGH locus 

as well as the partner chromosomes, in this case chromosome 4 (yellow). The ‘yellow’ part of the fragment will be subjected to sequencing even though no baits were designed for its detection, enabling 

CapNGS approaches to detect any (previously unknown) translocation partner. 
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Table 2: Genetic markers employed for diagnosing haematological malignancies 

World health organisation 
(WHO) classification 
(Swerdlow et al. 2008 and 
2016) 

Diagnostic marker Frequency  (from Swerdlow 
et al. 2008 and 2016) 

Burkitt lymphoma (BL) t(8;14) translocation involving 
MYC 

>95% 

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) t(11;14) translocation 
involving CCND1 

65-95% (also seen in 
myeloma, diffuse large B cell 
lymphoma (DLBCL)) 

Follicular lymphoma (FL) t(14;18) translocation 
involving BCL2 

70-95% (also seen in 
DLBCL) 

Mucosa-associated lymphoid 
tissue (MALT) lymphoma 

t(11;18) translocation 
involving API2-MLT 

20-50% 

Hairy cell leukaemia (HCL) BRAF V600E >98% 

Waldenstroem’s 
macroglobulinaemia (WM) 

MYD88 L265P >90% 

T-Large granular lymphocyte 
(LGL) leukaemia  

STAT3 ~40% 

 

 

Table 3: Examples of known and novel molecular markers with clinical relevance in B-LPDs 

Disease Molecular Marker Clinical 

relevance 

  Reference 

CLL IGHV mutational 

status 

Prognosis Somatic hypermutation 

(SHM) >2% superior 

prognosis 

 

 

 

 

Rossi D et 

al. (2017) 

  

  IG Stereotype Prognosis Subset♯2 carries poor 

prognosis regardless of 

SHM status 

  TP53 

mutations/17p 

deletions 

Predictive + 

Prognostic 

 No response to standard 

FCR 

immunochemotherapy; 

require Ibrutinib/Idelalisib 

regimen (NICE approved) 

WM MYD88 and 

CXCR4 mutations 

Diagnostic + 

Predictive 

MYD88 is a diagnostic 

marker; patients with an 

additional mutation in 

CXCR4 have delayed and 

reduced responses to 

Ibrutinib 

 Yun et al. 

(2017) 

DLBCL BTK and PLCG2 

mutations 

Predictive Mutations confer resistance 

to BTK inhibitors 

 Castillo et 

al. (2016) 

MGUS MYD88 L265P 

mutation 

Prognostic Higher risk of progression 

to LPD  

  

FL 7M-FLIPI scoring 

system 

Prognostic Addition of 7 mutations to 

the current prognostic 

scoring system approves 

patient delineation 

 Pastore et 

al. 2015 
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2. Literature review 

Search terms, criteria and databases used are listed in table 4. Studies were included when at 

least SNV plus CNVs were evaluated, preferably in the clinical context rather than explorative 

studies. Very few papers reported on the applicability and validation of a targeted CapNGS panel 

in the clinical context and only a few proof-of-principles studies evaluated translocation detection 

(see table A1 for an overview of most relevant studies).  

This review did not include SNV detection as this is an established application for CapNGS and 

the study was also not intended to provide a technical evaluation of different CapNGS methods. 

 

Table 4: Details of literature search. Searches were limited to the last 10years to reflect the 

recent developments in NGS technology and its application. 

A 

 Search terms Plus Focus Findings 

Capture NGS Diagnostic (tool) 
Clinical applications 

Studies reporting 
application in clinical 
/routine setting 

Few publications 
(4) 

Capture NGS CNV copy number 
detection 
Translocation detection 
Clonality /clonal 
VDJ 
rearrangements/IG/TCR 
rearrangements/minimal 
residual disease (MRD) 

Proof of principle studies 
to provide evidence that 
this approach does work 
In the context of cancer 
(not constitutional 
disease) 

SNV>>>translocati
ons (n=12)>>CNV 
(n= 7)>IG/TR 
rearrangements 
(n=2) 
 

Capture NGS Fluorescence in-situ 
hybridisation (FISH) 
karyotype/aCGH 
/single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) 
arrays 

To search for studies 
comparing the novel 
methods with established 
assays (used in 
diagnostic context) 

All studies identified 
above compared 
their results to a 
method in routine 
use 

 

B Databases  

Pubmed https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/,  
Specific Expert consortia (European research initiative in CLL (ERIC), Euroclonality (EC)), 
Cancer Research-UK (CR-UK) Stratified medicine programme, 100000 Genomics England 
(GEL) project 
Guidelines from Association of clinical genetic science (ACGS), British Society for clinical 
Haematology (BSCH), National institute for health and care excellence (NICE), National 
institute for health research (NIHR), NCCN, WHO haematological neoplasms,  
Conferences: European Haematology Association (EHA) 2015-2016 and American Society of 
haematology (ASH) 2015-2016 abstract searches  
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
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3. Focus on translocation detection  

 

An early, proof-of-principle study for the detection of translocations using CapNGS was 

published by Duncavage et al. (2012), which demonstrated the possibility of concurrent 

translocations (PML-RARA, RUNX1-RUNX1T1) and mutations detection in AML cell lines. The 

authors already postulated that targeted CapNGS protocols could provide diagnostic and 

prognostic information in leukaemias on a single platform with improved efficiency and greater 

scalability than current methods. Grossmann et al. (2011), also working in AML, successfully 

identified all known (based on prior FISH, karyotyping and RT-PCR analysis) recurrent 

translocations in 6 patient samples but also identified novel RUNX1 fusion partners in four cases 

highlighting this important advantage of CapNGS (see figure 1).  A further benefit of NGS is 

achieving nucleotide resolution: A deletion found by CapNGS in a patient with a known KMT2A 

translocation based on FISH affected the RT-PCR primer site explaining the false-negative result 

in the RT-PCR MRD assay (Grossman et al., 2011). Jang et al. (2016) re-investigated 16 NSCLC 

cases with discordant ALK translocations status based on conventional FISH and IHC analysis. 

Thirteen cases were confirmed to be false-positive IHC results, a mistake that could be 

detrimental for the patient. CapNGS revealed three cases positive by FISH but IHC negative, 

did not to carry the standard EML4-ALK fusion but other unusual partners. Such details will help 

us to understand why patients’ responses to ALK inhibitors can be varied despite identical FISH 

results and highlight the advantage CapNGS could bring to disease like KMT2A-positive ALLs, 

where the specific fusion partner affects the prognosis and thus the treatment regime of a patient 

(Tamai and Inokuchi, 2010).  

Pfarr’s et al. study (2016) is important in that it demonstrates the feasibility of using CapNGS on 

FFPE specimen, achieving 100% concordance with FISH for the detection of ALK, ROS and 

RET rearrangements when validated in clinical cohorts of >150 NSCLC cases. An earlier, 

smaller study by Abel et al. (2014) showed lower sensitivity (93%) for ALK translocation detection 

in cases where the tumour infiltration was below 50% and DNA concentrations were less than 

100ng; two important observations now well recognised and incorporated into best practice 

guidelines (Jennings et al., 2017, Cottrell et al., 2014). Clonality detection is routinely performed 

on FFPE sections from lymph node biopsies or excision samples and skin biopsies play a major 

role in the diagnosis of Mycosis fungoides. Especially in the latter, the DNA yield can be minimal 

and may hamper CapNGS analysis. Abel’s et al., (2014) is one of the few studies discussing the 

technical performance of their CapNGS panel in detail and comparing different bioinformatics 

approaches, information that is valuable for any diagnostic laboratory wanting to implement a 

CapNGS method. By bioinformatically downsampling their reads they concluded that a minimum 

coverage of 600x across breakpoint regions should result in >90% sensitivity in specimen with 

>20% tumour infiltration and that the overall coverage often cited by other studies can be 

misleading and attention needs to be given to coverage achieved across breakpoint regions as 
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their panel required a re-design and increased density of baits to achieve suitable read depths 

and avoid false-positive calls. In comparison to the advocated >1000x coverage for the detection 

of somatic SNV (Hageman et al., 2014) this read depth appears low, however the reported 

coverage across the studies reporting the successful detection of translocation is very variable 

and often only mean coverage values are cited which may not reflect the read depth across an 

intronic breakpoint region. 

Two studies of particular interest in the context of B- and T lymphoproliferative disorders, 

focussed on myeloma (Walker et al., 2013) and DLBCL (Bouamar et al., 2013). Using a 

Sureselect (Agilent) RNA-bait capture-NGS design and 150bp paired-end sequencing (Hiseq, 

Illumina) Walker et al. (2013) were able to detect all IG-translocations in their 65 myeloma 

samples previously analysed by FISH or RT-PCR. Based on the detailed sequencing information 

they demonstrated that, although the majority of translocations arose during class-switch 

recombination (CSR) events, unexpectedly in 12 cases the location of the breakpoints 

suggested non–CSR mechanisms comprising DH-JH rearrangements, receptor revision and 

SHM. This demonstrates that despite being a post-germinal centre neoplasm, initiating 

rearrangements occur at the Pro-B cell stage in myeloma. When comparing the t(11;14) found 

in myeloma and MCL, MCL events all took place during V(D)J recombination despite MCL being 

another post GC neoplasm; furthermore the MCL and myeloma V(D)J breakpoints were distinct 

(Walker et al., 2015). Such detailed observations will help us to understand the pathogenesis of 

diseases better and could prove relevant in the clinical context: A particular t(14;20) translocation 

arising from a V(D)J recombination event occurs more frequently in MGUS than myeloma and 

these patients exhibit stable disease without transformation (Walker et al., 2015).   

Bouamar et al. (2013) identified 31 fusions in 28 DLBCL biopsies with detailed breakpoint 

including clinically important double-hit constructs involving BCL2 and MYC. Concordance was 

achieved in 21 out of the 23 cases cytogenetic data was available for. In one case NGS failed 

to detect a fusion with an unusual breakpoint due to low read depth (on the edge of the probed 

region). The other case was one of three where CapNGS identified a novel IG translocations, 

two of which involved IRF8. The rare but recurrent nature of this translocation was subsequently 

confirmed by Tinguely et al. (2013) in a subset of GC-DLBCL. They employed long-range PCR 

and Sanger sequencing to characterise the fusion, a far more labour-intensive approach.  

In our own small pilot study we were able to identify known translocations in 18 out of 21 cases 

(Wren et al., 2017, see appendix). The three discrepancies could be explained by technical 

limitations, predominantly low DNA concentrations. A novel fusion was seen in a DLBCL case 

with a break into 6p25, lying in the vicinity of IRF4. Activating IRF4 translocation are known to 

occur in GC-derived LPD and this rearrangement could have the same effect but no further 

studies were performed.  Importantly, three T-LPD cases were included with translocations 

arising from either the TRB, TRG or TRD locus. All were successfully detected by CapNGS 

without the need for separate assays for each of the loci and all samples were prepared and 

sequenced on the same run, making translocation detection from any of the IG/TR loci feasible. 
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Table 5: Summary of advantages and potential problems using CapNGS for translocation 

detection based on published data 

Advantages Difficulties 

Able to detect translocations arising from all 
IG/TR loci if baits cover switch regions and 
V(D)J elements 

Large area to be probed ~200kb 

Able to identify novel fusion partners Breakpoints may lay outside the probed 
region 

Able to analyse all different loci at the same 
time (IG, TR, BCL2, MYC depending on bait 
design) 

 

Works on PB/BM-derived DNA, but also on 
FFPE material 

DNA concentrations appear to be a limiting 
factor; limited evidence for its use on FFPE-
derived DNA 

Analysis on nucleotide level providing 
additional information on potential target 
genes, disease pathogenesis and MRD 
markers 

Detailed breakpoint information currently has 
limited/no utility in the clinical context 

 

4. Focus on CNV detection  

In addition to the routinely used karyotyping and FISH analysis for common CNVs, aCGH and 

SNP arrays are considered the gold standard for CNV detection but are not routinely available 

in all diagnostic laboratories despite the clinical relevance of CNVs in haematopoietic cancers 

(for a review see Song and Shao, 2016). Many proof-of-principle studies have been published 

showing excellent concordance between conventional methods (aCGH, SNP arrays, 

FISH/karyotyping) and WGS (Hayes, 2013; Uzilov et al., 2016) but also WES (Vosberg et al., 

2016, Wenric et al., 2017) with some promising results also published with targeted CapNGS 

(Shen, et al., 2016 Bolli et al., 2015, Chen et al., 2017). An essential study was performed by 

Samorodnitsky et al. (2015) who compared four different, commercially available custom, 

capture-targeted DNA sequencing NGS approaches based on their performance in SNV and 

CNV detection. Library preparation by sonication consistently provided greater uniformity in 

capture and the two methods utilising enzymatic steps for DNA fragmentation missed SNV due 

to lack of coverage. CNV detection was however not affected and all methods performed equally 

well.  

Nevertheless, analytical difficulties need to be recognised especially in the tumour setting (Liu 

et al. 2013): WGS provides the easiest interpretation of CNVs as read depths can be compared 

across the whole genome whereas targeted approaches and even WES suffer from bias due to 

reduced coverage in GC rich regions and uneven coverage close to bait boundaries (Abel and 

Duncavage, 2014). Bioinformatic input and adjustment is possible for the analysis of CNV from 

WES and targeted panels (Zhao et al., 2013) however, a recent review by Zare et al. (2017) 

concluded that the performance of current tools is limited with sensitivities between 50-80% and 

a high number of false positive calls. Analysis becomes very difficult if no matched germline 
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sample is run for comparison due to the genomic complexity of tumours caused by abnormal 

ploidy, varying tumour content and tumour heterogeneity (Wenric et al., 2017, Liu et al. 2013). 

A discussion of different bioinformatics tools is beyond this review but see Liu et al. (2013), Zhao 

et al., (2013) and Zare et al. (2017) with regards to challenges in CNV detection. 

Two studies with rational approaches for CNV detection in targeted CapNGS panels were 

published by Bolli et al., (2015) and McKerrell et al. (2016): both groups selected highly 

polymorphic SNPs (minor allele frequencies 0.40-0.45) covering the entire genome (2538 and 

8673 SNPs, respectively) from the 1000-Genome data set and compared read depths across 

these regions. Although CapNGS read-outs were concordant with aCGH (Bolli et al., 2015) and 

FISH/karyotyping data (McKerrell et al., 2016) the gains and losses were called against assumed 

normal ploidy (CapNGS cannot establish the ploidy of cells), and thus absolute copy numbers 

could not be determined. To improve on this, McKerrell et al. (2016) selected a group of SNPs 

for each individual patient that were heterozygous in the germline and derived zygosity values 

for each sample from this allowing for more accurate CNV calls with sensitivities at least equal 

to conventional karyotyping: in one sample the study found copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity 

of 2p and 11q which had not been detected by karyotyping.  

As both designs cover autosomal and X chromosomes and are not disease-specific this design 

could be adopted and standardised for any CapNGS panel with the possibility of adding 

additional SNPs around the area of particular interest for each study to increase sensitivity 

(McKerrell et al., 2016). However, further studies comparing this approach to the gold standard 

are warranted also with regards to bioinformatics tools as both studies used pipelines developed 

in-house.  In NSCLC samples, Chen’s et al. (2017) study was able to detected ERBB2 

amplification by CapNGS having included 1000 SNPs to allow CNV detection, a much lower 

number than in the two studies above. Although looking feasible, the optimal design and extent 

of SNP analysis on CapNGS needs to be further evaluated as an increase in baits will increase 

the cost of running the panel. On the plus side, including SNP coverage will help in identifying 

sample mix-ups and low-level contamination as the SNP pattern will be patient specific (Chen 

et al., 2017). 

Table 6: Summary of advantages and potential problems using CapNGS for CNV detection 

based on published data 

Advantages Difficulties 

Less sequencing capacity needed in 
comparison to WGS (cheaper) 

WGS results probably superior 

Universal standardises panels could work Bioinformatic approaches specific for 
targeted NGS needed and further 
optimisation required 

Added information making results patient 
specific (reduce sample mix and erroneous 
results due to contamination) 

 

Can detect CN-LOH/Uniparental disomy 
(UPD) 

 

 Limited data published 
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5. Focus on combining SNV, CNV and translocation detection for clinical practice 

 

Few studies were found that discuss validation of a targeted CapNGS tool for the detection of 

multiple molecular changes in the diagnostic setting (table A1). The lack of publications could 

be due to slow adoption of CapNGS as opposed to amplicon-based NGS into routine 

laboratories, the use of off-the-shelf panels purchased from companies and the move towards 

WGS in larger centres.  

The four studies presented here all provided more detailed data on performance characteristics 

of their CapNGS assay (average read depth, coverage statistics, areas targeted including 

overlap of baits and flanking regions) as well as their choice of bioinformatic algorithms than the 

proof-of-principle studies discussed earlier, which is important due to the current lack of 

standardisation of laboratory procedures and analysis pipelines (Abel and Duncavage, 2013). 

Cheng et al. (2015) working on solid tumours and He et al. (2016) studying haematological 

malignancies, performed extensive validations to show applicability of the methods in PB/BM as 

well as FFPE tissue, to define the level of detection for selected examples of SNV and CNVs 

and to ascertain assay reproducibility in accordance with newly developed guidelines (Jennings 

et al., 2017, Cottrell et al., 2014). Cheng et al. (2015) showed that by increasing the pre-

hybridisation PCR cycle number even small samples can be analysed and suitable coverage 

obtained albeit extra care has to be take to remove PCR duplicates and importantly they only 

pooled two samples per Miseq run which is unlikely to be cost effective for diagnostic laboratories 

and a panel of this size (>1Mb) likely requires a more powerful NGS instrument to be available. 

Based on their evaluation the studies were able to derive sensitivity values resulting in defined 

thresholds for variant calling to be used in the clinical context, even differentiating between 

known and novel changes (table 7). In all studies the established thresholds for variant calling 

are low enough to provide clinically relevant information, despite all groups making fairly 

conservative calls.  

He’s et al. study (2016) provides the largest set of data in the clinical context analysing 3696 

samples from a range of myeloid and lymphoid malignancies achieving a CapNGS performance 

success rate of 93%. Failures occurred due to suboptimal RNA preparation and coverage below 

the cut-off of 250x and this failure rate is in-line with current RNA-based tests and FISH 

technology. Their study is unique in that they perform two separate hybridisations, one on DNA 

and one on RNA on each sample, which increases the cost. The benefit of RNA is obvious for 

fusion genes with large introns (e.g. ABL1) which would require a huge number of baits in an 

DNA approach, however DNA is required for the identification of fusion constructs that do not 

result in a fusion transcript e.g. most translocations in lymphoma arising from IG/TCR loci. 

Sensitivity established by dilution experiments with cell lines is excellent and interestingly DNA-

based sequencing was more sensitive than RNA-based approaches for KMT2A- and PDGFRA 

translocation detection but no possible explanation for this is provided. Looking at the clinical 
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utility, they identified at least one driver mutation in 95% of cases of which 77% identified a 

suitable targeted therapy (including clinical trials), most of them in their myeloid cohort. 66% of 

cases carried a variant with known prognostic relevance of which 19% were TP53 mutations in 

NHLs. The study identified novel IGH rearrangements in 17% of cases- for most though the 

effect is unknown making it difficult to utilise this information for more than evidence of a clonal 

cell population at present.  

 

Table 7: Performance characteristics of the CapNGS approaches in the 5 different studies and 

their reporting thresholds. 

Study Coverage 

statistics 

Reporting thresholds  Reproducibility 

assessed? 

Control 

Cheng et 

al. (2015) 

 Minimum depth of 20x 

Tier 1: 2% VAF with at 

least 8 mutant reads 

Tier 2: 5% VAF with at 

least 10 mutant reads 

Yes SD 0.01-

0.025 

Matched normal 

He et al. 

(2016) 

Median 

coverage (DNA) 

500x with 

minimum cut-off 

250x for novel 

and 150x for 

hotspots 

variants 

SNV: MAF 1% 

(known), 5% (novel) 

Indels: MAF 3% 

(known), 10% novel 

Translocations: 100% if 

tumour 20-100%, 98% 

if tumour 10% 

Yes 97% 

concordance, 

including 100% 

in long-term 

assessment 

None 

Pritchard 

et al. 

(2014) 

Mean coverage 

150x with 

minimum 50x for 

positive calls 

10%  NA No: variants 

filtered against 

internal 

database, 

exome variant 

server and 1000 

Genome data 

McKerrell 

et al. 

(2016) 

>30x for 94% of 

target exons and 

98% of SNPs,  

>70x for 75% 

overall 

5%, down to 1% for 

known hotspots 

NA Universal, 

normal cord 

blood sample 

and in-house 

MIDAS software 

 

Pritchard et al. (2014) and McKerrell et al. (2016) describe how they employed specific 

bioinformatics tools for the detection of the different types of genetic variants consecutively to 

improve detection rates, ease and reliability of analysis. In contrast to most other studies, neither 

ran a matched germline sample alongside the tumour sample for subtracting constitutional 

variants. Pritchard et al. (2014) relied on extensive reviews for each change against several 

recognised databases whereas McKerrell et al. (2016) included a cord blood samples as a 

universal control and devised a dedicated software tool trained on data obtained from normal 
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controls to select relevant variants from the tumour (AML) sample. Without expert bioinformatics 

understanding it is difficult to evaluate these approaches and the current recommendation, 

certainly for WGS, is to run a matched germline control (Hamblin, 2017). However, myeloid 

disease cause a particular problem in this regard: Using remission samples for comparison in a 

cohort of 24 AMLs, McKerrell et al. (2016) found that clinically relevant mutations had been 

filtered from the analysis as they were present in the remission sample was well as the tumour 

sample in 5 cases. This persistence of founder mutations has not bee described in lymphoid 

neoplasms although it seems prudent to utilise DNA derived from spit samples or CD15+ 

selected cells as comparators (Hamblin, 2017). 

Unfortunately, none of the studies provide a cost analysis of running their panels in the routine 

diagnostic setting. ‘Karyogene’ (McKerrell et al., 2016) designed as a ‘one-stop’ diagnostic tool 

for AML and MDS covers 49 genes, 9111 SNPS and intronic regions for the four most relevant 

translocations resulting in a capture area of 2.3Mbp, which will be reflected in the price of the 

baits and the required sequencing power (number of samples that can be pooled per run/size of 

run cartridge/type of NGS instrument), making this expensive to run. Their results for 62 AML 

and 50 MDS cases convincingly show though that the panel is capable of detecting all clinically 

relevant changes it is designed for and that the performance matches current technology with 

additional translocations and CN-LOH being detected. In-line with the findings on CNV detection 

earlier, CapNGS only achieves 93% sensitivity compared to karyotyping and the latter remains 

valuable in providing a broad overview of aberrations as for example inv3 were not included in 

the ‘Karyogene’ design and therefore not detected. For targeted panels the trade off is between 

size and therefore price versus complete coverage of all clinically relevant loci, with the latter 

continuously expanding as new data becomes available requiring re-design of panels.  

Table 8: Summary of advantages and potential problems using CapNGS in the clinical context 

Advantages Difficulties 

Able to analyse all different variants in one 
set-up on one DNA sample 

Limitations due to panel design (not all areas 
covered) and DNA quantity/quality 

Sensitivity, Specificity and failure rates are 
acceptable 

CNV analysis has limitations 

Pan-cancer design is possible WGS could be easier/cheaper/more 
established 

New software tools being designed for 
specific CapNGS applications improving 
analysis 

Complicated bioinformatic pipelines required- 
expert input mandatory 

Can combine DNA and RNA hybridisation in 
parallel workflows 

Evaluating the need for a control sample and 
defining the best option for different disease 
categories 

Pan-cancer CapNGS designs are being 
commercialised by companies providing 
technical and bioinformatics support 

Although more data is being published and 
recommendations are being drawn up by 
experts, optimal coverage is panel dependant 
and performance needs to be carefully 
evaluated by each user 
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6. Focus on IG/TCR rearrangement detection  

Analysis of IG/TCR loci has numerous applications (see table 9) and is commonly performed 

according to Euroclonality (EC) protocols and guidelines (van Dongen et al., 2003; Langerak et 

al., 2012). Currently multiplex PCR reactions are used and the same approach has been 

adapted in the amplicon-based NGS context (Invivoscribe https://www.invivoscribe.com; 

Adaptivebiotech http://www.adaptivebiotech.com), although no peer-reviewed direct 

comparisons between the EC method and commercial NGS methods could be found. The main 

focus of NGS applications has been on marker detection and MRD measurements in ALL due 

to the high sensitivity achievable by NGS and this has been compared against current RQ-PCR 

protocols by a number of studies and validated for routine service (Ladetto et al., 2014, Shin et 

al., 2017, Faham et al., 2012).  

The lack of publications around clonality testing by NGS is unsurprising as the field is dominated 

by the EC expert consortium and the commercial companies (one of which holding the patent 

on PCR-based clonality testing) and the fact that the IG/TCR loci represent unique stretches of 

DNA undergoing modification at the germline level together with a high degree of homology 

between genes in each loci making their analysis particularly challenging and not amenable to 

analysis with standard NGS primer design and common bioinformatics pipelines (Langerak et 

al., 2017).  

A proof-of principle analysis by the EuroClonality-NGS consortium (Wren et al., 2017) confirmed 

that capture NGS approaches are capable of identifying IGH V-J and incomplete D-J, IGK, IGL, 

TRB V-J and incomplete TRB D-J and TRG clonal rearrangements showing complete 

concordance with current EC protocol and Southern blot results in all 14 samples. At the time, 

due to the lack of specialised software, analysis was performed manually on Integrative 

genomics viewer (Broad Institute), however, since then multiple bioinformatics tools have been 

developed (Bystry et al., 2017, Duez et al., 2016, Alamyar et al., 2012) with the EC group 

currently validating two of these (Gonzalez D., personal communication). As discussed by 

Langerak et al. (2017), CapNGS including baits for the V, D and J genes of each IG/TCR locus 

will enable the identification of clonal rearrangements for clonality assessment and MRD marker 

assignment (including unproductive rearrangements) for any lymphoid disease whilst also 

providing details on the number of clonal B/T cells within the whole B/T cell pool. The authors 

scrutinise how the greater resolution delivered by NGS-based clonality assessment will require 

the reappraisal of the meaning of clonality in the context of healthy individuals and disease 

entities whilst also making standardisation of bioinformatics pipelines, result interpretation and 

visualisation mandatory. Challenges associated with clonality analysis by CapNGS are 

summarised in table 10.  

Montalvo et al. (2016) used a CapNGS approach to identify IG/TCR rearrangements for marker 

identification in ALL patients to use the information for the design of MRD monitoring assays 

based on unique patient specific IG/TCR rearrangements. Although only a small study with 10 

https://www.invivoscribe.com/
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patients, CapNGS identified all 50 clonal rearrangements previously reported but was also 

capable of finding additional rearrangements providing hope that this method could be used to 

help MRD monitoring in the ~15% of cases for whom no marker can be found by traditional 

methods. Identification of minor clones may also carry prognostic information and if monitored 

longitudinally could provide alerts for disease progression. They used Illumina V3 chemistry 

performing 300bp paired-end reads, much longer than the 75bp-120bp paired-end reads run by 

Wren et al. (2017). Neither the papers presenting the translocation detection studies (see above) 

nor studies working on IG/TCR rearrangement detection provide any reason for using particular 

read-lengths; however comparisons would be useful to establish whether all read lengths are 

equally suited to rearrangement detection.  

 

 

Table 9: Role of IG/TCR rearrangement analysis and potential advantages of CapNGS 

Application Current methods Advantages of CapNGS 

Clonality testing  • Identification of a 

clonal cell population 

required in ~15% of 

NHL diagnoses 

• Detection of a clonal 

relationship between 

different lesions 

• Analysis of all IG/TR, run in a 

single set-up (capture) 

• More detailed analysis of 

clonal relationship possible 

based on sequence 

information  

• Investigation of intraclonal 

diversity and dynamics 

• Higher sensitivity (amplicon 

>capture) 

• Less affected by somatic 

hypermutations (capture 

NGS) 

MRD monitoring  • Clonal V(D)J 

rearrangements in 

IG/TR loci serve as 

markers for sensitive 

MRD detection on a 

patient specific basis 

• Greater sensitivity (amplicon) 

• Identification and monitoring 

of minor clones possible 

• All IG/TR loci are interrogated 

increasing the availability of 

MRD markers 

Repertoire/Stere

o-typing 

analysis* 

• Characterisation of 

specific IG/TCR 

rearrangements 

associated with 

disease pathogenesis 

and prognosis 

• More detailed analysis of 

clonotypes/repertoire skewing 

• Analysis of clonal 

diversification and clonal 

relationship 
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Table 10: Challenges identified  

Challenges for CapNGS applications for clonality detection (see Langerak et al., 2017) 

Bioinformatic pipelines- validation and standardization especially for CapNGS 

Limit of detection needs to be defined 

Validation in the context of varying tumor load, different DNA quality (including FFPE) 

Error correction to enable correct assignment of clonotypes, stereotypes and IGHV SHM load; 

differentiation between technical (PCR/Sequencing) artifact and clonal evolution 

Definition and interpretation of clonality needs to be re-evaluated in the context of minor 

clones and clonotype information 

Standardisation of workflow including sample preparation, bioinformatics pipeline, 

visualization and interpretation  

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

The aim was to review studies using CapNGS methods to find evidence for the feasibility of 

applying CapNGS as a tool for the concurrent analysis of SNVs, CNVs, translocations and clonal 

IG/TR rearrangements. Proof-of-principle data is published for all applications with larger bodies 

of evidence available for SNV and translocation detection both in solid and haematological 

neoplasms. For CNV detection the data is not consistent and WGS approaches seem to be 

favoured. However, the result from McKerell’s et al. (2017) design incorporating genome-wide 

SNPs appear sound and if reproducible would provide a transferable approach. Data on clonality 

detection is very limited for the reasons discussed above and any advances will rely heavily on 

the work of the EC-NGS group.  

The search was hampered by ambiguity in the terminology with CapNGS being referred to as 

capture-enrichment, pull-down and hybridisation NGS, which may have resulted in studies being 

missed. The search also tried in particular to identify studies interrogating multiple different 

genomic aberrations in haematological cancers, which limited the number of studies identified 

and may have caused useful studies employing CapNGS in smaller applications to be 

overlooked.  

Studies comparing the different commercially available CapNGS protocols are scarce, however, 

the studies presented here mainly used the two most prominent CapNGS methods, namely 

Agilent SureSelect (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and Roche NImbleGen SeqCap EZ 

technology (Roche, Madison, WI) which have been proven to yield very similar read depths 

(Hagemann et al., 2014). Still, more thorough investigations, like the one performed by 
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Samorodnitsky et al. (2015) comparing the performance of different CapNGS on CNV detection 

are warranted to understand the advantages and disadvantages of each method for each type 

of variant detection (table 11). NGS has been a disruptive technology and this is evident by the 

lack of standardisation in sample processing protocols, laboratory and sequencing methods and 

bioinformatics pipelines. Nevertheless, the results of the studies summarised here support the 

applicability of CapNGS methods for the detection of the different variants as well as IG/TCR 

rearrangements and numerous advantages over current methodologies were identified. A 

design encompassing all clinically relevant genes, translocation breakpoints whilst also 

incorporating IG/TCR loci and SNPs for CNV assessment could provide a very efficient and 

clinically valuable tool in the context of B- and T lymphoproliferative diseases.  

 

Table 11: Information lacking from studies/limitations 

Information not included /not published 

Limited data on sensitivity and specificity and how values were derived 

Limited information on coverage other than mean coverage and the performance of panels 

for different variants 

Lack of information on cost 

Lack of information on performance in a routine laboratory (workflow, batching, turn-around 

time) 

As most studies were proof-of-principle, no validation in retrospective and prospective cohorts 

No data on direct comparison between targeted CapNGS and WGS for translocation detection  

Limited data on RNA versus DNA baits for translocation detection 

Comparison of data difficult as bioinformatics analyses performed on in-house tools/high level 

of bioinformatics expertise required to understand their limitations 

Several different CapNGS protocols are in use and only one studies reports on a direct 

comparison between them in the context of SNV and CNV detection (Samorodnitsky et al., 

2015) 

Affect of percentage tumour infiltration/blast percentage is not assessed 

Read lengths for paired-end reads on Illumina chemistry differed between 75bp and 300bp 

for the paired-end reads but no comparison has been performed to establish the best read 

length for translocation and IG/TR rearrangement detection.  

Focus on B-cell malignancies with no relevant studies identified for T-cell LPDs 
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Table A1: Overview of the most relevant proof-of principle studies and studies validating CapNGS in clinic are highlighted in bold 
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List of targets for the current version of the CapNGS panel 

SNV Translocation SNPs for CNV detection 

ABL1_1 CCND1 9p_TEL_rs7019901 

ARID1A_1 BCL2 CDKN2A_rs2811710 

ATM_2 KMT2Atx CDKN2B_rs2518723 

BCL2_1 TCF3tx 9p_CEN_rs10973772 

BIRC3_2 CRLF2tx 17p_TEL_rs7222601 

BRAF_1 STILtx TP53_rs1794289 

BTG1_1 BIRC3tx 17p_CEN_rs1037037 

BTG1_1 ALKtx 11q_CEN_rs10792269 

BTG1_2 PDGFRBtx 11q_TEL_rs2512702 

BTK_2 BCL6tx CCND1_Copy_rs1352075 

CARD11_2 TP63 ATM_Copy_rs228598 

CCND1_1 DUSP22 8q_TEL_rs2292779ß 

CCND3_1 

 

MYC_rs113337520 

CD79A_1 

 

IKZF1_rs7782210 

CD79B_1 SNV (continued) 7p_TEL_rs10227104 

CDKN2A_1 MLL2_1 PAX5_rs6476588 

CDKN2B_1 MYC_1 13q_CEN_rs36116586 

CREBBP_1 MYD88_4 RB1_rs7994141 

CXCR4_1 NFKBIE_1 13q_TEL_rs9514776 

DNMT3A_2 NFKBIE_6 BTG1_rs28399539 

EGR2_2 NOTCH1_1 12q_TEL_rs1725791 

EP300_1 NOTCH2_34 ETV6_rs2855750 

ERG_3 NRAS_5 12pTEL_rs10848531 

EZH2_2 NT5C2_2 12pCEN_rs7138369 

FAT1_2 PAX5_1 PIK3CA_rs2677760 

FBXW7_2 PHF6 
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FLT3_1 PIK3CA_2 

 
HIST1H1B_1 POT1_5 

 
HIST1H1C_1 PTEN_1 

 
HIST1H1D_1 RHOA_2 

 
HIST1H1E_1 RUNX1_1 

 
ID3_2 SAMHD1_1 

 
IDH1_3 SF3B1_1 

 
IDH2_1 SOCS1_2 

 
IKZF1_2 STAT3_2 

 
IL7R_1 STAT5B_2 

 
JAK1_25 TCF3_2 

 
JAK2_3 TET2_3 

 
JAK3_2 MAP3K14_1 

 
KIT_1 MAPK1_1 

 
KLF2_1 TNFAIP3_2 

 
KRAS_2 TP53_2 

 
MAP2K1_1 TRAF2_1 

 
XPO1_2 TRAF3_2 

 
WT1_1a 
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Abbreviations 

 
ABC Activated B cell 

ACGS Association of clinical genetic science  

AITL Angioimmunoblastic lymphoma 

ALCL Anaplastic large cell lymphoma 

ALL Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 

AML Acute myeloid leukaemia 

ASH American Society of haematology 

BCSH British Society for clinical Haematology  

BL Burkitt lymphoma 

CLL Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia 

CN-LOH copy neutral- loss of heterozygosity 

CNV Copy number variant 

CSR class-switch recombination  

DLBCL Diffuse large B cell lymphoma 

EC Euroclonality consortium 

EHA European Haematology Association  

ERIC European research initiative in CLL  

FFPE Formalin fixed paraffin embedded 

FISH Fluorescence in-situ hybridisation 

FL Follicular lymphoma 

GC Germinal Centre 

GEL Genomics England 

HCL Hairy cell leukaemia 

IG Immunoglobulin 

IHC Immunohistochemistry 

LGL Large granular lymphocyte 

LPD Lymphoproliferative disease 

MALT Mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma 

MBL Monoclonal B lymphocytosis 
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MCL Mantle cell lymphoma 

MDS Myelodysplasia 

MGUS Monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance 

MRD Minimal residual disease 

NGS Next-generation sequencing  

NHL Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma 

NICE National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 

NIHR National institute for health research 

NSCLC Non small cell lung cancer 

PCR Polymerase chain reaction 

SMZL Splenic marginal zone lymphoma 

SNP Single nucleotide polymorphism 

SNV Single nucleotide variant 

SOP Standard operating procedure 

TCR T-cell receptor 

UKAS United Kingdom accreditation service 

WES Whole exome sequencing 

WGS Whole genome sequencing 

WHO World health organisation 

WM Waldenstroem's macroglobulinaemia 
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Context of the innovation  

Next generation sequencing technologies are rapidly being incorporated into diagnostic laboratories for the 

detection of clinically relevant SNV and CNVs in solid cancers (Sahm et al., Passinen-Sohns et al., 2017) 

and myeloid disorders (Hamblin et al., 2017). In the context of lymphomas, two additional targets provide 

essential clinical information: translocations and Immunoglobulin-gene (IG) and T-cell receptor (TCR) gene 

rearrangements (Swerdlow et al., 2016, Langerak et al., 2012). Evidence collated in the literature review 

shows that a capture-based NGS approach is capable of detecting translocations, including those arising 

from the IG/TR loci, as well as IG/TCR gene rearrangements in addition to SNV and CNVs. Although further 

validating studies need to be performed to demonstrate equal performance of CapNGS compared to 

established methodologies for these targets there are many potential benefits associated with such an 

approach: (a) A large number of genes and loci associated with SNVs and CNVs in lymphomas can be 

analysed in parallel; (b) Known translocations arising from any of the IG/TCR loci as well as other lymphoma-

associated translocations can be detected, including those where the translocation partners is unknown 

(Walker et al., 2013); (c) It offers analysis of IG/TCR rearrangements analogous to current clonality testing 

with the advantage of providing the nucleotide sequence enabling a more detailed investigation of the clonal 

architecture and the relationship between clonal cell populations (Langerak et al., 2017). The proposed 

innovation is to design and validate a novel CapNGS panel capable of the concurrent detection of clinically 

relevant SNV, CNVs and translocations whilst also providing detailed information on the clonal IG/TR 

rearrangement present in the sample with the view, if successful, to replace the current multi-modality 

approach with one universal CapNGS set-up for all lymphomas samples received for molecular testing by 

SIHMDS (figure B1). This approach and specifically clonality and translocation detection by CapNGS has 

not been used in the diagnostic setting before.  

Figure B1: SIHMDS testing pathways showing the different processes and methods currently employed compared to the CapNGS 

workflow.  
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Benefits of the innovation for the laboratory 

Improving the scope of laboratory testing 

The list of targets to be included in the CapNGS design covers all clinically relevant targets (Swerdlow et al., 

2016, Rosenquist et al., 2016) together with targets likely to be relevant in future based on current research 

data (for example DUSP22 and TP63 rearrangements in ALK-negative ALCL (Pederson et al., 2017)) or 

novel targeted treatment approaches (e.g. EZH2 inhibitors (McCabe et al., 2012)) and covers xxbp in total. 

In addition to mutational hotspots, whole genes are included to enable the detection of rare mutations that 

are likely to have the same effect (e.g. Ibrutinib-resistance causing mutations in BTK (Woyach and Johnson, 

2015)) with overlap of 15bp at each side of the exons to detect splice site mutations (Kotelnikova et al., 2016). 

The design for CNV analysis is under review to establish the best selection of genome-wide SNPs akin to 

the model proposed by McKerrell et al. (2016). In contrast to FISH analysis, detection of translocations by 

CapNGS does not require the knowledge of the translocation partner, allowing for the detection of any 

translocation arising from the IG/TCR loci (Walker et al., 2013). The bait design covers the entire V(D)J genes 

(thus enabling clonality analysis) plus the switch regions of the constant genes to cover translocations arising 

during V(D)J rearrangement, SHM or class-switch recombination (Walker et al., 2015). The scalability of 

NGS methods (Hovelson et al., 2015) will provide a flexible tool to add additional targets as they are 

described. The inclusion of markers not yet in clinical practice provides an excellent basis to be incorporated 

in research studies, collaborations or clinical trials. Long-term this flexibility will provide a competitive edge 

for the SIHMDS against competition from other NHS and private laboratories.  

 

Streamlining laboratory workflows 
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The workflow for CapNGS is outlined in figure B1 with estimated timings for each of the steps involved. Based 

on our experience with other NGS capture panels for SNV detection, performing one set up per week reliably 

allows for reports to be released within 10-12 working days, which is in-line with clinical requirements (NICE, 

2016) and faster than the average FISH and Sanger sequencing TAT of 15 working days thus enabling 

integrated reports to be released well within the expected 4 week timeframe (NICE, 2016). Under current 

workflows, a lymphoma sample is received by the general specimen reception and booked onto the hospital 

database. If required, a sample is send to the cytogenetics department for FISH analysis and another to the 

molecular department for mutation or clonality assessment. Following the completion of the respective 

laboratory investigations, the results are reported as stand-alone reports, transferred onto the hospital 

database under each separate laboratory tab and the information needs to be retrieved when the integrated 

report is written. CapNGS produces all results in a single workflow, which can be reported together facilitating 

integrated report writing and reducing delays and potential errors due to missing information. The new 

workflow would bring the haemato-oncology work of the department in-line with the solid cancer 

workstreams, most of which are already NGS-based. This would reduce the number of instruments required 

in the laboratory releasing much –needed space, reduce the amount of paperwork associated with each 

separate procedure (SOPs, maintenance and training documentation), reduce the requirement for cross-

training of staff on different methods and minimise the number of different kits and reagents bought from 

different suppliers with the potential of bulk discounts for NGS reagents. Streamlining of processes would 

also reduce the work and documentation required for UKAS accreditation and could free up technical staff to 

take on other duties.  

 

Semi-automated analysis 

Once designed and validated, the bioinformatics pipeline combines the different molecular variants found in 

a sample in one output file (Mckerrell et al., 2016), making analysis and reporting easier, less time consuming 

and by reducing the number of data transfers less error prone. In particular for clonality analysis, the 

availability of the exact sequence information for each clonotype together with the design of specific 

bioinformatics algorithms, is predicted to improve read-outs by making interpretation less subjective 

(Langerak et al., 2017). A pre-defined tier-system for variants (Tier 1 = known pathogenic, Tier 2= likely 

pathogenic, Tier 3= Variant of unknown significance, Tier 4= known SNP) should be established and ratified 

by the medical Consultants and Clinical scientists in accordance with best-practice guidelines (Richards et 

al., 2015) and based on regular review of the published literature. This could be fed into the pipeline providing 

automated annotation for variants detected and reducing the number of variants that need to be reviewed 

with regards to their likely relevance (Wallis et al., 2013).  

 

Costs 

At this stage the cost for the panel is difficult to establish as the final design needs to be agreed and the 

validation in the clinical context performed to establish required read depths which will have an impact on the 

number of patient samples that can be pooled on each run affecting costs. The aim is to achieve a run cost 

of around £500 which is higher than the stipulated £300 target set by Cancer Research UK (Hamblin et al., 
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2017), however this panel provides a larger body of information and the specific requirement of IG/TR loci 

investigation makes this a special case. Only one study has been published looking at the cost of running a 

small targeted NGS panel for mutation detection in a NHS laboratory (Hamblin et al., 2017) and their data 

suggests that as soon as more than one target needs to be investigated, NGS-based approaches are a viable 

alternative to multimodality testing. Our current assay costs are provided in the appendix and even without 

further analysis it is clear that if a patient with myeloma requires an IG translocation work-up by FISH together 

with additional mutations like KRAS and TP53 then the CapNGS panel could be cheaper (current cost around 

£600 personal communication K.B.).  

 

Benefits of the innovation for patients 

The key benefit for patients is the incorporation of all molecular targets currently required for diagnosis and 

to assess prognosis and predict treatment response, together with additional markers that could suggest 

experimental treatment options or allow entry into a clinical trial (Pritchard et al., 2014), especially in those 

patients with disorders in the ‘not otherwise specific’ group. The panel will specifically help in the differential 

diagnosis of HCL (BRAF+/MAP2K-) versus variant HCL (MAP2K+/BRAF-), separating WM from myeloma 

and SMZL if a MYD88 mutation can be demonstrated and in picking out MCL with a t(11;14) translocation in 

CD5+ B-NHL and FL/MALT IG-translocation positive cases in CD5- B-NHLs. Patients will also welcome a 

faster turn-around time and a more reliable availability of all their results for the integrated report. As only 

DNA is required, stored DNA can be reassessed using this panel when available in patients that could benefit 

from clinical trials due to disease progression or treatment resistance. The detailed analysis of translocation 

breakpoints and clonal IG/TCR rearrangements sequences will be available for all patients even if not 

required for the diagnosis and could provide the basis for patient specific MRD assays akin to those 

performed in ALL (Hoelzer et al., 2016) and CLL (Thompson and Wierda, 2016). From this information the 

relationship between two separate lesions can be established with greater certainty than before, which will 

be crucial in selecting high-dose regimen for patients with clonally-related neoplasms as opposed to those 

presenting with two individual clones, who will receive standard first-line therapy as needed. Patients with 

MBL and MGUS may also benefit from additional information gleaned form this panel in terms of mutations, 

translocations and IG stereotype to understand their risk of disease progression. 

 

Evidence of stakeholder engagement 

Haemato-Oncology Consultants 

An interview was conducted with the lead consultant of the lymphoma service and questionnaires were send 

to all other haemato-oncology and histopathology consultants (see appendix for template). All differentiated 

between current use and predicted greater potential use in future. Four out of 5 replies stated that 

histopathology and immunophenotyping currently remain sufficient for the diagnosis in the majority of patients 

but with BRAF and MYD88 already included in the new WHO classification (Swerdlow et al., 2016) and 

further data published everyone was in agreement that there is an increasing need for more comprehensive 

testing with one example being the identification of MYC, BCL2, and BCL6 translocations in double-hit 
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DLBCL, which has been incorporated into the latest NICE guidance for DLBCL management (NICE, 2016). 

Similarly, it was deemed a very useful tool to expand the evaluation of those cases currently undergoing 

clonality testing to distinguish reactive from clonal and it is expected that the NGS results will provide a clearer 

answer than current methodologies, particularly in T-LPD. The main advantage identified by all was the 

reduced need for multiple FISH tests (reducing costs) and the potential to extend the CNV testing, as we do 

not offer arrays in house. The main disadvantage identified was the surplus information obtained, especially 

in patients not currently needing treatment as it was felt that this could cause anxiety in patients, although 

the lead clinician did not feel that this was money wasted as the information could become relevant at a later 

date.   

 

Euroclonality Expert consortium 

My design of the current panel was based on an extensive literature review and input from all the leading 

experts within the EC consortium: telephone conferences were held and the final design was agreed at one 

of the EC meetings. The panel is being validated for translocation, SNV and clonality detection in a pan-

European study conducted by EC together with the development of a tailored bioinformatics pipeline. 

 

Implementation plan  

There are two gateways for the implementation of this innovation project: One to design and validate the 

CapNGS panel in the clinical context and as part of the EC study to ensure equal or better sensitivity, 

specificity and accuracy compared to current established methods and two, if this is successful, to evaluate 

whether the replacement of current technologies and workflows by CapNGS is cost effective in the SIHMDS 

setting. Potential barriers for each stage are summarized in the table below:  

Potential barriers – Gateway 1 

Validation through the collaborative effort of the EC consortium may take longer than if it were done in-house  

EC-developed dedicated bioinformatics pipeline is an essential tool and has yet to be fully released 

Cost 

Potential barriers – Gateway 2 

CNV detection is not included in the EC validation thus needs to be performed in house in collaboration with a laboratory with 
expertise in arrays 

Cost of additional validation 

Competition by commercial companies/private laboratories although clonality testing is a niche market 

WGS may be introduced sooner than expected potentially rendering this panel obsolete 

Workload for the validation and the introduction requires dedicated staff and time  

Failure to obtain UKAS accreditation 

Reduction in FISH testing may lead to resentment amongst staff in the cytogenetic department, loss of expertise, need for re-training 

Price may be too high to make this approach viable in enough cases to cover costs; external referrers may stop sending samples  

Lack of NHS commissioning for NGS panel testing  

 

Executive summary/lay person summary 

 

New insight into the molecular changes and the cellular pathways implicated in the different types of 

lymphomas has increased our understanding of the underlying pathogenesis but has also highlighted the 

complexity and diversity of molecular aberrations present in each patient. Importantly, we are beginning to 
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understand the significance of these molecular changes in the context of different disease entities. This helps 

us define the prognosis for the patient more accurately and to predict effectiveness of specific drugs and 

treatment regimes allowing us to move towards personalised medicine increasing the efficacy of treatment 

whilst reducing toxicity. This not only improves outcome and quality of life for patients but also reduces the 

amount of money spent on treatment unlikely to provide any benefit. An ever expanding list of recurrent 

mutations at the chromosomal and DNA sequence level is emerging and whilst only a minority of these have 

a direct impact on patient management currently, it is clear that their evaluation will become mandatory in 

future to provide the best care to each patient. At present, the standard laboratory testing repertoire for the 

diagnosis and management of patients with lymphoma as part of the Specialist Integrated Haematological 

Malignancies Diagnostic Service (SIHMDS) consists of more than twenty different targets, analysed by ten 

different laboratory techniques, each requiring dedicated equipment, workflows and expertise situated within 

different laboratory departments (figure B1). Next-generation sequencing (NGS) methods have been shown 

to be capable of analysing all the different types of molecular targets clinically relevant in the context of 

lymphomas and it is proposed to design and evaluate a capture-based NGS panel incorporating all molecular 

markers currently needed for the diagnostic, prognostic and predictive investigations performed in patients 

with lymphoma. The design will include genes and hotspots, known to be affected by recurrent mutations 

(e.g. TP53, MYD88), provide information on copy-number variations (e.g. 17pdel and gain(1q) as poor 

prognostic markers in CLL and myeloma, respectively) and allow the identification of lymphoma-associated 

translocations (e.g. IGH-BCL2, IGH-CCND1) and clonal Immunoglobulin and TCR- gene rearrangements to 

ascertain the clonal, neoplastic origin of a lymphocytosis and to provide information on potential minimal-

residual disease markers to monitor treatment responses.  

The implementation of such an assay would dramatically reduce the complexity of workflows within SIHMDS, 

shorten turn-around times and would provide results simultaneously, facilitating integrated reporting as 

required by NICE. Not only is such an assay likely to result in a reduction in cost but it also requires less 

patient material making it more applicable to different sample types (including small biopsies). Finally, the 

scalability of NGS panels allows for the addition of further molecular markers, ensuring patients will benefit 

from new knowledge and evidence, whilst also ensuring the SIHMDS remains competitive providing the best 

possible, state-of-the-art laboratory service.  
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References are provided at the end of Part A 

 

Appendix 1: Overview of prices for the current cytogenetic and molecular tests performed for lymphoma investigations as part of 

the SIHMDS. Prices include costs for equipment, maintenance, staff (incl. training, turn-over and annual leave), and overheads. 

Test Method Price Price charged (£) 

NGS panel Capture NGS (Target £500)  

Clonality Genescan £106 (B) + £111 (T) £116 (B) + £116 (T) 
(>70% of cases order 
both) 

IGHV SHM Sanger sequencing  £78 88 

TP53 mutations NGS panel (CRC amplicon) £105 (NGS) 158 

17pdel  FISH £222 222 

IGH break FISH £440 440  

CNV/large chromosomal 
aberrations 

Karyotype/FISH £495-770 (karyotype + 
multiple FISH 

495-770 (karyotype + 
multiple FISH 

KIT ddPCR (external) £100 120 

MYD88 Sanger sequencing (external) £120 100 

BRAF COBAS £120 120 

MRD maker identification 
(IG/TR) 

(external) Unknown Unknown 

EZH2 Not offered NA NA 

BTK/PLCG2 Not offered NA NA 

 

Appendix 2: Questionnaire distributed to haemato-oncology and histopathology consultants who are part of the SIHMDS.  

 

Capture NGS panel providing analysis of: 

• Mutations in genes relevant for diagnosis/prognosis/predictive (including TP53, MYD88, CXCR4, BRAF, 
BTK,PLCg2, CARD11, PIK3, NOTCH1 + 2 and a list of other mutations described in the literature; assume 
all “clinically relevant” mutations are included) 

• Translocations arising from all IG (IGH, IGK, IGL) and TR (TRG, TRB, TRA, TRD) loci 

• Translocation of MALT (11;18), CCND1, ALK and BCL2/6 even if not partnered with IG or TR  

• V(D)J rearrangement info for all IG/TR loci: clonality + sequence details to look in more detail at 
oligoclonality/subclones/relationship between clones; able to identify MRD markers 

• Detect CNVs (9p (CDKN2A/B), 17p (TP53), 11q (CCND1, ATM), 8q (MYC), 7p (PAX5), 13q (BTG1), 
12q(ETV6, PIK3cA))- others could be added 

 

TAT 10-15 working days, DNA from PB/BM/FFPE 

Rather difficult to have an idea on price for this at the moment but based on current pricing let’s hypothesise this 

would be somewhere in the region of the combined price of B+T clonality + VDJ+ TP53 + Single FISH study or FISH 

panel + TP53; (min £500)  

 

 

1. Could you see this as a tool used for: 
a. Patients with lymphocytosis (what I mean is a more generic first-line work up where lymphoma 

has not been diagnosed but is a possibility; e.g. when clonality studies are done now)  
b. Providing a diagnosis according to WHO (for which cases would this be particularly useful?)  
c. Deciding between different differential diagnoses (again most useful examples)  
d. Comprehensive investigation done for all lymphomas at diagnosis 

i. If not all which ones do you think this would be most useful for?  
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ii. Would you think this would be rather more relevant for (instead of diagnostic 
scenario) 

1. Treatment decision  
2. Difficult cases/relapse cases/several diagnostic options only (i.e. selected 

cases rather than a broad-tool)  
2. Would you ask for karyotype in all cases/when would you ask for a karyotype/additional FISH studies if 

you had run this panel? 
 

 

3. If this demonstrates same or better sensitivity and specificity for IG/TR translocations compared to FISH, 
do you see any reason not to replace FISH with this approach? (Some rare translocations will be missed 
if unusual breakpoints fall outside the capture area)  

4. If this demonstrates the same or better sensitivity and specificity for CNVs in the targeted regions 
compared to karyotype/aCGH assays could you see a role for this approach in the routine work up 
instead of aCGH and karyotyping?   

 

 

5. Should a ‘tier’- system be predefined for the different aberrations? e.g. tier one = variants with known 
clinical impact (prognosis/treatment), tier two = part of same pathway as known mutations, not tested 
prospectively, tier 3= likely pathological/described in other cancers, tier 4= others/no knowledge of 
relevance  

a. Should the laboratory only report pre-defined variants and exclude targets with no known 
clinical relevance from the analysis (those that would not alter patient management at 
present)?  

 

 

6. Do you think patients would be happy to consent to use the data derived on other targets for research 
and study purposes (would that be included in current consent?)  

7. In your opinion what are the main advantages/disadvantages of this approach?  
 

8. Do you think there is a need/will be a need for 
a.  routine MRD monitoring on B/T cell lymphomas and if so in which type of disease is this most 

likely to become routine practice (if any)?  
b. Stereotype analysis of VDJ rearrangements.  
c. Defining subclones/oligoclonality.  
d. Molecular characterisation in scenarios like MGUS/MBL to try and understand which patients 

will progress/catch progression early.  
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Appendix A10 
ASH abstract 2020  
 
1109 Targeted Next Generation Sequencing Improves Diagnosis in Unclassifiable Leukemic 
Indolent B-Cell Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma and Identifies a Subset with Recurrent MYD88 Mutations 
in a Prospective Multicentre Study 
 
Available at https://ash.confex.com/ash/2020/webprogram/Paper141542.html 
 

 

https://ash.confex.com/ash/2020/webprogram/Paper141542.html
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Appendix 11: (Wren et al., 2017)
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Appendix 12:(Wren et al., 2014) 
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Appendix 13:  
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The EuroClonality-NDC panel, with an optimised laboratory protocol and bioinformatics 

pipeline, detects IG and TR rearrangements and translocations with high sensitivity and 

specificity with a LOD ≤ 5% and provides a single end-to-end workflow for the simultaneous 

detection of IG/TR rearrangements, translocations, CNA and sequence variants. 


